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Abstract
Lameness is a major issue in dairy cattle and its early and automated detection offers
animal welfare benefits together with potentially high commercial savings for farmers.
Current advancements in automated detection have not achieved a sensitive measure
for classifying early lameness; it remains to be a key challenge to be solved. The state-of-
the-art also lacks behind on other aspects e.g. robust feature detection froma cow’s body
and the identification of the lame leg/side. This multidisciplinary research addresses
the above issues by proposing an overhead, non-intrusive and covert 3-Dimensional
(3D) video setup. This facilitates an automated process in order to record freelywalking
Holstein dairy cows at a commercial farm scale, in an unconstrained environment.
The 3D data of the cow’s body have been used to automatically track key regions such
as the hook bones and the spine using a curvedness feature descriptor which operates at
a high detection accuracy (100% for the spine, >97% for the hooks). From these tracked
regions, two locomotion traits have been developed. First, motivated by a novel biome-
chanical approach, a proxy for the animal’s gait asymmetry is introduced. This dynamic
proxy is derived from the height variations in the hip joint (hooks) during walking, and
extrapolated into right/left vertical leg motion signals. This proxy is evidently affected
by minor lameness and directly contributes in identifying the lame leg. Second, back
posture, which is analysed using two cubic-fit curvatures (X−Z plane andX−Y plane)
from the spine region. The X − Z plane curvature is used to assess the spine’s arch as
an early lameness trait, while theX −Y plane curvature provides a novel definition for
localising the lame side.
Objective variables were extracted from both traits to be trained using a linear Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Validation is made against ground truth data manu-
ally scored using a 1–5 locomotion scoring (LS) system, which consist of two datasets,
23 sessions and 60 sessions of walking cows. A threshold has been identified between
LS 1 and 2 (and above). This boundary is important as it represents the earliest point in
time at which a cow is considered lame, and its early detection could improve interven-
tion outcome, thereby minimising losses and reducing animal suffering. The threshold
achieved an accuracy of 95.7% with a 100% sensitivity (detecting lame cows), and 75%
specificity (detecting non-lame cows) on dataset 1 and an accuracy of 88.3% with an
88% sensitivity and 92% specificity on dataset 2. Thereby outperforming the state-of-
the-art at a stricter lameness boundary. The 3D video based multi-trait detection strives
towards providing a comprehensive locomotion assessment on dairy farms. This con-
tributes to the detection of developing lameness trends using regular monitoring which
will improve the lack of robustness of existing methods and reduce reliance on expen-
sive equipment and/or expertise in the dairy industry.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Preface: Locomotion and vision
V isual discoveries of an animal’s locomotion were the driving factors of early de-velopment of photography. Today, this area continues to find influence in ad-
vanced Three-Dimensional (3D) computer vision. Almost a century and a half ago,
Eadward Muybridge1 used an innovative high-speed camera to prove that there was a
moment in a horse’s gallop when all four hooves were off the ground [15, 80] - Figure
1.1.
Figure 1.1: Muybridge’s famous ‘The Horse in Motion’, June 1878 - courtesy of the
Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division Washington, D.C. [79]
A lot can be understood by learning how a certain species walks under different be-
havioural scenarios. This contributes to many high-impact disciplines e.g. ethology,
1Muybridge, an English photographer best known for his pioneering high speed photography work.
His ‘The Horse in Motion’ was at the request of the Governor of California.
1
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biology, biomechanics and even robotics. It still inspires many to undertake original
investigations on different locomotion characteristics by utilizing new visual methods.
In recent years, some of the fascinating research in this direction includes: use of high-
speed cameras in combination with force plates on grizzly bears [119], navigation of
a 3D terrain while tripod-climbing in fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster) [96], relative
hydrodynamics of killer whales, manta rays and swordfishes due to their geometrical
shapes [162], hunting dynamics and athleticism of wild cheetahs [157], 3D landmarks
with high-speed X-ray videos in birds [54], stability challenges of sugar glider (Petaurus
breviceps) [115] and even a simulated visualisation of the biomechanical parameters of
Tyrannosaurus rex [58].
In more domesticated species such as cattle, a fundamental reason to study their lo-
comotion is to improve their welfare and therefore productivity. Over 20% of the 1.4
billion2 cattle in the world are dairy. These numbers reflect the impact of their study,
especially if it directly deals with real-world, commercial farm data on arguably the sin-
gle most alarming welfare issue in dairy cattle, i.e. lameness [118]. Subsequently, it has
a conspicuous economical effect to the dairy industry and thus, locomotion in cattle is
categorized as a leading area of research under animal and dairy sciences.
This PhD compiles a cross-disciplinary work to assess the locomotion in cattle with 3D
video data. Existing computer vision research on locomotion analysis is generally more
focused on research datasets. For example, a typical computer vision study looks to
‘recognise’ or ‘segment’ a gait pattern in humans or perhaps quadruped animals from
large datasets instead of observing individual animal data in order to classify lameness
for that particular animal. Conversely, the dairy/animal science research is restricted
on the use of traditional/manual methods to assess the locomotion. Very little in fact
almost only a single concept (i.e. estimating the back’s posture) has been rigorously
exploited between these two disciplines. This PhD uniquely steps into this emerg-
ing cross-disciplinary area to solve a critical welfare issue; while the ground truth is
obtained from dairy science, lameness detection is achieved via a novel 3D vision ap-
proach.
This PhDproposes the use of an overhead 3D camera to dynamically track themotions
of features from the body and spine that are combined for detection and localisation
of lameness. This dynamic 3D video analysis of a walking animal for the purposes of
assessing its soundness is an unexplored area. It has direct contributions to the dairy
industry, which is why this PhD was initiated in the first place. An overview of this
PhD’s commercial relevance and impact is provided in the next section.
2Cattle are the second largest population of a farm animal (after chicken) and the largest livestock or
ungulate population [132].
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1.2 Commercial relevance: Precision livestock farming
An InnovateUK funded project (How’s My Cow?, grant number: BB/L017407/1) was
initiated in late 2013 as a partnership between the Centre for Machine Vision and King-
shay Farming and Conservation Ltd. Although this PhD is funded by the University of
the West of England, it was associated to the How’s My Cow? project. The link between
the PhD and the project is mainly to do with the data collection resources, as detailed
in Chapter 3. The PhD itself is independent from the project as it focuses on locomo-
tion analysis only, whereas the project undertakes other health metrics such as Body
Condition Score (BCS) and weight.
The How’s My Cow? project falls under ‘precision agriculture/farming’, a specialized
areawhich has emerged over recent years from the animal and dairy sciences. Precision
farming brings together multidisciplinary research to explore the potential advantages
for continuous and automated monitoring of health and well-being metrics in a com-
mercial dairy farm. Essentially, the ultimate goal is to improve the farm’s efficiency as
well as the welfare of the herd. In dairy cattle, some of the most commonly observed
metrics are BCS, locomotion assessment and weight measurement. How’s My Cow? de-
livered a considerable advancement to precision farming by proposing a novel protocol
which simultaneously and automatically measures and incorporates these metrics. The
proposed low-cost systemwas based on the use of a single 3D camera and the observed
metrics were incorporated with Holstein cattle’s dairy statistics such as milk produc-
tion, lactation cycles, re-productivity, size and weight.
How’s My Cow? health metrics
Lameness can bedescribed as a deviation fromhealthy locomotion andBCS is ameasure
of the animal’s body fat reserves. Both of thesemetrics, if they aremeasured, are usually
undertaken manually by sight to grade the animals against established standards. A
cow’s health is directly affected by lameness, whereas the vital importance of BCS is
based on her susceptible nature to health disorders if she loses BCS in early lactation
[13]. On the contrary, excessive BCS at calving results in further BCS loss after calving,
increasing the risk of milk fever, ketosis3 and fatty liver [104]. Weight is arguably the
most objective measure available. It is a reliable indicator of the development of cattle,
therefore it is essential to monitor and act on it. Its manual methods are either stress-
inducing (e.g. weight scales) or even more subjective than the scoring systems for BCS
and lameness (e.g. measurement tapes).
3A metabolic disorder known to be linked with depression. Ketosis is also associated with lameness
[29].
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Prior to this project, these metrics are in general not utilised effectively, as they are most
often monitored inaccurately (i.e. visual grading which is known to be subjective), in-
frequently (due to the high expert or conventional systems costs) and although related,
in isolation, (i.e. on separate asynchronous occasions using differing techniques or tech-
nologies) [13]. This is where this PhD’s commercial contribution is highly valued; be-
side developing a novel method that is able to classify the early stage lameness (i.e. at
the earliest point in time when the gait starts to deviate), the same method can be used
in synchronization with the other metrics on a single system because of the proposed
morphologically inspired feature descriptor, shown in Figure 1.2. Here key analysis re-
gions are localised, namely, spine, tuber coxae and tuber ischii. For brevity, tuber coxae
is referred to as ‘hook’ or ‘hook bone’ and tuber ischii is referred to as ‘pin bone’. This
feature extraction together with the overhead view allows an objective angularity esti-
mation4 which provides BCS and weight metrics.
(A)
(B)
Figure 1.2: Examples from the 3D data in this PhD. The detection of the features here is
used for locomotion analysis however it is applicable formany other healthmetrics. (A)
Proposed curvedness feature extraction highlighting important regions such as spine,
hooks, pins. (B) Rendered 3D reconstruction of a cow’s body. The darkened region
represents higher pixels, e.g. here the cow’s left hind leg is moving/higher up.
Furthermore, this proposed system is able to detect other novel morphological metrics
that are closely related to a cow’s longevity and milk production. Such as, area width
between the pins, thurl to pin bone slope and the overall position of the hook and pin
bones. These biological metrics are believed to be genetically related to the cow’s ability
to accommodate a wider udder [47]. The proposed automated curvedness descriptor
can robustly track the hook joints and pins, as shown in Figure 1.2, and subsequently
provide additional metrics simultaneously.
Amulti-metric, automated and comprehensive vision system
4Themorphology of the 3D surface can be utilized to quantify the angularity of 3Dparticles. A relatively
low curvature 3D surface will be less angular as compared to a bony region with high curvature. Such
interpretation of angularity can be related to manual BCS which is originally based around the level of
subcutaneous fat apparent at the rear of the animal around the tail head, hook and pin bones.
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There are well-documented advantages for such a universal system, primarily, because
all three metrics are closely interlinked and it is believed that they effect each other.
As lameness effects health, it causes BCS to decrease [21]. The likelihood of mild or
even severe lameness is strongly associated with the change in BCS [51, 68, 97]. Dairy
cattle are at a higher risk of lameness related diseases when they loose BCS quickly.
Conversely, a decrease in BCS can itself cause lameness, often due to the fatty pads on
the feet getting thinner. On the other hand, early loss of body weight will result in
reduced BCS during lactation periods [103] which again directly affects animal health
and milk production.
The best alternative for above described multi-metric system is human/expert obser-
vations. These manual methods are inherently labour intensive, highly subjective and
the results obtained often inaccurate and inconsistent [13, 44, 147]. Humans are also
poor at detecting small or subtle change, or at monitoring more than one metric at a
time. More importantly, human presence may in itself add subjectivity to behavioural
metrics e.g. lameness, which in cows is liable to variation in the presence of observers
[154].
For lameness detection alone being the most challenging metric of the three; measure-
ment and analysis of weight distribution or walking pattern as the animal walks on
force plates or the use of body sensors (accelerometers) are the most established con-
ventional methods. However, due to high expense, implementation complexity [32, 72]
and high vulnerability to damage and loss of the recording equipment while collecting
the data; such systems have never been implemented on a large scale, or on a regular
basis, in dairy farming. Moreover, the above conventional systems are unsuitable to
measure other metrics, therefore it is only a vision-like system that could be used for
a comprehensive health assessment. This further broadens the scope of this PhD as it
could be implemented in a system that combines multiple metrics while still accom-
modating more biological features, and correlates the changes in this PhD’s locomotion
proxies with the other metrics.
It is worth noting that although the use of new imaging technologies was introduced
fairly recently to precision farming, it transformed rapidly to a commercial scale imple-
mentation within a very short time (e.g. in locomotion, one of the very first proposed
studies was in 2010 [92] and a similar methodwas testedwithin five years on a commer-
cial routine [143]). A shorter transformation period (less than three years) has taken the
How’s My Cow? project to deploy data capture prototypes at a fully commercial, uncon-
strained environment. On the contrary, the conventional methods have been around
for a lot longer, but until today, these have struggled to provide a large scale, regular
implementation.
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Today, the farming industry looks to embrace novel imaging technologies like never
before, as observed from the increasing number of projects and publications in recent
years. As they do, it is very likely that a comprehensive automated vision systemwill re-
place the gold standards (i.e. manual scoring). Therefore it is rather important that this
PhD delivers an analysis protocol that could incorporate other health metrics. Keep-
ing this unique commercial relevance in mind, the next two sections will highlight the
motivational factors and objectives of this PhD.
1.3 Motivation: Why detect lameness?
Lameness hasmore detrimental and evident effects on a cow’s health and the farm’s pro-
ductivity, as compared to other healthmetrics (BCS andweight). Moreover, the analysis
in the latter two takes into account a more static approach, as they are not dependent
on the dynamics (motion) of the animal. Whereas the lameness detection is relatively
more complicated as there are many aspects to consider beside shape and angularity.
Furthermore, the state-of-the-art in lameness detection lacks novelty and precision (as
reviewed under Section 2.4.3 in the following chapter) leaving a considerable gap or a
case for this PhD to address. This formed the direction of this PhDwhich is dedicated to
solving the associated problems of observing animal locomotion, while keeping in view
the operational factors of theHow’sMy Cow? project to allow a simultaneous, automatic
and frequent process.
There is no doubt that lameness remains an alarming animal welfare issue, especially
when it comes to the world’s most intensively farmed livestock species. Scholars and
veterinarians over the years have stressed on the seriousness of lameness in commercial
dairy herds [118]; unanimously advocating the industry to act upon it. Therefore im-
proving cattle welfare (i.e. through the early detection of lameness onsets) has become
a key driving factor for conducting such research.
This research is equally important when looked at economically; realising that at least
20% of cows in any UK dairy farm are lame at one time (higher prevalence rates in the
US or Canada) [37]. Lameness is more expensive and difficult to control as compared to
any other chronic disease in cattle, including mastitis. This contributes to gigantic an-
nual losses in the dairy industry (e.g. >£120 million in the UK during 2009) [19]. These
alarming numbers together with the fact that there is no evident suggestion of lame-
ness decline despite considerable investment have contributed in raising the awareness
among the dairy society. This has simply ruled out the reliance on traditional/manual
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lameness detecting methods. The fact that today, the dairy industry is noticeably look-
ing to adapt sophisticated technologies only shows that this issue is developing into a
matter of a serious need, not an optional auxiliary.
From another perspective, this PhD comes at a time when there are raising demands
around the world to reduce or totally ban the dairy agriculture. These calls mainly re-
sult from either certain individual/cruel practices (e.g. harsh de-horning or artificial
inseminating footages) or a more general dairy agriculture effect on the climate change
(e.g. greenhouse gases). The latter argument is more linked to the animals’ diet and
therefore perhaps not related to this discussion. However, since this PhD is effectively
dealing with one of the major welfare concerns in cattle, it is in a position to briefly
address the first argument. Ideally, a modern lameness detection research’s priority
should be aimed at improving the welfare, by elevating the sensitivity threshold in de-
tecting lameness. It should make a precedent by providing a strict analysis using novel
methods (e.g. 3D video) whereby the detection is obtained at the earliest stage possible.
This is the main aim of this research and it is also the current main challenge for any
automated lameness detection method [147].
1.4 Aims and objectives: Unconstrained, early detection
The overall system’s ability to detect an early lameness onset with high accuracy using
real-world, commercial-farm routine and unconstrained data is the ultimate goal of
this research. Evidently, this early boundary’s detection is important as it represents
the earliest point in time at which a cow is considered lame, and its early detection
could improve intervention outcomes thereby minimising losses and reducing animal
suffering. This PhD marks the first such study that is fully applicable for commercial
farm implementations whilst being focused on early lameness detection. This aim has
direct contributions to the animals’ welfare and dairy industry/science.
Animals will naturally react to pain or discomfort in different ways which leads to dif-
ferent observed traits [126]. Thus a comprehensive early lameness detection in this PhD
is proposed to take into account different locomotion traits. These will be assessed at an
early lameness stage to detect minor deviations from a healthy gait. This is in a way an
attempt to mimic the ground truth locomotion scoring by providing objective variables
from the proposed locomotion traits. The extrapolation of these traits are subsequently
considered main aims in this PhD, as follows:
Extracting gait information in the form of a gait asymmetry as a proxy. This is a ma-
jor shortcoming in current vision methods and it has been addressed by introducing
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a novel proxy. The state-of-the-art is entirely based on a single back posture trait and
more importantly, no study has shown a method to extract ‘gait information’ from non-
intrusive video data, for health assessment. However in order to address this, especially
using the proposed overhead 3D video data in Figure 1.2, an important PhD question
comes into play:
How to extrapolate a reliable proxy that correlates to limb movements in the absence of the limbs
from the field of view?
A novel method that solves this aim is believed to contribute to the field of animal
biomechanics in general because the developed proxy is transferable to other species
e.g. horses. This represents the first such objective research that has examined the
vertical leg motion asymmetry (i.e. gait asymmetry) using a completely non-intrusive,
contact-lessmethod. The detailed justification for an overhead 3Dvideomethod follows
in Chapters 2 and 3.
A scrutinized back posture analysis at the early lameness boundary. This is aimed to
improve the early lameness detection in the state-of-the-art. Here a better extraction/-
analysis for a walking animal’s spine is required to assess the arch at the early stage.
The analysis of these proposed locomotion traits pinpoints other novel objectives which
are also currently lacking in the state-of-the-art. These are summarised as follows:
Robust and automated feature extraction. Utilising the morphological features of a
cow’s 3D image, this PhD aims to track key regions that are invoked for the locomotion
analysis as well as for the analysis of other health metrics as described previously in
Section 1.2. This will contribute to the dairy science and computer vision disciplines to
promote further 3D video studies on cattle.
Localising the lame side/limb. Using the developed locomotion traits, novel methods
are investigated to identify the origin of lameness (i.e. the affected limb/hoof) to facili-
tate a faster and more practical inspection by the herdsmen. This potentially important
feature is completely missing in the current state-of-the-art.
It is essential that all these aims are achieved using data from real-world conditions
without interfering with the cattle’s daily routine. This will promote an automated and
objective scoring at a commercial scale. It will further improve the lack of robustness
and reduce reliance on expensive expertise in current dairy industry.
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1.5 Approach and outline: Feature→ Trait→ Classify
For reasons of simplicity, the thesis is written as a progressive pipeline which addresses
the above challenges while navigating towards the maim aim, i.e. early lameness classi-
fication. This pipeline is composed of three main cohesive tasks:
Feature (3D data processing): The 3D video data are processed and analysed to develop
a robust feature descriptor. This results in an automated extraction of key Regions of In-
terest (ROIs) in the cow’s body that are hypothesized to reflect the animal’s gait. Namely,
movement of the hook bones and the spine.
Trait (locomotion proxies): Extrapolation of locomotion traits using the tracked ROIs.
These traits are proxies of the locomotion, e.g. the hooks ROIs are used to develop a gait
asymmetry proxy and the spine ROI is used to assess the back posture. Here a rigorous
analysis is presented which relates both traits to a healthy gait and it follows on with a
trend-investigation on how lameness (or minor deviations) affects that particular trait.
By establishing visual trends, quantitative variables are derived to be used in a classifier.
Classify (early lameness detection and localisation): Using the above developed vari-
ables the statistical significance at an early lameness stage is first examined. The vari-
ables are then used to train an early lameness classifier to form the ‘multi-trait lameness
detector’. Similar results and analysis are also used to localise the lame leg/side.
Figure 1.3 best describes the pipeline which is the backbone of this thesis. It provides a
simplistic roadmap on the structure of the thesis and the primary problems addressed
in each chapter. A paradigm of above three main tasks can be simplified as:
Feature→ Trait→ Classify{ Feature extraction
-3D data procesing: hooks, spine 
and neck ROIS.
-Ground truth data.
Chapter 3
Locomotion traits
Proxies to assess the locomotion:
Gait asymmetry, spine arch and
lateral curvature.
Chapter 4
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Classification and localisation{
Chapter 5
-Early lameness classification based
on the traits.
-Localising the lame limb.
{
C
h
Figure 1.3: A simplified approach and outline of this PhD (Feature → Trait →
Classify). First step shows the feature extraction highlighting the hooks and spine
regions. Seconds step shows rendered 3D images of cows and extrapolated plots rep-
resenting locomotion signals, spine arch and lateral curvature. Lastly, a visualization
of the classification and detection of the lame leg.
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The paradigm reflects the core Chapters of this thesis (4, 5 and 6). Here the research
and conducted experiments with their results are presented. A coherent continuation
on the data analysis traverses across these chapters. Below is a more detailed thesis
outline from Figure 1.3:
Chapter 2 addresses the need for early lameness monitoring with a focus on prevalence
and economical/welfare impacts, then goes on to review the relevant literature in a
semi historical order. It begins by describing the routine walk in cows and reports on
the earlier biomechanical discoveries. Manual locomotion scoring, i.e. ground truth, is
reviewed next. The reviewmoves onto the conventionalmethods (force plates and body
sensors) with a focus on closely relevant/highly regarded research. Then, all computer
vision based methods are reviewed; a critical focus is made here on the state-of-the-art,
i.e. back posture analysis. Other relevant areas e.g. Two-Dimensional (2D) methods, 3D
feature extraction and any other research on cattle using video data are also covered.
Chapter 3 details all data related matters. After introducing the farm-based 3D video
capturing system and the ground truth; this chapter describes the novel approach of
feature detection. Automated algorithms are developed to robustly detect/locate the
spine and hook bones from the 3D videos using a curvedness shape descriptor. Other
3D data related issues are also covered here e.g. neck and tail detection.
Chapter 4 introduces the two novel traits to assess the locomotion (gait asymmetry from
regional body height movements then back posture). These are directly exploited from
the tracked spine and hook bone regions. For each trait, the analysis begins by describ-
ing how that trait is first extrapolated and its correlation to a healthy gait. This estab-
lishes an understanding as to how/when a trait deviates due to lameness. These early
cases and some other interesting examples from the data that influenced the analysis
are discussed thoroughly. Visual locomotion trends are observed fromboth traitswhich
directly contributes in extracting mathematical variables to objectively assess the loco-
motion. Under gait asymmetry, novel locomotion signals aremodelled representing the
dynamic height variation in a cow’s pelvis. The back posture introduces a completely
new lateral, snake-like spine extraction that helps in localising the lame side as well as
the vertical curvature which predicts the severity of lameness.
Chapter 5 classifies and localises lameness using the extracted variables from the traits
in a similar order. Each trait is dealt with separately; the variables are first statistically
examined before training them in classifier. The most promising variables are used
to train a multi-trait classifier which illustrates how early lameness detection can be
improved in this approach. The results on localising the lame limb/side are presented
using the same variables from both traits. Lastly, the final proposed classifier’s results
are presented in comparison to the closely relevant, previous methods.
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Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by summarising its main multidisciplinary claims, con-
tributions and limitations. Finally, this chapter proposes future directions that could
improve the early detection or broaden the application of this PhD-like 3D video sys-
tems in a commercial dairy farm.
CHAPTER 2
Background and Review
Following inMuybridge’s cross-disciplinary footsteps [15], this chapter stands as a bridge
between twodisciplines; dairy science, and locomotion studies in animals (animal biome-
chanics). These two disciplines have existed in parallel with little cross-discipline re-
search. Without this collaborative work, many areas have remained unexplored by the
dairy scientists. Furthermore, the recent advances in computer vision and acquisition
allow for some of these areas to be investigated more deeply, in order to facilitate au-
tomated and daily based animal monitoring. This thesis is a classic example of this
cross-disciplinary research.
The literature of locomotion analysis or lameness detection in dairy cattle related to this
PhD’s locomotion traits could be generally divided into two main categories:
• Conventional methods, 2.3: These are the major orthodox methods (visual/man-
ual scoring, force plates and body sensors) to detect lameness or rank the locomo-
tion. Some of the earlier non-automated methods are included because of their
vital contributions for discoveries on the changes in a lame animal’s posture or
gait. Because no computer vision studies have investigated gait asymmetry trait;
relevant work on horses (i.e. vertical symmetrywhich could be theoretically trans-
ferable to cows) is briefly included.
• Computer vision methods, 2.4: The current state-of-the-art is reported here with
a more detailed review. The vast majority of the vision work is mainly focused on
the back arch as a single trait to detect lameness (reviewed under Section 2.4.3).
Other relevant computer vision work on cattle (e.g. feature extraction or prelimi-
nary analyses) is also reported.
In general, the background presented here defines the outer boundaries of this research
from both disciplines. The review on the other hand will be focused on the methods
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that are dedicated to solve this animal welfare problem. Priority is given to details of
computer vision based or early lameness detection methods.
The following Section 2.1 explains this PhD’s motivational grounds with a special fo-
cus on the need for early lameness detection. The relevant biomechanical literature is
presented under Section 2.2, mainly to provide an understanding of the walk in cattle.
2.1 Lameness in dairy cattle
Lameness is described as a deviation from normal gait, primarily, caused by pain from
injuries or diseases in the hoof or the leg [44]. It currently represents one of the major
health risks for the dairy industry and accounts for a significant economic loss [38].
Lameness reduces the number of visits cowsmake to themilking parlour [14, 21, 24, 64].
It increases the risk of culling and reduces the estrus (sexual desire/fertility period in
cows) frequency [126] in dairy cows. Lameness further predisposes cattle to diseases,
such as mastitis (inflammation of the udder tissue) and ketosis [104].
Lameness can take the form of very painful conditions that decrease productivity and
has an impact on animal well-being. From the author’s point of view, as addressed in
Section 1.3, this is the primary motivational factor to achieve high detection accuracy in
picking up lameness trends. It is also the main reason why the author has opted for a
strict binary classification at an early stage. No published computer vision work prior
to the author’s has produced a classification at that early stage, as far as the author is
aware. The fact that there is a rapidly growing demand in today’s dairy industry for
sophisticated monitoring systems only proves the detrimental effects lameness has on
the entire dairy herd. The high prevalence and hefty economic losses reported below
are further evidences of these effects.
2.1.1 Prevalence and economic losses
In terms of the major economic losses, besides lower milk yields [98]; lameness reduces
reproductive performance and increases the culling rates. It will also expand the addi-
tional labour costs needed to fetch the cows for milking [14] and/or the medical care
required for lame cows [16, 75]. Dunthorn et al. [39] stated that although the prevalence
of clinical mastitis is greater than lameness, the economical costs are almost similar. In
a thorough and recent review on lameness costs, Shearer [118] reported that a single
lameness case costs about $500. This surpasses almost all other bovine diseases includ-
ing clinical mastitis. It is also known that lameness is inherently more challenging to
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treat and the actual welfare costs are less finite because of the severity at which it may
affect the overall animal welfare [118].
It is generally believed that at least 20% of worldwide intensively managed dairy cows
(e.g. a typical UK dairy herd) are lame at one time [37]. Studies in 2010 associated with
the University of Bristol [16, 75] revealed an increasingly high prevalence of lameness in
the UK. Themean prevalence ofmoderate and severe lameness (i.e. notmild) across 205
UK farms was 36.8% [16]. In the other large survey using statistics from 224 UK dairy
farms it was found that over 80% of farms had at least one severe lameness case. In those
80%, the overall prevalence was 25% [75]. The above studies showed an overall average
of around 55 cases per 100 cows per year with a prevalence at 22%, i.e. at least 22% of
UK dairy cows are lame at any one time. The average incidence equates to a financial
loss of £14,850 per 150 cows. This is the equivalent of around 1.3p/litre of milk. In a
more specific study in 2009, Willshire and Bell [19] reported that lameness in the UK’s
national herd accounted for financial losses of up to £127.8 million in that year alone.
In the US, lameness is also one of the most costly health problems affecting the dairy
industry [117]; lameness averages around 30 cases per 100 cows per year ($9000 per
100 cows per one year). Prevalence of clinical lameness averages 30% and up to 55%
in certain US regions [153]. A recent estimation reported losses for up to $2.8 billion
across 9.3 million US dairy cattle [39]. In Canada, the reported prevalence averages at
21% from based on statistics from 141 dairy farms [121].
In terms of lameness causes, the environment has a considerable influence (housing and
surface comfort) on the cattle, especially, on reducing the development of new lameness
cases [37]. Poor stall designs, overstocking, behavioural changes during the transition
period, heat stress, prolonged milking times and management tasks that keep cows
away from stalls all impact resting time and increase exposure of the claw to concrete.
This subsequently, increases the risks of lameness. A study was presented in [30] calcu-
lated the cost of different types (sole ulcer, digital dermatitis and foot rot) of lameness in
individual cows. It was recommended based on factors, such as incidence of lameness,
milk loss, pregnancy rate and treatment cost, that 93% to 97% of all cases from all types
should be treated. This further provides motivation for accurate lameness detection
regardless of its causes.
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2.1.2 Need for early lameness detection
For over twodecades, it was repeatedly reported that early lameness detection and treat-
ment is a fundamental need for the animal’s recovery [6, 36, 52, 67, 114, 117, 133]. Re-
gardless of lameness causes, early detection directly aids prompt treatment which sub-
sequently minimizes losses, improves outcomes and reduces animal suffering [30, 67].
The above studies have also found early detection as imperative for effective treatment,
which is likely to prevent the condition from developing into a severe or chronic lame-
ness. A recent study by Thomas et al. [133] on the recovery of chronically lame animals
suggested that both hind limbs should be examined regularly. The authors concluded
after surveying seven commercial farms in the UK that ‘any delay in treatment is likely
to reduce the rate of recovery’. Leach et al. [67] reported that an early treatment thresh-
old of 48 hours (fromdetecting the lameness case in hind limbs until treatment) reduced
the prevalence of lameness by four weeks. It has also been reported that farmers who
received training in recognizing early lameness made significant reduction in the dura-
tion of lameness cases [36].
Considerably large and recent studies in the UK and New Zealand [6, 52] further sug-
gested that delays in detecting early lameness stage cases leads to an impact on the
treatments. These studies have further reported current typical delays for the treatment
due to many reasons including lack of automated detection; 21 days for severely lame
cases and 70 days for mild cases are reported in [6] whereas an overall delay of 37.7 days
is reported in [52].
The above large delays in providing treatment in commercial farms could also suggest
the priorities of farmers in managing their tasks [147]. However, even from a commer-
cial perspective, maintaining low lameness prevalence directly contributes to a higher
farm efficiency [17]. Based on above alarming facts, there is a growing demand in the
dairy industry for an accurate daily based or frequent monitoring that will allow detect-
ing small changes or minor abnormality trends. Therefore there is a general consensus
among dairy scientists over the need for accurate, quantitative, objective and automated
lameness detection systems to improve the welfare of dairy cattle as well as the farm’s
productivity [18, 72, 107, 147].
However, the biggest challenge to be addressed is related to the threshold for such auto-
mated systems [147]. In other words, what determines the boundary for the lame class?
Although the need for an early threshold is well-reported, there are some practical con-
cerns among farmers associated to the timing at which this boundary could be consid-
ered valuable. This raises a genuine concern regarding cattle welfare especially because
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there are many studies suggesting that farmers not only underestimate the prevalence
of lameness, they also underestimate the severity of chronic cases [27, 67, 147].
Theoretically, a reasonable approach to the detection of an early onset is based around
observing reliable locomotion traits and monitoring how they gradually change with
lameness. Following this approach, first an overview of the healthy locomotion and its
characteristics is presented in the following section. This will provide a base for this
thesis to refer to with the hypothesises on the deviations from a healthy gait. Next,
Section 2.3 looks into the manually established and renowned standards to define the
early threshold.
2.2 Quadrupedal locomotion
An animal that walks on four legs/limbs is known as a quadruped; and the major-
ity of walking animals are quadrupeds (or tetrapods). Hildebrand et al. [56] categorizes
quadrupedal gaits as either symmetrical (walks, trot and pace) or asymmetrical (bounds
and gallops). A symmetrical gait is classified aswhen the footfall (or any given action) of
the two feet of a pair are evenly spaced in time. In contrast, the gait will be asymmetrical
if corresponding actions of the feet of a pair are unevenly spaced in time. Mathemati-
cally, a symmetrical gait in quadrupeds is achieved when the motion of either right or
left ipsilateral (same side of the body) pair is exactly half a cycle out of phase [61].
FRFL
HL HR
1
2
3
4
Figure 2.1: Quadrupedal gait sequence, ‘the routine walk’. This is an overhead visu-
alization of the walk during a single stride, Fore Right (FR), Hind Left (HL), Fore Left
(FL), Hind Right (HR). The sequence is well reported in the literature, e.g. Roberts [102,
pp. 197].
A quadrupedal routine walk, or often termed ‘amble’ in horses, shown in Figure 2.1; is
the most common locomotion that many quadrupeds primitively follow at slow speeds
[61]. The cycle is diagonally supported, e.g. fore right, hind left, fore left and then hind
right. A full cycle is known as a stride, i.e. from the setting down a particular foot to the
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next setting down of the same foot [7]. Nickel et al. [83] produced an eight image based
visualised gait cycle for cattle. The correlation to the locomotion in this thesis is based
on this renowned reference.
As this PhD employs data captured from walking cows, the locomotion review will be
focused on this standard routine gait, the walk. Many examples found in the literature
are based around horse gaits; as the horse is the best documented when it comes to
quadrupedal locomotion [61].
There are two common variables in general to analyse a symmetrical gait [56]:
1. Ground contact interval, which varies with the rate of travel. Also known as
‘stance phase’.
2. The relation of the action of one pair of feet (or a single foot) to that of the other, in
some literature it is referred to as (duty cycle/factor). It is partially a ‘swing phase’
analysis because it involves observing the motion of one limb vs the others.
Given cattle’s profoundly symmetric duty cycle across the legs according to Hildebrand
et al.’s work [56, pp. 41], and given a locomotion analysis with short-duration data per
animal - such as this PhD; the core interest will be highly centred on the second vari-
able. A reasonable interpretation from the overhead 3D video would be to examine the
vertical movements of one limb versus the other. This establishes a gait ‘asymmetry
analysis’ using a novel 3D video method. This approach fits well for key anticipated
advantages of this study, e.g. observe slow changes in locomotion, detect the origins of
these changes at early stages, i.e. the affected limb.
Manter in 1938 [77] used a cat as a representative quadruped on a locomotor apparatus
(pressure sensitive) to study the dynamics of quadrupedal locomotion. He defines the
locomotion as an entire body activity which involves coordinated actions of muscles,
bones, nervous system and sense organs. Hence, it is a study that deals with the me-
chanical aspects of a physiological system. This PhD falls under a similar domain; with
an emphasis on the advancement of locomotion studies that have dealt withmechanical
attributes in large quadrupeds. The computer vision related work also falls in this do-
main, wheremainly the body structure/movement is analysed. Such a domain requires
the knowledge of anatomical terms commonly used in the state-of-the-art methods and
throughout this PhD, presented in Figure 2.2 for dairy cattle and 2.3 for horses (both
based on Ellenberger et al.’s anatomical work [40]). Other methods such as milk and
blood observation, clinical inspection of hoof related diseases and drug experiments
(e.g. Ketoprofen in cows and horses) are out of the scope.
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CERVICAL THORACIC LUMBAR SACRAL CAUDAL
TUBER COXAE (HOOK)
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Figure 2.2: A dairy cow’s anatomical skeleton diagram highlighting key vertebrae sec-
tions and hip bones.
ILIUM
THORACIC
WITHERS
Figure 2.3: A horse’s anatomical skeleton diagram highlighting key regions.
Animal locomotion related studies are very broad in general, however, the research re-
lated to observing abnormalities and assessing the gait wellness is probably the most
desirable outcome. A review on these methods is discussed under the forthcoming two
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Sections; 2.3 and 2.4, pinpointing relevant and novel work. The focus will be mainly
established on three main elements; methods have been used on large quadrupeds
(e.g. cattle), automated methods (i.e. feasible for daily basis monitoring) and methods
that closely investigated small changes or early stage lameness.
2.3 Conventional methods
Locomotion abnormalities or lameness indications are manually detected by visually
observing the gait of the animal. Typically, the gait is assessed using a standardized
scoring system which is purposed to rank the animal’s gait soundness. In cows for
instance, this is normally done as they enter or exit the milking parlour. It is done more
commonly as they exit the milking parlour due to studies suggesting that the animals
change their gait after being milked, i.e. because of udder fill [42].
Current manual methods do not appear to be an effective and practical solution for
big farms or commercial use. The procedure is time-consuming and subjective. It is
therefore hardly done in practice [92], rather it is often done on a subsample of the
entire herd in cases of large sized herds [134].
2.3.1 Locomotion scoring system in cows
Although the first numerical 1-5 (with half points) gait assessment scoring system was
introduced by Manson and Leaver in 1988 [76], it is not widely used in practice due
to interpreting difficulties. Sprecher et al. [126] established a 1-5 lameness scoring sys-
tem (Table 2.1); a widely used scoring system in the literature and in practice. It is also
the scoring system applied to the ground truth data in this PhD. Their scoring system is
mainly based upon observing the back posture. Stride length, deliberate steps and in-
ability to bear weight are also considered factors. Winckler and Willen [158] produced
a similar scoring version (Table 2.1) to [126] by describing the gait and focusing on the
stride lengths. This systemwas further simplified in [25] into a binary scoring system as
shown in Table 2.1.
Flower and Weary [43] explored how hoof pathologies affect the dairy cattle gait. The
study involved cows with sole hemorrhages (internal bleeding within the hoof) and
healthy cows. Cows gaits were assessed from recorded videos. The approach in this
new scoring system is to divide the gait into specific gait attributes, each attribute is
separately scored to provide a detailed profile of the locomotion. This system has been
particularly successful with weight distribution methods 2.3.2. The subjective assess-
ment considered six gait attributes; back arch, head bob, tracking-up (the finesse of the
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strides and also known as the overlap; i.e. whether the hind hoof falls in imprint or short
of imprint of the fore hoof), joint flexion, asymmetric gait, and reluctance to bearweight.
Other less frequently used scoring systems in the literature e.g. Thomsen et al. [135] or
the ‘AHDB1 Dairy Mobility Score Instructions’ - Figure 2.4 [5, 156] are excluded from
the comparison in Table 2.1 because they do not provide a relevance to the state-of-the-
art. However, it is worth mentioning that the AHDB system -which was invented in the
UK-, is becoming more common in practice among UK based veterinarians.
Figure 2.4: AHDB mobility score instructions, reproduced with permission from the
AHDB website [5].
1Agriculture andHorticulture Development Board is a public body aims to improve farming in the UK.
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It can be seen in Table 2.1 that both Sprecher and Flower and Weary systems agree
that there is a visually observed deviation at the earliest point i.e. Locomotion Score
(LS) 2. Despite these evident changes at LS 2, all of the state-of-the-art vision methods
(under Section 2.4) selected a binary classification at LS 3, perhaps because there is little
treatable pathology evident at LS 2, i.e. farmers will see little damage in the feet at this
stage. However, this does not necessarily mean that action does not need to be taken, or
cannot be taken at LS 2. This is perhaps the biggest critique in the state-of-the-art that
has been addressed in this PhD and its publications [3, 4].
A dedicated clinical study using the Sprecher et al. system by Schulz et al. [114] showed
that regular locomotion assessment and treatment is directly associated with a decrease
in the prevalence of severe claw lesions. A threshold at LS > 1 (from Table 2.1) subse-
quently contributed in reducing severe claw lesions (e.g. white line disease or digital
dermatitis). These recent findings further highlight the lack of current state-of-the-art
in preventing claw lesions from becoming severe, it also justifies this PhD’s strict binary
classification.
As Van Nuffel et al. report in their reviews of all manual and automated methods [146,
147], there are two possible approaches to define an early stage lameness threshold:
1. Detection before the visual clinical signs of lameness are present. This approach
requires a lot of data of individual animals and it is perhaps not suitable for com-
mercial implementation. Mainly because farmerswill not initiate a treatment plan
without visual signs of lameness.
2. Detection before the lame cowwould be clearly noticed by the farmer however still
at an early stage. This basicallymeans a representation of abovemanual standards
in an automated/objective manner. Such early stage or a point in time at which a
cow is considered lame is LS 2 based on the renowned descriptions in Table 2.1.
This approach which is considered more feasible [147] fits well within the objec-
tives of this PhD and it justifies the use of a strict binary classification at LS 2 in
this PhD.
Another equally important conclusion from Table 2.1 is that back arch is not the only
observed trait. From a computer vision perspective, back arch on its own cannot be
considered a comprehensive tool to assess the locomotion in a scrutinized manner, or
perhaps in future replace the manual methods. These standards are based on other
observations including the overall excursions from each footfall. This provides a gap in
the computer vision methods for other novel locomotion extrapolations from a the 3D
video to measure other traits e.g. gait asymmetry.
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The above standards are considered the best option currently available to assess the
locomotion commercially, at least as a gold standard. Most of the recent studies (since
late 2016) using various methods still rely on the above standards as a sole ground truth
[3, 11, 18, 53, 139]. However themajor concern is in using thesemanualmethods as stan-
dards, is their reported variability [44, 146]. It is rarely possible that different observers
are in total agreement while scoring the animals, which shows that the current imple-
mentation in scoring the animals lacks repeatability and is subjective. It also means that
there is no real (accurate) ground truth data available on locomotion/lameness scoring
(and so is the case with BCS). There may be a consensus but it is doubtful whether a
group of herdsmen would give the same score, or even the same herdsman would give
the same score twice for borderline cases. Observer biases, experience and drift could
also affect the reliability and validity of the scoring. Hence, the demand for an objective,
reliable and repeatable scoring method.
Severalmethods have been applied to replace these standardswith an objectivemeasure
of locomotion variables. Measurement and analysis of weight distribution or walking
pattern as the animal walks on force plates or the use of body sensors (accelerometers)
are the most established conventional gait analysis methods. Historically, the kinematic
measurements are considered as highly reliable indicators for gait related studies. These
measurements represent the locomotion dynamics, which can be then derived and fur-
ther analysed. However, in large quadrupeds, due to the unconstrained movements
from the animal, it is not a feasible procedure.
Because many quadrupeds (including cows) walk in a symmetrical manner, gait sym-
metry has been the principal indicator in many conventional methods to assess the
locomotion soundness. However, gait asymmetry may occur for reasons other than
lameness e.g. udder fill. Such effects have been considered during the data capture,
i.e. recording immediately after the milking session. Nevertheless, monitoring locomo-
tion is generally useful for the farmers because it may reveal other well-being issues
[148], e.g. mastitis; [148], sole ulcers; [42] or several other foot pathologies [11]. The in-
dividual classification of these issues is beyond the scope of this PhD. Instead, the focus
is to detect a sensitive boundary for early lameness classification i.e. the earliest point
in time when the gait starts to deviate from its healthy status, which is at LS 2 based on
Sprecher’s system.
2.3.2 Weight distribution
Ambulatory assessment is a common method for studying gait analysis in humans. In
quadrupeds, lameness or gait abnormalities may be detected through themeasurement
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of how animals distribute their weight among their four legs. A fundamental experi-
ment was carried out by Neveux et al. [82] on how cows redistribute their weight in
response to pain in one or more limbs. Cows were trained to stand on a platform that
measured the weight placed on each limb. The surface of the platform was later made
uncomfortable under selected areas, i.e. underneath 1-2 selected cow hooves. The scor-
ing system applied is based on Flower and Weary [43]. The major findings were:
• Cows standing with discomfort in one hoof remove weight from that hoof and
shift it primarily to the contralateral (opposite side of the body) hoof.
• Cows with a single lame limb tend to show asymmetry in weight due to continu-
ous shifting of weight between contralateral hooves.
• Cows that are lame in both fore limbs are expected to shift someweight to the hind
limbs, but lameness affecting both hind limbs might not be apparent in changes
in overall weight distribution.
Chapinal et al. [32] and Pastell et al. [86] have further advanced with Neveux et al. [82]
weight distribution findings by introducing a relevantly dynamic setup (walking cows
instead of standing). Both have applied Flower and Weary’s [43] scoring system with a
lameness boundary at LS 3. In both studies, cows were made familiar with the platform
by walking across it four times a day. A handler was asked to walk immediately behind
the cows to encourage a consistent mannered gait down the track in [32]. The results
showed higher asymmetry in hind legs, thus, agreeing with [82]. Cows with severe
lameness were used in [86], however, in contrast with above studies, the results showed
asymmetry in both hind and fore pairs. In general, above studies (and others e.g. [94])
agreed that the leg weight distribution asymmetry between the hind limbs is a reliable
indicator of lameness. The authors reported that sometimes cows did not stand directly
on the scales, causing errors in the data. Some cows were not detected as lame with the
above indicator although they were visibly lame, i.e. in high LS scores. The reported
accuracies in [32, 86] for detecting lameness at LS 3 were in the range of 71%, which is
considerably lower than the range in computer vision methods (80-90 % at LS 3).
An artificial neural network method described in [48] aimed to analyse the measure-
ments from a constrained four balanced force plates apparatus. Although this is a novel
approach, the resulting sensitivity and specificity for cows with premature lameness
were lower than the above weight distribution methods. Stance phases identification is
presented in [120] on nine cows (four moderately lame, five normal) by logging ground
reaction forces, on strain gauge force plates. The stance phases are sequenced based
upon the dynamics of routine quadrupedal walk. Too fast (> 2.4m/s) and too slow
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(< 0.8m/s) trials were discarded because of insufficient force features. A high agree-
ment rate of hind/fore foot classification obtained (97%) between human visualizing
(using the scoring system of Sprecher et al. [126]) and the reported method. Lame cows
walked slower, exhibited shorter stride lengths and more negative overlap (hind foot
does not reach the imprint of the ipsilateral front foot) compared to healthy cows.
Thorup et al. [136] showed that lameness significantly worsens the vertical symmetry
(i.e. symmetry of the weight distribution between the right and left hind limbs) as the
animals walk on force plates. Repeated measurements on the force plates were carried
out to calculate the left-right leg symmetries. Their comparison of stance time between
a healthy and a lame cow’s hind limbs show a considerable difference in symmetry. The
study further suggests the importance of early lameness detection for prompt treatment,
mainly by claw trimming.
2.3.3 Walking pattern
A spatiotemporal method (the “GAITWISE” system) has been used by [72] to register
kinematic gait variables on a pressure sensitive walkway tool. The reported method
achieved ameasurement success rate of over 80%. However, as proposed by the authors,
the data collection setup is highly dependent on cow behaviour. Measurements are
directly affected in normal cases such as slowing down, stopping or getting distracted.
The research resulted in many interesting findings in terms of measured asymmetry
variables; step length, step time, stance length and stance time. Locomotion in heifers
has been assessed using force plates in [9]. Results showed a significantly better right-
left hind limb peak vertical force symmetry in heifers with no foot lesions, as compared
to the ones with foot lesions.
Van Nuffel et al. [144, 145] used the above GAITWISE system for dedicated studies on
detecting the mild lameness stage. The authors proposed that the inconsistency in the
gait (e.g. stride-to-stride fluctuations or abduction, as presented in [145, pp. 126]) is a
useful descriptor for mild lameness. The inconsistency as a variable profoundly out-
performed the typical stride variables originally proposed in the GAITWISE system,
e.g. stance time, stride time and step overlap [72]. This approach is based on the hy-
pothesis that cows would occasionally show inconsistency before developing a severe
lameness, in this case, inconsistency could be a proxy to the abduction behaviour. How-
ever, despite their claim for proposing a method with a higher sensitivity, the ground
truth gait scoring system was still coarse-grained into three scores only (i.e. healthy,
mildly lame, severely lame), instead of using a full 1-5 scoring system as commonly
done in the literature. This work shows that new and sensitive variables outperform
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common stride variables in detecting mild lameness. Such gait inconsistency is sought
in this PhD through the vertical movements in the 3D back surface as the cow walks.
Othermore recent work using the GAITWISE system used the tenderness of hoof place-
ment as a trait to assess the locomotion [139]. This study hypothesises that lame cows
would bemore gentle/careful while placing and retracting a hind lame leg as compared
to a healthy one. This further allowed to measure the stance time, which increased in
lame cows as a percentage of triple support (i.e. three legs on the floor) versus double
support (i.e. two legs on the floor) in healthy cows. The asymmetry attributes from this
new trait was not significantly different between mildly and severely lame cows.
Although the above mentioned studies using force/pressure plates have produced in-
teresting findings and showed higher repeatability and reliability as compared to sub-
jective manual observation methods, there have been a number of reported issues in
terms of technical difficulties. Including in unrealistically constrained data collection as
follows:
• The data collection procedure is relatively stressful and perilous for the cattle as
well as the stablemen, especially in the case of large and older animals.
• There is a certain inability to control where the animal places its feet [44]. The
procedures are therefore insecure and could lead to serious injuries or damages.
• The weighing techniques are highly dependent on cow traffic and behaviour [33,
72]. Thus, the accuracy becomes an uncertainty in such systems.
• The reliance on human involvement has been repeatedly reported to manipulate
the animals to follow a certain path or reposition their hooves in the correct weigh-
ing locations [32, 86]. This further limits the capability for these systems to become
fully automated.
Above all, due to high expense, implementation complexity [32, 72] and high vulner-
ability to damage and loss of the recording equipment while collecting the data; such
systems have never been implemented on a large scale, or on a regular basis, in dairy
farming.
2.3.4 Body sensors
The discussed research under weight distribution has further developed into an au-
tomated assessment method using accelerometer sensors. The idea is to investigate
whether measurements of acceleration of the legs and back while walking could show
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locomotion changes in cows. In work by [34], five accelerometer sensors were attached,
one on each leg and one on the back. The asymmetry of variance of accelerationwithin a
pair of legs was positively correlated to the gait and visually assessed asymmetry of the
steps. This study shows that asymmetries between contralateral legs (left legs accelerate
at the same time as the right legs) are reasonable predictors of lameness. It also shows
that severely lame cows, will show greater asymmetry of variance of acceleration in the
front and rear pairs of legs. Subsequently, the locomotion steps will be asymmetrical.
These findings correspond to the weight distribution methods, however, the sensitivity
of this system has not been examined under practical conditions.
An invited review in 2013 [107] presents a detailed survey for health (fertility, loco-
motion, mastitis and metabolism) management in dairy cows using sensor based sys-
tems. Classification rates around this time using a late threshold (i.e. at LS 3 or 4) were
88% [45], 76% [10]. In general, these methods were mainly under experimental condi-
tions. The review suggests that based on current literature, it is unclear whether the
current work (mainly sensor based) is only able to detect severe locomotion abnormal-
ities, which are easily spotted by naked eye.
Body sensors research has looked into lameness effects on the behavioural traits that
correlate with lameness. Most notably, lying time [22, 35, 38, 60, 161] and rumination
activity [12, 141]. Lying behaviour among the herd was also investigated using GPS
collars [124]. It has been repeatedly reported in the above studies that lying time is not
a suitable proxy (or feature) for early moderate lameness detection as opposed to se-
vere cases. Further validation and improvement is still needed in using this trait [35].
Rumination activity is thought to be an alternative to visual locomotion observations.
However, similarly, it has been unsuccessful in classifying moderate lameness. The au-
thors of [141] -one of the largest behavioural studies- instead suggested the use of image
processing techniques in order to improve the lameness detection accuracy.
Despite the above lack of reliable lameness detection from previous body sensors re-
search, there has been a few recent contributions with high success:
• Thorup et al. [137], one of the few studies to examine the changes at an early
boundary, i.e. LS 2 from a 1-5 scoring system:
Applied PCA to evaluate the variables from an accelerometer on a single hind
limb. Although this was not fully automated, variables like total acceleration and
duration of walking gait differed between cows in LS 1 and LS 2. The authors
suggested that for early lameness detection, acceleration of walking could prove
more valuable as a trait when compared to other variables e.g. stepping (affected
by lying behaviour).
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• Beer et al. [18], used a threshold at LS 2.5 based on a four classes scoring system:
Applied a logistic regression classifier on data from accelerometers on head and
hind limbs. However, a handler walked behind the cows to encourage them.
Standing bouts and speed were the best indicators, achieving high sensitivity and
specificity at, 90.2% and 91.7%, respectively.
More recently, Alsaaod et al. [11] used two accelerometers attached to both hind limbs
to manually analyse gait cycle variables in multiple dairy cattle breeds. Cows were
made to walk -as a training- for 10m before acquiring the analysed data. Lame cows
(manually scored or diagnosed with various foot pathologies) showed a higher swing
phase duration from the affected limb when compared to the non-affected limb. This
relative stance phase for identifying lame cows achieved 100% sensitivity and specificity
rates. The authors however recommended that their work should be further examined
on less severely lame cows and foot pathologies, indicating the sample lame cow data
mainly consisted of chronic cases.
The above findings agree with many conventional studies using various methods (pres-
sure sensitive mat-[72, 144], accelerometer sensors-[34, 85], visual observation of hoof
pathologies-[43]) that swing duration is different between healthy and lame cows. Lame
cows walked slower, had longer stride durations, shorter strides and a more uneven
weight distribution over the limbs than non-lame cows. Relating these observations
with this PhD’s 3D data, one expects the variables in the gait asymmetry trait analy-
sis to reflect a similar pattern. For instance, a height movement signal representing the
gait of a lame limb would have a lower frequency/higher amplitude as compared to a
healthy limb.
A general consensus is reported in [11] among all the above studies that lame cowsmay
adapt their locomotion to minimize the pressure exerted on the affected hoof or limb to
the healthy contralateral hoof or limb to reduce pain. Dunthorn et al. [39] investigated
this in depth using force plates and provided an explanation that cows with painful
lateral claws may shift load-bearing to the sound medial claw of the same limb. This
type of inconsistent behaviour might be detected objectively as a gait asymmetry trait
for early lameness classification.
Using 3D accelerometer sensors could be a useful tool for locomotion monitoring, in
cows, this technique has been noticeably effective in the current state-of-the-art when
sensors were attached to each leg. The method in general has proved relatively more
successful on smaller animals, or in horses, as it is easier to place or replace the sen-
sors manually. In general, the methodology is experimental and it is not suitable for
large scale implementation. The results presented in [34] were affected when the cows
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stepped on different surfaces; which increases the subjectivity of this method. From a
functional point of view, there will be issues with maintaining these sensors due to the
harsh nature of the environment, and that will constantly demand human intervention
which will further increase the costs. It has also been reported that animals should be
allowed a duration of two days to adapt to wearing the body sensors [71]. All this draws
us to a more important conclusion from an animal comfort point of view; it is perhaps
not a convenient alternative for these animals to have devices strapped around their legs
permanently.
2.3.5 Related work on horses
Lameness is the single most common medical condition affecting horses, with eco-
nomics losses of $600 million to 1 billion to the horse-owning public [63]. Theoretically,
the research on horses is transferable to cows, especially given that the horse’s locomo-
tion is frequently probed in the biomechanical society. However, as discussed below, in
practice at a commercial dairy scale, majority of such research is not applicable. Nev-
ertheless, as presented in Abdul Jabbar et al. [1]2, it is hypothesized that the proposed
method (3D video based gait asymmetry analysis) can be transferable to horses. Figure
2.5 shows examples from horse data that are captured and processed using identical
conditions to the cow data in this PhD. For the above reasons, a concise review of the
closely relevant work on horse gait asymmetry traits is presented.
Figure 2.5: 3D rendered representations of an Arabian horse locomotion data using an
identical depth camera/pre-processing algorithm to the cow data.
The measurements of height variations is a well reported trait for gait asymmetry or
induced lameness investigations in horses [62, 88, 100, 101, 127, 128] and racing camels
[87]. All of these studies are based on data from body mounted accelerometer sensors
(or inertial sensors) at different places (e.g. head, pelvis or trunk). This increased popu-
larity among biomechanists for the body labelled markers/sensors on horses is mainly
because it is much easier to handle an accelerometer sensor on a horse’s pelvis/back as
compared to a cow. Furthermore, most of these studies also segment a section of the
2This is a preliminary study by the author published in IEEE ICASE conference using data from other
species e.g. horse, pony, goat and camel. The gait asymmetry method which is developed for cows is only
implemented on a single horse and it revealed a promising direction for future work.
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gait signals after walking the horse for long distances (≈ 30−50m) several times, which
is impractical with dairy cattle in commercial farms. Nonetheless, the most relevant
conclusions from such methods can summarised in two main points:
• The vertical pelvicmovement patterns in horseswith hindlimb lamenessmay con-
tain information useful for determining the instant of peak pain within the stride
cycle [101, 127].
• A simple computer designed model would perhaps not work in predicting hind
limb lamenesses, primarily because of the complexity of the locomotion variables
[128]. However, the symmetry in the hip’s vertical movements per stride is be-
lieved to be a strong descriptor [128] to differentiate between healthy and lame
horses. This applies to a ‘vertical height symmetry’ which is what this thesis aims
to explore as a proxy to asses locomotion thereby proving the above claim to be
wrong.
The author is not aware of any form of computer vision implementation/analysis for
height measurements on horses or other quadruped species for lameness classification.
The use of 3D video to extrapolate height movement symmetry from the depth/Z di-
mension is an undiscovered topic which is investigated in this thesis.
To summarise regarding the conventional methods for lameness detection:
• The asymmetry variable has been the key investigated trait in an attempt to auto-
mate the scoring systems.
• The vast majority of the reported methods are designed for a controlled/con-
strained research environment. Therefore they have been mainly conducted on
a small number of animals and/or for a small duration.
• Many variables used in the conventional methods such as acceleration, walking
pattern are prone to errors, thus, a coherent data capturing process is difficult to
achieve.
• One of themajor subjectivity concerns inmany conventional andmanualmethods
is the presence of a human observer or handler, which is known to affect the cow’s
behaviour [26, 50, 98, 154]. The accuracy of the lameness scoring is highly contin-
gent on the animal’s behaviour, which in cows is liable to variation in the presence
of observers. Therefore, in order to be able to study pain-related behaviour in the
most reliable manner; the data capturing system has to be completely covert (hu-
man involvement during the procedure should not be required [147]).
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2.4 Computer vision methods
Computer vision techniques offer a feasible alternative to solve the various issues dis-
cussed under the conventional methods. Such a system can operate in a completely
remote manner, which is an economical advantage and a risk-free solution (for both,
the herdsman - no involvement required; and the animal - need not to be held in a nar-
row corner or walk on a certain device). The robustness of an overhead, vision based
system allows its use in a farm environment, where repeated daily monitoring will help
detect potentially harmful trends (premature abnormalities). The subjectivity is subse-
quently removed and through continued use it is possible to improve the methodology
(algorithm optimization) based on the observed correlations.
Computer vision research on gait related studies has mainly focused on pose estima-
tion, recognition or segmentation purposes. Currently, advanced techniques e.g. Deep
Learning or Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are been utilized in this direc-
tion [160]. Such techniques have gained recognition in recent years in almost every
common machine vision application. However, the research on ‘lameness detection’ in
quadrupeds remains almost entirely based around the measurement of different gait
variables such as back posture and step overlap. Specifically, measuring the back cur-
vature as a trait for lameness is the current state-of-the-art.
2.4.1 Preliminary 2D methods
A cow’s head feature tracking method was introduced which uses the Viola-Jones3 al-
gorithm for lameness detection by [78]. This approach is based upon the gait path/track
[34] and speed (where lame cows walk slower). Though this is a novel approach, the
methodology remains solely dependent on the path a certain cow may take (which is
subject to change due to factors other than lameness), and the data used lacked ground
truth lameness scoring.
Measuring the difference in footfall positions between fore and hind feet was experi-
mented in [123] using 2D side images of 15 cows. A trackway overlap of 0.0 means
the hind hoof is located exactly where the fore hoof was; indicating a very healthy
cow locomotion. A high average correlation coefficient 94.8% was achieved using this
method. However, segmenting and tracking difficulties are expected for individual ani-
mal’s limbs in real farm conditions. The aboveworkwas further improved as an attempt
3Viola-Jones one of the first object detection frameworks mainly developed to detect human faces in
real-time [152].
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to automate this method using a larger data set [90]. The ground truth (farm based scor-
ing) data was based onWinckler andWillen [158], Table 2.1. The presentedmethodwas
not able to distinguish small changes, at LS 2 or 3. However, it showed a relatively higher
success when a simplified scoring system was used. Large variations of overlap mea-
surements for the same individual cow were reported, even with constant gait score,
(1 to 12 cm). Apart from the expected occlusions and camera protection problems; the
authors concluded that “measuring the step overlap does not seem strong enough to be
used a single classifier for lameness".
This trackway measurements work was again improved by Pluk et al. [91], however this
time the authors opted to use a combination of force plates with a 2D side-view. This
approach measured the fetlock angles4 from the 2D images as the cow lifts her hoof
off the force plates. A quadratic discriminant classifier based on a simplified ground
truth data (i.e. not a full 1-5 system) achieved an overall accuracy of 65.7%. Despite
using a complicated data capture setup, this classifier was outperformed by some of the
preliminary 2D back posture methods with a far more strict lameness boundary.
2.4.2 Thermography
Infrared Thermography (IRT) is used to detect changes in the temperature which corre-
late with various claw lesions [129]. The earlier studies found a threshold around 27◦ C
for identifying various diagnosed foot pathologies, and have further stressed the useful-
ness for a similar system with a more sensitive threshold for early treatment [129, 159].
However, one of the most recent works using thermogram analysis [105] suggested that
the method is not a practical solution for commercial farm use and it is not sensitive
enough for early lameness detection. On a 1-4 locomotion scale, none of the evaluated
thermographic views of the hooves (anterior, posterior, lateral and sole) showed signif-
icant temperatures changes for cows with LS 1 and 2.
Another study used the IRT technology in combinationwith body sensors [70]. The idea
here was to measure the respiration rate using continuous thermography data (images)
from the nostrils, as well as measure the flinch, step and kick responses from the ac-
celerometers as the cows walk. This study has also took into consideration other health
parameters such as heart rate. Using Bland-Altman plots, the study showed promise
in using IRT for measuring the respiration rate. The acceleration correlated with the
locomotion variables; however, the authors did not provide an overall lameness classi-
fication. They have suggested further developments in this system before integrating it
with other covert systems for overall health and well-being monitoring in the farm.
4Fetlock is the lower joint with the hind/fore limb’s cannon bones in quadrupeds.
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2.4.3 Back posture
Most quadrupeds follow similar patterns of limb and body movements in their routine
walk. Despite the mechanical variations, one of the major common variables, espe-
cially in large sized animals, is the back. Because of their natural resistance caused by
lameness; they tend to shift their body weight towards the contralateral limb [82]. This
involuntary behaviour increases the back curvature [92, 151]. The spine’s curvedness
may also be affected when they use their head to shift the weight forward (counterbal-
ance), in case the affected limb is at the rear. Hence, back posture is considered as a
useful measure to predict if the cow is showing signs of discomfort, and subsequently
is lame.
2.4.3.1 2D data for back arch estimation
2D back posture methods are based on a side view to obtain the curvature of a cow’s
back. Poursaberi et al. [92] collected data from a controlled cattle flow setup to ensure
one Holstein Friesian cowwas processed at a time. The back arch was automatically ex-
tracted and a circle fitted through three points on the back. The average of the curvature
of the fitted circle was used as a feature for lameness classification. The back posture is
reconstructed after applying the bounding box to the binary image. The back curvature
is measured using a fourth-order polynomial fitted on the back contour, taking three
main points in consideration to illustrate a straight (healthy) or curved (lame) line. By
calculating the radius of the circle passing through the three labelled points, the spine
curvature is obtained as a function of the circle’s curvature.
Furthermore, Poursaberi et al. [93] developed an improved approach adapted to real
farm conditions. The data capturing method is relatively practical as compared to the
previous work in [92] by removing the controlled cattle flow. Themain added feature in
this work -beside separating individual cows while processing-, is head position being
taken into consideration for lameness scoring. The head position is realized by observ-
ing the conjunction between the back and the withers; in the direction of the neck. Later
on, it is calculated using the slope of the neck in the area around the withers. The high-
est point in the curvature is taken as a reference, two ellipses are fitted to the left and
to the right of the reference point. The parameters presented in [93, pp. 735] of the two
ellipses are used as features to classify the lameness degree.
Results of [92] on 184 dairy cows showed more than a 96.0% successful classification
rate. A 97.4% classification rate was achieved for the improved method [93] in the same
experimental and controlleddata capturing conditions. An accuracy ofmore than 90.0%
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is achieved under commercial farm conditions. It is important to mention here that the
scoring system in both [92] and [93] is coarse-grained and restricted to three levels. Score
three being a severe lame cow, while score one indicates a healthy cow. This could effect
the response towards identifying early lameness. A similar decision tree classification
based on a larger dataset of 223 cows in [150] achieved an overall accuracy of 76%, de-
spite using a simplified three classes from the Flower andWeary [43] locomotion scoring
system.
An alternative method [141] for locating body parts in a video sequence along with ob-
serving rumination time and neck activity was later reported by the same authors in
[142]. Here image segmentation in 2D RGB images was problematic under real farm
conditions due to dynamic background variations in the side view data, thus, the au-
thors preferred a 3D approach.
Viazzi et al. [151] produced a comprehensive comparison of 2D/3D back posture tech-
niques for lameness detection. The algorithms are similar to Poursaberi et al. [92], how-
ever, the dataset is far larger and less constrained in situ on a commercial dairy farm. 2D
method results on 273 cows achieved an accuracy of 91.0%. The 3D addition broadens
the perspective by allowing a top view. However, the presented results are based on a
simplified binary scoring system (Table 2.1), derived from the Flower andWeary’s scor-
ing system [43]. Hence, it is not possible to ascertain the sensitivity from the presented
results.
Other attempts under 2D side-viewmethods, such as Blackie et al.’s marker based work
[23], is perhaps outdated by the above studies; mainly because of an excessively intru-
sive approach in data acquisition. The animals and data were handled manually. Sev-
eral physical markers were glued to the animals’ limbs and spine, which roots this work
as a highly research constrained approach. For instance, the back arching was mea-
sured from the height of the markers on the throacic region. However, an interesting
finding which could be related to this PhD was that cows with foot pathologies tended
to lift their feet higher and according to the authors ‘this warrants further research’ as
presented in Chapter 4.
To summarize, 2Dmethods involve several practical limitations anddifficulties affecting
the novelty of the research and the functionality of the farm-based operation:
• General pre-processing problems in 2D; segmentation, occlusions, background
variations and lighting variance.
• The usefulmorphology information cannot be obtained directly, thus, the analysis
is restricted to the 2D texture data.
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• Controlling the cattle flow in the majority of the above mentioned methods is a
limiting aspect, and it will prevent commercial or daily basis implementation. In
practice, it will be an arduous job for the herdsmen to control the cattle flow, espe-
cially in large farms. The cattle will have to adapt to an unnatural routine, which
is an added subjectivity element to the measurements.
2.4.3.2 3D data for back arch estimation (State-of-the-art)
3D imagery is increasingly used in agricultural automated applications [149]. The depth
dimension brought by 3D sensors provides substantial information that greatly allows
the implementation of automated mechanism or use of robotics in agriculture. Fur-
thermore, it overcomes numerous problems which are difficult to tackle using standard
2D video imagery [142]. These include segmentation of the foreground from the back-
ground, occlusions and sensitivity to lighting variance. Recent advances in acquisi-
tion technology have allowed deployment of cheap and accurate 3D sensors, capable of
video recording, which helps overcome those issues associated with 2D capture, and
assists in the extraction of robust features.
Figure 2.6: An example of the projected light (near infrared) pattern from a depth cam-
era which appears as speckles on a model of a cow’s back.
The most common/cheap 3D data acquisition method is based on the principle of mea-
suring the “Structured Light", i.e. a Kinect or a depth-sensor camera. This technology
uses the deformations to estimate a surface depth from a projected pattern. First, an
infrared emitter projects a pattern (see Figure 2.6). Then, an infrared sensor detects the
deformation in the projected pattern which is used to calculate the depth. The stan-
dard output of the camera is in the form of depth maps with RGB images of the scene
at 30 frames per second. The major limitation with this technology is to do with bright
light causing distortions in the depth maps. For instance, for such a camera to work
in an unconstrained farm condition, a special housing is needed to protect the Field of
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View (FOV) from the sunlight. A typical operating distance ranges from 0.5m − 3.5m
which could also impose some restrictions on the acquired footfalls from large moving
animals.
Based on this state-of-the-art review, 3D data is the most appropriate and accurate tech-
nique to adopt for this application. Other alternatives for capturing 3D data already
established in industrial applications are:
• Laser triangulation: Perhaps the most common 3D acquisition method however
known to be more suitable for assembly lines of static objects, as they only pro-
vide a 3D profile (a line) at a time. The 3D shape is then built as the object passes
beneath in a controlled manner. This will lead to problems for randomly moving
objects such as animals, thus, they are rendered unsuitable for this highly unstruc-
tured application. Due to the unpredictability and unconstrained movements of
the animal, continuous 3D video capturing offers a feasible solution as it enables
data from the entire view of the animal to be captured in every frame.
• Time-of-flight (TOF) camera: Such camerameasures depth by calculating the time
delay between a light beam’s emission to its detection. These tend to be low reso-
lution and will also inherently estimate different reflectance as different distances
which is problematic for a black and white cow.
The major limitations for current depth-sensor cameras is sunlight, especially in an out-
door farm environment. Many of the following studies captured data only at night,
however, in the case of this PhD, a custom race was built to exclude direct sunlight as
explained in the following chapter under capturing system and conditions.
From an implementation perspective, as discussed earlier under 1.2, dairy farmers tend
to prefer a system with the least possible intervention in the daily routine of the herd.
They also prefer an isolated capturing setup, where minimal human involvement is re-
quired to achieve maximum accuracy and automated operation. By using an overhead
view (on top of the herd), the capturing system will be completely remote, thus, facili-
tating full automation. This also enforces an option which is less prone to damage and
noisy backgrounds.
The advancement of computer vision in back posture analysis from 2D [92] to 3D [151]
in the literature is limited, as the 3D approach in Viazzi et al. [151] is similar to the back
curvature method presented in Poursaberi et al. [92], as identically presented in [151,
pp. 143]. The 3D morphological information has not been exploited to reflect more
than just 2D spine curvature. The extracted spine region is oversimplified by select-
ing 10% of the cow width i.e. the highest pixels around the orientation axes and it was
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constructed by fitting a quartic polynomial. No further feature extraction/validation
work was reported. This raises a concern because the entire method is based on the
accurate extraction of the spine region, which is dismissively discussed throughout the
state-of-the-art.
Automatic 3D back posture measurement presented in [142] used the same algorithms
as in [151] and aimed to optimise the classification performance of the previous work by
taking into account consecutive measurements. Mainly, the work is directed at observ-
ing the algorithm behaviour upon applying a fully scaled 1-5 scoring system (Sprecher
et al. [126]), replacing the simplified binary scoring. It is worth noting that although
Sprecher’s system is the standard ground truth used for machine vision validation and
therefore preferred in this thesis, there are more commonly used systems in terms of
manual herd management (e.g. the AHDB mobility system [5] in the UK). A lower
performance for overall classification rate was achieved in [142] (individual cow obser-
vations classification rate of 42.6% to 53.0%). This classification rate increased to 60.2%
after applying ordinal multinomial logistic regression by taking into account four mea-
surements for the individual cow. The rate was boosted to 81.2% (sensitivity 47.1% and
specificity 94.1%) when the scoring system was cropped back to a binary scale at LS 3.
However, this result is still less than Viazzi et al. [151] by nearly 10%, possibly due to
the small dataset of 92 cows used in [151], which allowed an individual threshold to be
applied manually.
Almost after a year and a half in the PhD, the above 3D method was tested on a larger
data set (3629 observations/videos for 280 cows over a year) by Van Hertem et al. [143].
However, the authors still applied a binary classification at Sprecher’s LS 3. Using a
logistic regression classifier, the accuracy, sensitivity and specificity were, 79.8%, 68.5%
and 87.6% respectively. The authors further reported that the back arch angle around
the hips was the best feature, achieving highest classification rates.
The study shows the potential advantages of the data capturing procedure by using a
computer vision method (camera) as compared to many conventional methods (force
plates or body sensors). In terms of the system’s development, it is much easier to ac-
quire data on regular basis to improve the system’s repeatability as presented above.
This also shows how the computer vision systems transformed into a large scaled im-
plementation [143] within five years from being first introduced [92] in 2010. Similarly,
the commercial How’s My Cow? project associated with this PhD deployed three proto-
types running on three dairy farms in the UK.
As discussed under Section 2.1.2, early identification of lameness or gait abnormalities
is an important concern to the dairy industry to save the animals from suffering and
avoid economic losses. It is the current main challenge that remains to be addressed
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in automated systems. So far, the aforementioned techniques do not demonstrate this
capability, despite using ground truth data that actually classify lameness with evident
changes at an earlier stage (e.g. Sprecher et al.’s system [126] reports that cows at LS 2
show an arched back while walking). The limitations in the above state-of-the-art can
be summarised by the following points:
• The biggest limitation in the above methods as reported in [151] is that no infor-
mation about the gait is extracted from the overhead 3D images. The 3D video
based analysis is solely based on the curvature of the back. This PhD has a funda-
mental contribution in this area by introducing a novel dynamic gait asymmetry
proxy using overhead data.
• Another main limitation is the reliance on a single trait, whereas an animal’s lo-
comotion is known to be more complex to understand or asses by its back posture
alone [92]. As the dairy science moves towards a more objective ground truth,
novel and more accurate extrapolations will be needed.
• There is a certain amount of subjectivity as reported in [93, 135] that some cows
being lame, did not show an arched back, while some healthy cows showed an
arched back. This adds further limitation to the above two points.
• Inability of the above state-of-the-artmethods in detecting the lame leg/side [150].
• All of the reportedmethods back posture - 2D and 3D, overlapmeasurements and
head tracking) are not sensitive enough to monitor slow changes towards lame-
ness, which would allow earlier and therefore more effective treatment. This may
be due to a lack of sensitivity in the computer vision techniques applied, the choice
of a binary scoring system and/or problemswith the ground truth of the data that
were analysed. It may also be the reason that to date there has not been a regular
monitoring of dairy herds over long durations of weeks or months to test whether
these subtle changes can be detected.
2.4.4 Other computer vision research on cattle
There have been few other recent attempts where computer vision methods were used
on data from dairy cows. Unfortunately, none of these publishedmethods reported any
lameness classification or actual healthy versus lame locomotion analysis results. These
were rather preliminary attempts at investigating newmethods for processing the data.
Salau et al.’s work [108–110] proposed a different attempt with the 3D data. The au-
thors developed a multi-Kinect system to register point clouds from various angles
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(depth cameras). By transforming the data in a joint coordinate system, a registered
scene was formed. The registration is done using the Iterative Closest Point (ICP)5 algo-
rithm. However, the capturing mechanism imposes a restricted passage with a height
and width of nearly 2m only. At times, the animals were made to stand still for about
3min under the system to acquire a better registrations. Overhead cameras achieved
larger errors and reached up to 22.5mm around the ischial tuberosities regions in the
case of a walking cow.
(A)
(B)
(C)
Figure 2.7: 3D point cloud registration of a cow’s locomotion using ICP algorithm. (A)
Shows three frames from the locomotion video where the depth frame is transformed
into a rigid point cloud (top) and then the ICP registration is computed (bottom). Here
the new frame is transformed to best align to the previous by matching the closest
points. (B) and (C) An X − Z visualized 3D world scene of the entire video’s registra-
tion. The reference coordinate system used is defined by the first frame’s point cloud.
Such ICP based registration has been briefly investigated in the early course of this PhD
with the aim of reconstructing the entire 3D locomotion. This was attempted by reg-
istering the current frame to the previous to remove the forward motion of the animal
and be left with the surface showing the height variations of the cow’s gait in the Z-axis
for further analysis. As shown in Figure 2.7, the depth frames were aligned and con-
verted into point clouds for the 3D registration to be computed. The 3D visualized real
world scenes in Figures 2.7B and 2.7C represent the entire motion of the cow’s locomo-
tion. The ICP registration (shown as iterations/frames in Figure 2.7A) aligns the new
point cloud to the previous which is used as target in every iteration. This is done by
5ICP is an algorithm used in computer vision to reconstruct a 3D surface from point clouds [20].
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matching corresponding points while minimising the difference between the two point
clouds. Due to computational costs and low resolution in the raw data, this approach
was abandoned as it did not show a promising direction for commercial scale imple-
mentation.
An object tracking approach based on the Condensation algorithm6 is presented in [73].
The authors proposed the use of multiple cyclic hidden Markov models to model the
temporal changes in a cow’s gait from 2D side-view images. This work is more directed
at a gait recognition problem, lameness evaluation was based on a lame human walk.
Another work proposed multiple features (e.g. swing and stance durations) to monitor
the lameness instead of relying on the back arch [84]. However the authors did not pro-
vide a method for extracting these features. A long-term tracking approach of cows has
been proposed in [131]. Although this work deals with a complicated problem, i.e. indi-
vidual cow recognition and tracking, however, in terms of lameness classification, it is
dependent on the lying time/overall activity as a lameness trait which has been repeat-
edly reported as an unsuitable sole lameness predictor -as discussed under the body
sensors methods-.
2.4.5 Other feature extraction work
With the increased use of computer vision in precision farming, there remains a clear
lack of original feature extraction work to detect important parts/bones in the cow’s
body. Detecting these areas could contribute in assessing other health metrics such as
BCS, weight or novel conformational traits as discussed in the commercial relevance of
this PhD.
The state-of-the-art in back posture analysis is solely based on finding a middle region
with the highest pixels in the depth frames to identify the spine. A similar technique
is used in [125] for spine detection however in this case for BCS measurements. Here a
linear regression was implemented on the highest points representing the cow’s spine.
Beside these methods, there are two different reported feature extraction approaches
both for BCS calculation:
• 3D object reconstruction from depth video using the Artec Studio R© software from
Kuzuhara et al. [66, pp. 189]. Their purposed hand-held manual data capture
method functioned at a very low height (≈ 80cm), which is unsuitable for a loco-
motion analysis FOV. A built-in ‘geodesics’ function in the software was used for
6Conditional Density Propagation (Condensation) algorithmfirst proposed by [59]mainly to detect and
track the contour of moving objects in a cluttered environment (i.e. agile motion).
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the reconstructed 3D object which resulted in the extraction of ‘six geodesics body
lines’.
• TOF camera use by Weber et al. [155, pp. 131]. The authors report an ‘automated
determination of tail base, turberosities, backbone and hips’ however without de-
tailing how the individual hook bones or the turberosities were identified.
This summarises the current state of feature extraction work from cattle data (specifi-
cally using 3D video). It further highlights the importance of this PhD, as it contributes
to an emerging field by describing a robust feature descriptor as developed in the next
chapter.
To the author’s knowledge, besides the methods reviewed above, particularly under
back posture, no other computer vision based work has published lameness classifi-
cation results in cattle. Assessing the back arch automatically from 2D/3D data is the
singlemost reliable computer vision approach currently. The latest advancement in this
area using 3D video i.e. Van Hertem et al.’s work in [142, 143], qualified as the state-of-
the-art in this area prior to this PhD’s publications, e.g. Abdul Jabbar et al. [2–4].
2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented an overall review of current relevant methods to asses lo-
comotion in cattle. Precision locomotion analysis in the form of early and automated
lameness detection is a key desire in today’s dairy farming. This is primarily because
it allows an early interference window for the herdsmen to save the animal from pain
and minimize the potential losses. Currently, the early detection of a lameness onset is
the current main challenge in realising automated methods.
However this requires understanding the dynamics of the animal and the key traits;
an area which remains undeveloped in the field of computer vision. Until now, the re-
search is mainly based around conventional methods i.e. analysis of weight distribution
or walking pattern from force plates or the use of accelerometers. Due to high expense,
implementation complexity, vulnerability to damage and loss of the recording equip-
ment while collecting the data; such systems have never been implemented on a large
scale, or on a regular basis, in dairy farming. Subsequently, there has not been any
regular long-term locomotion monitoring. This lack of standardized subjectivity-free
scoring has caused considerable restrictions in the current state-of-the-art. Hence, until
now, herdsmen are forced to use manual, subjective scoring at infrequent basis.
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Nevertheless, the prior conventional work has contributed to important findings, par-
ticularly related to the gait asymmetry trait in this PhD. A symmetrical gait requires
all feet to be on the ground for the same amount of time and the footfalls within each
pair of legs evenly spaced in time. As a consequence, the left and right side of the body
perform the same motion half a stride out of phase [99]. This ‘motion trend analysis’
which identifies early lameness in the form ofminor and slow deviations (‘gait inconsis-
tencies’), although well-established, has never looked at the vertical height asymmetry
from a cow’s body. Instead, it has been mainly focused on kinematic measurements.
This PhD aims to detect these deviations objectively through the height variation from
3D video and use these to train a classifier.
Automated vision based methods for lameness detection are in their infancy and are
based almost entirely on a single static measurable trait (i.e. back curvature). Although
such methods are applicable for commercial farm implementations, no published re-
search has shown amethod that focused on early lameness classification that is suitable
for daily use on a commercial farm. Furthermore, the state-of-the-art lacks when it
comes to:
• critically testing Sprecher et al.’s observation [126] that cows will arch their backs
while walking, even at LS 2,
• understanding gait information from the 3D video e.g. gait asymmetry,
• and extracting robust feature descriptors to locate key regions of the cow’s body.
The dynamic morphological and 3D video based analysis of a walking animal is a topic
that has not been explored. Assessing the locomotion of the animal requires observing
how it walks. This takes place over time, and therefore a 4D (3D video) analysis lends
itself well if a suitable set of features can be decided upon. The challenge, however,
remains in those features. Essentially, in the absence of limbmovements (overhead field
of view), reliable proxies need to be found. Approaches to this will be addressed in the
subsequent chapters.
CHAPTER 3
Data and Features
This chapter sets the scene for the conducted research by introducing a robust and au-
tomatic feature extraction from the 3D data. These features are used to automatically
track ROIs that are the basis for the locomotion trait analysis that follows in Chapter 4.
This chapter also involves a discussion related to the 3D data capture system that facili-
tates a fully automated process in day-to-day dairy farm conditions. The captured data
from this system are examined against an established ground truth scored by expert
observers associated with the How’s My Cow? project.
In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:
• A completely covert and non-intrusive overhead 3D video system. The system is
capable of running in an unconstrained environment without the need of human
involvement. The 3D data from this system are used to detect early lameness in
freely-walking cows.
• A highly accurate ground truth dataset. This represents a critical measure in the
close locomotion scores.
• Automated spine, hook joints and neck feature extraction and tracking, primarily
using shape index and curvednessmeasure. No published study prior to this PhD
has shown a method to accurately track the cow’s hook bones.
The raw data in this work consist of (a) 3D video recorded sessions of cows walking
beneath a depth-sensor camera and (b) manual locomotion scores of the same cows.
These can be shortly termed as ‘ground truth scored 3D video’ sessions. The reporting
of the data processing pipeline is presented in the order it occurs:
• The 3D video data are recorded at the farm,
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• The animals are scored manually by experts to establish the ground truth,
• The 3D recorded sessions of individual animals are identified andmatched to their
respective unique identification numbers and manual scores,
• The selected datasets are automatically processed,
• Robust features are automatically extracted to form the study on the investigated
locomotion traits in Chapter 4.
In the next section, the need for such an unconventional overhead system to study the
locomotion is explained followed by the farm/data capture conditions. The ground
truth and its datasets are outlined in Section 3.2, with a detailed justification of dataset
selection. The 3Ddata processing andmost importantly feature detection of spine, hook
bones and neck, follows on in Section 3.3.
3.1 Overhead 3D video data
As discussed in the previous chapter, frequent monitoring of locomotion has potential
advantages for the dairy industry and animal welfare. Practically, this is a challenging
routine task at a commercial farm level. In fact, as stated throughout the previous chap-
ter, it is one of the major set-backs for many research projects. A handler is often used
to encourage the animals to follow a certain path, or at times the animals were made to
stop; which interferes with their routine and causes undue stress.
Unlike the majority of the reviewed work which has proposed experimental (or con-
strained) approaches, this PhD is aimed to investigate its methods in a real-world, com-
mercial farm environment. The automated data capture process is linkedwith theHow’s
My Cow? project (details to follow in the next section), however, it is still considered a
substantial contribution given that the novelty produced in this thesis works under a
covert, non-intrusive and automated system. The presented overhead 3Dvideomethod,
as shown in Figure 3.1 makes an ideal candidate for every-day farm use because of the
following main design considerations:
• Data are captured during normal farm hours and conditions, without interfering
with the daily routine.
• Data are captured in an automated and covert manner, where human involvement
is not required.
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As a result, the overall system is believed to increase the robustness and objectivity of
lameness detection. Furthermore, it is shown in Chapter 4 that a dynamic measure over
a full gait cycle, observing the regularmovements of each footfall, will assist in detecting
early stage lameness. This proposed system lends itself well for testing such hypothesis.
Figure 3.1: The output of the 3D camera (depth left and 2D right) for cows passing
under the 3D capturing system at Bridge Farm in Glastonbury, Somerset, England.
However, one could argue that an overhead position is an unusual/unconventional ap-
proach because the limbs are not visible from the view point of the 3D camera. This
could limit any further gait information to be acquired. This may be the reason why all
the state-of-the-art methods are based on the back arch as a single locomotion descrip-
tor. This concern can be addressed with the following:
• Having the data captured (camera) at the side implies a certain distance to be
maintained throughout. Given large animals such as cows, the camera can not be
too close for the appropriate FOV because of the current available narrow angled
lens in the depth technology, thus, the herd will need to follow a certain narrow
path in a wide space during the data capturing process. The data will be affected
by the animals’ randommovement towards and/or away from the camera. More-
over, side captured data is likely to cause more problems in segmentation and
pre-processing. These restrictions, on the other hand, can be reduced in the over-
head capturingmode. The animal travels in theX,Y plane (i.e. the horizontal and
vertical axes)with very little scope formovement in theZ plane (i.e. the depth axis
looking from the overhead view as shown in Figure 3.1) except for thosewhich the
system is observing (e.g. hook height changes).
• Another reason for implementing an overhead view is the system’s ability to look
at other health and well-being metrics (such as, Body Condition Score (BCS) or
weight) as introduced in Section 1.2. These metrics are outside the scope of the
PhD, however, this is still an important consideration. The proposed FOV allows a
better perspective to estimate BCS as the capturing process will focus on the hook
and pin-bone region, which is vital for BCS and weight estimation.
• Lastly, it provides a covert hardware configuration which is less prone to damage
and the presence of complex and noisy image backgrounds.
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Considering the advantages gained using an overhead viewpoint, it represents themost
practical technique available. However, major challenges remain around the extraction
of reliable and robust locomotion features, particularly because one cannot see the limbs
moving in the FOV (as opposed to side view). To solve this, a suitable set of features
needs to be assigned (as presented in Section 3.3) that can be scrutinized to form a sen-
sitive locomotion analysis.
Having addressed the need, advantages and challenges for an overheadviewpoint, next,
the 3D capturing system’s environmental conditions and data collection considerations
are introduced.
3.1.1 Capturing system and conditions
The locomotion data presented here were captured during the data collection at Bridge
Farm, Glastonbury, United Kingdom. All cows are Holstein Friesian breed and were
milked twice a day. A custom race -as illustrated in Figure 3.2 and shown in Figure
3.3- has been built next to the milking parlour which requires the cows to walk uncon-
strained in single file underneath the 3D camera. Knowing that the aim is to investigate
sensitive locomotion changes, as well as gait asymmetry which occurs for reasons other
than lameness (e.g. udder fill effects on the gait; [42] or a slippery floor causing the
cows to take short and careful steps; [140]). To minimise such effects, a levelled concrete
surface (with micro-grooves to improve the grip as the animals walk) was used while
recording the data after the milking session. The race was in regular use as an exit from
the milking parlour for several months to allow the animals to adapt to the changes,
before collecting the data.
The 3D sessions were recorded using a depth-sensor camera (ASUS Xtion PRO LIVE)
which operates using the structured light principle as explained previously under Sec-
tion 2.4.3.2. A single camera was used throughout the entire data collection to capture
the animals from an overhead position. The construction of the custom cow race in-
cluded shading (as shown in Figure 3.3) to prevent intense changes in illumination due
to direct sunlight. This helped overcoming the camera’s limitation under bright condi-
tions.
All cows have visible brand numbers and are tagged with standard Half Duplex (HDX)
electronic tags for identification purposes. A Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
reader (Agrident ASR700 Controller) was used to read the tags as the cows walked
through the race. The 3D camera was connected to a computer (Windows 7, i5, 8GB
RAM) which saves the recordings locally.
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Figure 3.2: Schematics of the data capture process. (A) Side view. (B) Overhead/pla-
nar. Cows are recorded with the overhead 3D camera as they exit the milking parlour.
Each cow’s Half Duplex (HDX) tag is scanned with the Radio Frequency Identifica-
tion antenna (RFID) which is connected to the How’s My Cow? (HMC) system. Times-
tamps from the HMC system are used to match the desired cows with their manual
scores/brand numbers. The ground truth scoring is done in an open field using two
side view 2D cameras (Cam-1/2). This process provides a set of 3D videos for identi-
fied cows with their respective manual locomotion scores.
As this thesis confers a sensitive lameness stage, it is important to acquire as many loco-
motion cycles/movements as possible. This is essential to the gait asymmetry analysis
i.e. longer locomotion signals as discussed in the next chapter. Following several tests at
different FOVs (2.5m, 2.9m); the 3D data presented here is captured at a height of 3.69m
off the ground. This height configuration is mainly linked to the gait asymmetry trait
(i.e. the wider the FOV, the more footfalls acquired, subsequently, the more compre-
hensive locomotion analysis or proxy is obtained), there is a brief discussion on these
tests under Section 4.1.1 in the next chapter. This height was the maximum achieved
to acquire as many footfalls as possible without causing heavy distortions in the depth
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data. Although this setting to the floor is slightly higher than the operational limits for
the camera (0.5m − 3.5m), it should not affect the captured cow images because of the
cow height at 1.5m. Nevertheless, the background subtraction or the image processing
in general at this height did not show any significant noise as compared to the lower
camera configurations. These captured data provide an optimum duration/FOV from
the current depth-sensing technology.
The entire data capture process is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The manually scored cows
(ground truth) arematchedwith the timestamps from theHow’sMyCow? system (HMC
in the figure) to locate the cows in the 3D video recordings. This is needed because the
RFID antenna is connected to the How’s My Cow? system and the 3D camera used for
this PhD’s data is independently mounted at a higher position for reasons discussed
above. The output is a set of 3D videos for identified and manually scored cows.
3D Camera
HMC System
Figure 3.3: The cow race with a magnified view of the overhead 3D camera, at Bridge
Farm in Glastonbury, Somerset, England.
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The final pixel resolution at this setting (at the floor level) is 3.6mm× 3.6mm. The raw
depth images have a resolution of 640×480 pixels. The horizontal FOVwas around 6m.
This allowed the capture of around two full gait cycles i.e. eight footfalls on average.
The average acquired frames for one cow’s locomotion was around 60. This resulted in
amean duration of 1.87s for the gait asymmetry trait and approximately 2s for the spine
arch trait, as explained later in this chapter. The analysis could still be performed as the
cow’s body leaves the FOV (i.e. when the hooks are still visible). The camera operated
at 30 frames per second (fps).
This< 2s gait analysis in a≈ 6m horizontal FOV is less than onemight expect to be nec-
essary to produce a mobility score. However this is the compromise that was reached
under the technological constraints of the camera. Along with the results from this
system demonstrating the efficacy of the setup, recent research agrees with a similar
time/horizontal length. Gucht et al. [53] showed that the lameness detection perfor-
mance was not effected by reducing the measurement zone’s length to 3.28m as com-
pared to the original GAITWISE system [72] 4.88m. The shorter 3.28m length was
reached as it provides a minimum of eight footfalls at 99% of the records. Also re-
cently, Alsaaod et al. [11] reported a mean gait cycle (one complete stride) duration
of 1.29s. This duration according to the authors is comparable to previous findings
[18, 41, 72, 144] (all of these are reviewed in the conventional methods of Chapter 2). It
is also comparable to the durations achieved in this thesis.
Beforemoving on to process the above described 3Ddata, a discussion is needed on how
the animals were manually scored. The following section elaborates the conditions of
the ground truth, in light of the issues discussed so far.
3.2 Ground truth data
Ground truth data here refers to an established reference score used to test the algo-
rithms. In this PhD, the ground truth has been primarily determined based on the
Sprecher et al. [126] 1-5 scoring system (presented in Table 2.1). Sprecher’s system is the
most frequently used method providing data comparable to the state-of-the-art meth-
ods.
An experienced local observer was used to score each cow in this study at least once in
the period from the 20th May 2015 to the 2nd June 2015. The majority of the scoring
occurred over three days within this period. The animals were scored in an open field
as they walked freely from the cow race. This was performed immediately after (≈
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5− 7min) the evening milking session, when the 3D recordings were made, in order to
minimise any variations that might occur given a longer time frame (e.g. injury).
At the time of scoring, two additional standard 2D digital video cameras (each looking
at a different angle, illustrated as Cam-1/2 in Figure 3.2B - a sample image from each
scoring camera is shown in Figure 3.4) were used to assist with reviewing the manual
locomotion scores and identifying the cows using their unique brand numbers. This
method of visual scoring (i.e. using video recordings) is known to be an acceptable
method in dairy cattle, and it has no reported influence when classifying lame animals
[112]. The observer watched the recorded 2D videos and gave a final score for each cow
with a clear brand number as shown in Figure 3.4.
In total there were 57 cows both manually observed and extracted from the 3D videos.
These provide data of 60 ground truth scored 3D video sessions. The repeated sessions
are only from cows with severe lameness i.e. LS 4 and 5. Two datasets were defined
from these observations to be analysed in Chapters 4 and 5:
• Dataset 1 (23 sessions from 22 cows): is a subset of dataset 2, and represents more
consistent scores in LS 1, 2 and 3.
• Dataset 2 (60 sessions from 57 cows): contains the entire data i.e. all scored cows
which have 3D recordings and are identified.
3.2.1 Dataset 1
It is worth noting that the novelty in this PhD explored a considerably unknown area
for both dairy and animal/biomechanical scientists. Since the earlier gait asymmetry
work (e.g. Manter in 1938), the only reliable way to assess the locomotion (particularly,
gait asymmetry or right versus left gait changes in quadrupeds) has been kinematic
measurements on force plates. Body accelerometer sensors have been introduced fairly
recently in an attempt to automate the force plates methods, and they come with a lot
of other implementation challenges, as covered in the previous chapter. For the first
time, this thesis looks to the opposite direction (i.e. height movements from an over-
head position instead of weight distribution or kinematic measurements), and it does
so for obvious reasons (e.g. having a 3D camera looking at an animal’s quadrants non-
intrusively is a lot cheaper, feasible and easier to implement as compared to deploying
weight scales in commercial farms).
For the above reasons, the initial data analysis in this PhD was based on dataset 1 (see
Table 3.1) which consists of cows that have repeatedly received consistent LS 1, 2 and
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895
698
(A)
(B)
Figure 3.4: Sample frames from the expert’s side video cameras used for manual scor-
ing, Bridge Farm in Glastonbury, Somerset, England. The unique brand numbers are
visible on the rear of the cows in (A).
3 scores for at least three times over the scoring period. This selection from the entire
data (i.e. dataset 2) is to provide a more accurate/consistent ground truth reference for
the early lameness investigation which mainly occurs at LS 1-3. More importantly, the
novelty proposed in this thesis which looks at height movements to develop locomotion
proxies requires scrutiny while selecting the data. Such a selection approach also con-
siders the fact that manual locomotion scoring can be subjective and can vary from one
observer to the other [44]. Given the resources at the farm (a single observer), dataset 1
maximizes consistency/accuracy as it provides stable scores at LS 1, 2 and 3. It can be
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therefore used with confidence while investigating a reliable and sensitive early lame-
ness threshold. This is a practised approach in the field of dairy science as previously
done by [151].
Cowsa LS Description Strict binary Nb
4 1 Normal/Healthy Non-Lame 3
7 2 Mildly lame Lame 3
10 3 Moderately lame Lame 3
2 4 Lame Lame 15 Severely lame Lame 1
aNumber of 3D video sessions in each LS.
bNumber of times each cow is manually scored.
Table 3.1: Ground truth dataset 1 from 22 Holstein Friesian dairy cows (23 sessions).
The score and description are according to the Sprecher et al. [126] scoring system.
Acquiring and processing this dataset is an important contribution for the early lame-
ness analysis that will follow in Chapters 4 and 5. This dataset has been primarily used
for identifying a sensitive boundary for early lameness classification. This boundary is
important as it represents the earliest point in time at which a cow is considered lame.
As discussed earlier, early detection can improve intervention outcome thereby min-
imising losses and reducing animal suffering.
3.2.2 Dataset 2
The second larger dataset in Table 3.2 includes all the scored, processed and identi-
fied cows in the scoring period. The additional cows (to dataset 1) have been manually
scored only once. This provides a much larger dataset to further validate the classifica-
tion and compare the performance with the state-of-the-art.
Cowsa LS Description Strict binary
17 1 Normal/Healthy Non-Lame
20 2 Mildly lame Lame
18 3 Moderately lame Lame
4 4 Lame Lame
1 5 Severely lame Lame
aNumber of 3D video sessions in each LS.
Table 3.2: Ground truth dataset 2 from 57 Holstein Friesian dairy cows (60 sessions).
The score and description are according to the Sprecher et al. [126] scoring system.
These data observations (23/60) are representative of the data size range commonly
used in the literature. Van Nuffel et al.’s review [147] reports a large variation in the
number of cows/observations in about 38 locomotion studies (max = 3498,min =
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9,median = 69). This variation could be due to the nature of the study, available re-
sources or the novelty of the method. However, in the context of this PhD, closely re-
lated novel locomotion studies have used much smaller datasets e.g. 12/24 in [34], 9 in
[136], 12 in [11] and 28 in [71].
3.2.3 Localising lameness
During the above describedmanual scoring, the observer synonymously provided com-
ments on detecting the origin of lameness. These were only given when the observer
could visually confirm the limb that appears to be affected. There is a limited number
of cows (nine) as presented in Table 3.3 with such localised lameness scores.
Cow LS Observer’s comments
Cow1 LS 2 HL lame, not tracking up
Cow2 LS 2 HL
Cow3 LS 3 HL
Cow4 LS 3 HR
Cow5 LS 3 HL
Cow6 LS 3 HL
Cow7 LS 4 HL
Cow8 LS 4 HR
Cow9 LS 4 FL
Table 3.3: Individual lame leg observations and manual scores (according to the
Sprecher et al. [126] scoring system) provided by the expert observer.
These observations are critically used in Chapter 5 to test the hypothesises on localising
the lame limb/side from the developed locomotion traits. However, because these are
limited observations, a careful analysis is needed before drawing any solid conclusions.
Nevertheless, these can help examining the correlation between both traits on how an
individual animal with identified lameness behaves.
3.3 Pre-processing and feature extraction
The computer visionwork discussed in this section is illustrated in the image processing
pipeline for a single frame in Figure 3.5. The input is a raw depth image from the over-
head camera which is processed to track ROIs for the gait asymmetry (hooks, sacrum,
spine) and back posture (spine, neck) analyses. A full description of this vision work
follows over the next pages.
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Figure 3.5: Automated 3D depth image processing pipeline and features extraction for
a single frame. This figure also shows the feature extraction steps for each locomotion
trait analysis method. imProc is the processed image,G refers to the Gaussian filter, C
is the curvedness threshold. The feature detector returns the coordinates for all ROIs.
The manual verification ensures the correct detection and allows correction if needed.
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The data were organisedmanually; the desired (manually scored with a brand number)
cows were located in the RFID logs, and the timestamps of these readings were then
used to locate the cows in the 3D recorded data. The scored cows were extracted from
the recorded 3D data as separate ONI (OpenNI1) files (labelled with the unique brand
number), each cow’s locomotion represents a single ONI file which was then processed
in MATLAB R©.
The pre-processing steps of the 3D data involve subtracting the background (an image
of the cow race when there is no cow present) and applying a cow’s height threshold to
eliminate surrounding object pixels. A single height threshold was applied throughout
the entire data, (anything above 2m was removed). Further extraneous information
were discarded by filtering-out the noisy areas via morphological operators from the
subtracted depth image. The largest area of remaining pixels which is restricted by
(5000 pixels, ≈ 1.8m) was then assumed to be the cow’s body and used for subsequent
processing.
Because the Z coordinates (depth dimension) are captured in millimetres (i.e. a real
world scale), both X,Y coordinates must also be converted to match the same depth
scale. This scaling step is essential in the locomotion analysis, e.g. the spine fit should
be scaled on all dimensions to extract an accurate scaled arch. The scaling is done by
calculating thewidth and height (i.e. the width and height inmillimetres that each pixel
represents) of each frame from a known distance D (average distance to the surface of
the cow) between the depth camera and the cow. This 3D camera has FOV angles of
θh = 58
◦ horizontal, θv = 45◦ vertical, θd = 70◦ diagonal. The scaling is carried out on
each frame by:
height = 2
(
D × tan
(
θv
2
))
(3.1)
width = 2
(
D × tan
(
θh
2
))
(3.2)
where height and width are scaled in millimetres across the FOV to provide real world
coordinates in X,Y, Z dimensions. The processed image as derived in Algorithm 3.1
and shown in Figure 3.6 is now ready to segment key ROIs from the following feature
extraction steps.
1OpenNI (Open Natural Interaction) is an open source framework initiated by PrimeSense R©but later
bought by Apple R©in 2013. The framework supports many depth sensing devices and it is the default
format for ASUS Xtion/Kinect output.
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Algorithm 3.1: Pre-processing steps of the ONI 3D/depth video frames.
Data: Raw ONI depth video from the 3D camera, the race background bg image.
Result: A set of frames containing a single segmented cow region converted from
depth to height map.
1 foreach frame in the ONI do
2 Scale to the X,Y coordinates to real world coordinates Z(mm) ;
3 Return an image imwith all X,Y, Z pixels converted to real world coordinates;
4 foreach im do
5 imProc = im− bg;
6 Apply a height threshold at 2m;
7 Discard any region smaller than 5000 pixels using a binary mask;
8 Return imProc;
Now that the 3D data are processed, the feature extraction steps from the 3D surface are
discussed next. The extracted (or automatically tracked) ‘locomotion ROIs’ are used as
a proxy to the actual gait. By tracking these ROIs throughout the locomotion video, it is
hypothesized that sensitive measures (traits) can be extrapolated which are believed to
change or be affected even by minor lameness. For instance, the spine ROI is needed for
the back posture trait analysis, whereas for the gait asymmetry trait, the quadrant re-
gions (the four leg joint ROIs looking fromoverhead view) are sought to be located. This
is simply because these ROIs are directly involved with the movements of each footfall
as well as the above mentioned traits. It is far more important to track the hind legs’
movements because the majority of lameness prevalence occurs there - it is also where
the cow bears most of her weight [74, 122]. From this overhead viewpoint, the hook
bones are used as a proxy to the movements from the hind legs. The scapula/shoulder
joints which are used for the fore limbs have been briefly discussed using an experimen-
tal manual ROI selection in the next chapter under Section 4.1.1.
Anatomical cow Skeleton Rendered 3D image from a depth map
CERVICAL THORACIC LUMBAR SACRAL CAUDAL
TUBER COXAE (HOOK)
HIP
 JOINT
ILIUM
Figure 3.6: The anatomical skeleton of a cow with a rendered 3D representation of
a processed frame. This image is scaled in real world coordinates and it shows high
convexity (pointy) features around the spine and hind limb joints (hook joints). The
darker regions reflect higher pixel values (i.e. closer to the camera).
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Many large quadrupeds tend to have convex (angular) features around the spine and
hind limb joint areas. This is visible in cows as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.10. Es-
tablished surface shape methods (such as shape index and curvedness measure) were
found to be suitable descriptors to represent the surface topology by calculating the
principal curvatures. This method allows the use of a convex threshold on a processed
and smoothened 3D curvedness map to locate the hooks and spine ROIs. The 3D shape
of a cow’s body is analysed in terms of its curvature scales, as presented next.
3.3.1 Shape index and curvedness
The resultant processed depth image is first smoothed using a 2D symmetric Gaussian
low-pass filter to remove quantization artefacts in the raw image. Based on experiential
trials, the configuration used of the filter’s size was 16 × 16 (a square matrix) with a
standard deviation (σ = 5). The filter Gσ(x, y) as shown in Figure 3.7 is provided by:
Gσ(x, y) =
1
2piσ2
e
−(x2 + y2)
2σ2 (3.3)
X
Y
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Figure 3.7: A 2D symmetric Gaussian filter (size 16× 16, σ = 5).
This filter provides a weighted contribution of pixels by nearness. It operates as a low
pass symmetric filter to remove high frequency components from the image. Examples
of these are holes in the 3D surface caused by rapid movements [125] from the cow or a
minor exposure to increased sunlight, also causing holes in the 3D surface. However, the
locomotion analysis (i.e. ROIs selection) is still done on the originally processed image
(imProc); the filtered image is only used to prevent the quantization from limiting any
curvature information.
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The feature extraction algorithm is able to extract high curvedness (convex) features of
the animal’s hooks and spine from the processed 3D surface using a curvedness mea-
sure and the shape index, as first proposed by Koenderink & van Doorn [65]:
SI =
2
pi
arctan
(
κ2(x,y) + κ1(x,y)
κ2(x,y) − κ1(x,y)
)
, κ1 ≥ κ2 (3.4)
where SI , the shape index, is a 2D curvature representation for a given 3D surface,
illustrated in Figure 3.8. The scale of SI represents the topological classes from −1
(cup shapes) to+1 (dome shapes). These are subdivided into multiple detailed shapes,
e.g. ((−1 < SI < −12) for concave and (12 < SI < 1) for convex shapes). The principal
curvatures (κ1 + κ2) -in differential geometry- are calculated from the Gaussian and
mean curvatures of the surface. They correspond to the orthogonal axes which reflect
a point on the object’s surface. The positive principle curvatures are used (i.e. in the
convex range) in this cow 3D data.
0-1 +1
Cup Saddle Dome
Figure 3.8: An illustrated shape index (SI) scale. The feature extraction in this thesis
is focused on the dome/convex topological region to locate the spine and hook bones.
However, SI does not provide a curvature scale because it is just a ratio of the principal
curvatures. For example, from the 3D data, many other regions (e.g. bones in the sacral
or lumbar regions) in a cow’s body could exhibit convex features, or have similar angular
characteristics to the spine and hooks because of the overhead viewpoint. However, the
core aim is to locate the most extreme convex regions which correspond to the spine
and hook, as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.10. The magnitude of the principal curvatures
is therefore an important feature to extract the key ROIs. This magnitude is defined by
Koenderink & van Doorn as the curvedness measure, it specifies the magnitude of the
local surface’s curvature:
Cx,y =
√
κ21(x,y) + κ
2
2(x,y)
2
(3.5)
Cmax = max(C) (3.6)
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Cx,y =
Cx,y
Cmax
(3.7)
where C is the normalized curvedness measure of the 3D shape. In this scalar rep-
resentation, curvedness reflects the normalised magnitude of the combined principle
curvatures. Given the robust geometrical representation achieved from curvedness, it
renders itself a robust measure of key convex ROIs from the overhead view. The above
described Gaussian smoothing is a vital step for this curvedness threshold as shown in
Figure 3.9. It can been seen here that the curvedness profile on the cow’s surface is only
visible after applying the filter.
Before Gaussian filter After Gaussian filter
imProc
C
Figure 3.9: Processed depth images (imProc) before and after the 2D Gaussian filter
with their curvedness maps (C). Notice the noise reduction and smoothing effects of
the Gaussian filter on the depth image which proves to be a vital step for producing
the curvedness map.
3.3.2 Hook bones
The tuber coxae or the ‘hook’ bone (as shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.10) is the palpable,
visible and large point in the cow’s hip. In the gait asymmetry analysis, the hook ROIs
are used as a proxy to form this PhD’s locomotion signals, where subsequently, the
height symmetry between the right and left movements/limbs is compared. The hook
as a ‘condylar joint2’ limits the movements to flexion and extension (with a very limited
amount of rotation). Generally, the hip of a cow has a very limited range of movement
compared to other livestock species [28]. This strengthens the hypothesis made in Sec-
tion 4.1 that a height movement proxy is sufficient from the hook to analyse the gait
asymmetry trait.
By multiplying C × SI in order to impose a direction convex vs concave on the curved-
ness (taking the positive SI only in the curvedness map), the most prominent convex
2Also known as a condyloid or ellipsoidal joint. It is an articular bone which fits into the elliptical cavity
of another bone. It has a restricted biaxial range ofmovement i.e. forward, backward or side to sidewithout
the ability to rotate fully in 360◦. An example for this joint is the wrist. [106]
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C map Threshold at CT = 0.1
Figure 3.10: Curvedness maps (C) for the same frame after multiplying C × SI to
impose a positive/convex direction. The highest convex regions (spine, pins, hooks)
are highlighted in the curvedness threshold, CT .
features (which correspond to peaks) are visible - as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.5. The
curvedness threshold shown in these figures is used throughout the data at CT = 0.1.
The peaks corresponding to these high curvedness ROIs were found a reliable feature
to extract the hooks in order to track the hind limb movements. These peaks are typ-
ically represented by a region of 20 pixels allowing the local maxima of this ROI to be
located. For increased robustness to noise, the algorithm calculated a weighted average
using a 2D Gaussian filter on the CT over each thresholded ROI to find the pixel with
the highest curvedness value.
This extraction results in a binary image with the peak points representing the highest
convex regions. The hook ROIs are therefore robustly located by tracking the outermost
(in Y coordinates) peak points as the animal walks. The feature extraction algorithm
returns theX,Y coordinates for the outermost peaks which are used to locate the ROIs
in the originally processed imProc. This entire feature extraction process is described
in Figure 3.5 and Algorithm 3.2.
3.3.3 Spine
Using a similar feature extraction approach, it was found that the spine represents the
largest connected object given a binary converted image of the curvedness threshold.
However, for further robustness given that the spine ROI is much larger and located
in the middle (i.e. less susceptible to noise in the corners of the cow’s surface like the
hooks), additional filtering steps were applied.
As shown in Figure 3.11, a circular averaging filter (pillbox) is additionally applied be-
fore the image is convolved with a horizontally tuned filter that has been selected to
boost the spine region. This step increases the robustness of the spine ROI extraction.
TheX,Y, Z coordinates (highest peak points) of the ROI represent the animal’s spine in
3D space. The verticalX,Z plane curvature represents the spine arch (typically known
as back posture measurement), where the horizontal X,Y plane represents the lateral
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Circular averaged (pillbox) filter 2D convolution (Y -axis threshold)
Figure 3.11: Spine ROI extraction example. First a pillbox filter with a radius = 8 is
applied. Then the image is convolved with a horizontally tuned filter that has been
selected to boost the largest connected object in the Y axis i.e. the spine region.
curvature (a completely new extraction aimed at localising the lame side). These are
further discussed under spine extraction in the following chapter.
Locating a middle region between the hooks, near the ‘sacrum’
A middle ROI (near the sacrum bone) was located -as shown in Figure 3.12- between
the right and left hook. This ROI is used to provide a standardised data measure from
the height movements in the gait asymmetry analysis. The effect of the cow’s overall
movement towards and away from the camera is removed by subtracting the sacrum
ROI variations from both hooks’ ROIs. A 20-pixel region on the spine ROI that corre-
sponds to both hooks (the closest to be in the middle on the X − Y plane) is extracted
for this ‘normalising’ step. This is a novel idea resulted from experimental work which
led to the formation of this PhD’s locomotion signals, as described in Section 4.1.2.
Figure 3.12: Hook bone ROIs and a middle/sacrum ROI identified in a depth frame.
3.3.4 Neck
The detection of the neck (cervical vertebrae) region is critical for the spine arch analysis,
a justification of this is provided in details under Section 4.3.2 in the following chapter.
The neck area is eliminated to limit any additional misleading curvature to the arch.
The same is done to the caudal region by clipping a small 50-pixel region to limit the
tail movement effects on the entire vertical arch. These steps are especially important for
a scrutinized early spine arch trait. However, it could be further used in the automated
processing to segment the cow’s spine from being connecting to the other cow at front,
especially when both cows walk at a close distance from each other.
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Figure 3.13: Neck region detection example. Top row shows a binary image that is
used for locating the neck region. The highlighted neck (cervical verterbrae) region in
this example is 72-pixels long. The Bottom row is an example of robust neck tracking
progress for the same cow (starting from left to right) - each image is taken after 13
frames.
Next a morphological close operation (dilation then erosion) using a flat, disk-shaped
morphological structuring element with a radius of 10 is performed on a binary repre-
sentation of the depth map. This has the effect of eliminating noise/filling small holes.
The resultant image (as shown in Figure 3.13), is used to locate the neck region, which
is restricted by n = s < 70 ∧ s > 50, where s is the number of pixels in the neck region
n. From the last element in n, the algorithm seeks 10 consecutive preceding s values
that are restricted for the neck region. The neck detection routine is described in the
flowchart of Figure 3.15. The algorithm checks for some widening after the last pixel in
the detected n region, this eliminates the rear of the cow from being detected as neck
region.
Entire vertebrates Actual spine ROI
CERVICAL THORACIC LUMBAR SACRAL CAUDAL
TUBER COXAE (HOOK)
HIP
 JOINT
ILIUM
Figure 3.14: Dairy cow anatomical skeleton highlighting the vertebrate regions and the
extracted spine ROI.
The final spine ROI represents the vertebrae regions shown in Figure 3.14 (on the right).
Figure 3.5 illustrates the image processing pipeline described above which is repeated
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for each frame in the data. Algorithm 3.2 also shows above feature extraction steps.
Binary 
representation 
of the depth 
frame
Check 10 last 
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Figure 3.15: Neck region detection flowchart. The input binary image is converted from
the processed depth. The algorithm checks for the horizontal size of the neck region,
it then verifies the widening on the Y -axis after the last pixel to make sure it is not the
rear of the cow. Lastly, the algorithm seeks 10 consecutive preceding s values that are
restricted for the neck region in the segmented region. This neck detection routine is
skipped when the neck region is no longer present.
3.3.5 Other feature extraction algorithms
Beside the above described (C×SI → highest peak points) approach, this section briefly
presents comparative examples of feature extraction methods from other established
descriptors in the literature [55, 130]. Figure 3.16 represents some of the commonly
used detectors for a similar type of problem; HARRIS3 or corner/edge detector, Binary
Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints (BRISK), Features from Accelerated Segment Test
(FAST) Radial and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF). These algorithms are tested
here on a single frame on two input images (the curvedness threshold and the morpo-
logical object, both from the original imProc).
3Named after the author, C. Harris.
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Algorithm 3.2: Automated tracking and feature extraction of the spine, hooks and
sacrum regions.
Data: Processed 3D video (sequnce of imProc at 30 fps).
Result: Hook, spine and sacrum ROIs and coordinates.
1 foreach imProc do
2 Apply a 2D Gaussian filter G(x, y), 16× 16, σ = 5;
3 Calculate the shape index and curvedness SI and C;
4 Threshold the convex regions C × SI,CT = 0.1;
5 Apply a 2D Gaussian filter on CT over each region;
6 Locate highest peak-points (X,Y ) coordinates;
7 Right/LeftHook-Coords = lowest/highest Y -coordinate in the highest peak-points;
8 Apply a pillbox filter on C to boost Y -axis;
9 Spine ROI = the largest connected object at CT = 0.1;
10 Locate a middle sacrum region on the spine ROI between the hooks;
11 Return the spine ROI from imProc and all (X,Y, Z) coordinates;
12 Return a 20-pixel ROI and all coordinates for each hook and sacrum from imProc;
These algorithms were simultaneously tested on multiple cows and the initial observa-
tions suggested that these are less promising than the proposed methodology. Reasons
for this include toomany false positive features, unreliable detection and computational
speed of the algorithm. The above described approach therefore provides the most effi-
cient hook-spine feature extraction which fits well as a robust descriptor for this PhD’s
proxies.
3.4 Feature detection performance and issues
Dataset 2 (i.e. the entire processed data) consist of 5768 processed frames. The average
frame per cow ismean = 96.13(3.03s) ,median = 91, and it ranges from 63 to 162. This
variation is quite normal in similar studies due to cows at times speeding up or slowing
down as the recording is performed. The selection for the locomotion analysis frames
for each trait is conditioned as outlined below:
• Gait asymmetry: Here the hook ROIs have to be visible in the frame to transform a
proxy from the heightmovements. The average locomotion time for a cowwalking
in the FOV from the entire data ismean = 1.87s.
• Back posture: The locomotion time is slightly longer in this analysis (mean =
2.05s) butmost importantly it covers some of the lost frames in the gait asymmetry
trait i.e. preceding frames prior to the appearance of the hooks. A condition was
placed for the spine ROI’s length (actual spine >≈ 2.2m). This is found to be an
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Highest peaks
Figure 3.16: Examples ofmultiple feature extraction algorithms froma curvednessmap
and a morphological object on a single frame. The large circles (e.g. in BRISK features)
represent the strongest points. This example shows the preference of (curvedness →
highest peak points) method over other frequently used algorithms in the literature,
mainly because it provides the most optimal representation of hooks and spine ROIs.
adequate length for the available 3D video data from Holstein breed4. A shorter
ROI is either too early in the locomotion (the thoracic vertebrae is still not fully
4It is believed that thismight slightly differwith a different breed. This settingwas obtained empirically
while visually observing the data.
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visible) or towards the end (the spine ROI is just caudal vertebrae). In both cases,
the spine ROI is considered too short or it reflects a meaningless arch, which is
hypothesised to change with lameness mainly in the thoracic vertebrae.
LUMBAR
TUBER COXAE
(HOOK)Incorrect hook
(A)
Incorrect 
hook 
Hook bone
(B)
Figure 3.17: Explaining the incorrect hook identification. (A) Dairy cow anatomical
structure highlighting the lumbar region and the hook bone. (B) A better overhead
representation of the pelvic/lumbar region’s anatomy. This is based on the anatomical
work of [40, pp. 108]. Here the large lumbar vertebrae bones closer to the hook can be
incorrectly identified as a hook as shown in the thin-boned cow’s example in Figure
3.18.
An overall automated feature detection rate (number of successfully processed frames
where all ROIs were correctly tracked ÷ all frames) of 85.7% was achieved on the first
attempt for both the hooks and the spine features. All frames were manually observed
to ensure correct feature extraction. This was achieved by using an interactive tool for
manual intervention which also allowed the correction of any obvious misdetections.
This test helped identifying the two common problems in the data, as illustrated in
Figure 3.18:
• Broken spine ROI: Changes in the spine’s curvedness which leads to a separated
spine ROI. This is simply rectified as addressed earlier with a curvedness thresh-
old at CT = 0.1.
• Incorrect hook detection: There are two possible scenarios here, (a) pins being
identified as hooks when the whole body alignment changes severely, this is very
rare (five to ten frames in the entire 3366 gait asymmetry data) and can be ad-
dressed by rotating/aligning each frame. (b) in a thin-hook cow, other lumbar
bones or a prominent skin area near the hook (as shown in Figure 3.17) could
have a higher convex value (as shown in the last row of Figure 3.18). This leads to
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an incorrect hook detection which is the primary (or only) issue found in tracking
the hook bones.
Curvedness map, CT = 0.3 Binary mask
Curvedness map, CT = 0.09 Binary mask
Curvedness map, CT = 0.1 Binary mask
Hook
Figure 3.18: An extreme example for feature extraction issues in a thin-boned cow. The
left column shows the curvedness maps with thresholds at 0.3, 0.09, 0.1. The right col-
umn shows the binary conversions for each curvedness threshold after the processing
(filter and convolution). The first row shows the only problem that occurs for the spine
ROI (cropped spine ROI at 0.3) which can be rectified in the below two rows. The hook
detection is a trickier problem and it is identified as shown in the last row.
One way to address the incorrect detections of the hook ROI is to take into account
prior coordinates when detecting the new frame’s hook. This will rule out some of the
misidentifications towards the left (outer lumbar vertebrates or that area in general as
highlighted in Figure 3.17B).
Uponmodifying the feature detection algorithms with above observations, a much bet-
ter automatic performance is achieved for hooks and spine ROIs (97.3% and 100%, re-
spectively), as presented in Table 3.4. The spine extraction is completely robust whereas
only≈ 100 frames from the entire data (3366 frames) have issues in the hook identifica-
tion. These frames are resulted from a small group (< 5) of similar cows with evidently
thin structure/bones in the pelvis region. Therefore, this hook misdetection issue was
considered trivial for further experiments and the thesis focuses on the locomotion trait
analysis from this point on.
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Trait
(Analysis)
Total Mean
(time)
Median
(time)
Incorrect
feature
extractionc
Detection rate
Gait asymmetry
(hooks and spine)
3366a 56.1
(1.87)
55
(1.833)
≈100 ≈97.3%
back posture
(spine)
3699b 61.65
(2.05)
62
(2.06)
- 100%
aGait asymmetry analysis frames (hooks are apparent).
bBack posture analysis frames (spine ROI ≥ 220mm in the x-axis).
cNumber of frames where manual coordinates over-writing was needed.
Table 3.4: Hooks and spine ROIs detection rates from the entire data.
3.5 Summary
This chapter has presented in its course ground truth data, 3D video data capture and
processing; also a robust feature extraction descriptor was discussed thoroughly.
First, a commercial-farm level system that captures data non-intrusively was described.
This system was designed while keeping in mind some important implementation, au-
tomation, accuracy as well as practical concerns. A covert overhead 3D video system
has been discussed capable of running automatically on a day-to-day routine in a com-
mercial dairy farm. The same system could be used for other health and well-being
parameters in dairy cattle, thereby broadening the applications and economical/wel-
fare benefits. The generated ground truth data was presented next, which will be used
for an early lameness classification. This ground truth consists of two datasets; dataset
1 (23 sessions) is consistent between close (early) locomotion scores to provide a percep-
tive analysis given the novel traits proposed by this PhD, whereas dataset 2 provides a
relatively larger observations set (60 sessions) to compare this PhD with the state-of-
the-art.
The proposed feature extraction strategy (curvedness→ highest peak points) was found
suitable for robustly and automatically locating key ROIs (hooks, spine). The motion of
these ROIs is hypothesized to reflect changes as the locomotion diverges gradually from
a healthy condition. This PhD alsomarks the first such study that proposed amethod to
robustly track the hook bones (i.e. track the movements of hind limbs with vision data)
and subsequently develop a gait asymmetry proxy.
By incorporating the reviewed work in Chapter 2 with above tracked ROIs, the next
chapter presents novel extrapolations from 3D video data in terms of sensitive locomo-
tion traits. These will provide objective analyses of the animal’s locomotion and help in
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detecting the early onsets caused by lameness.
CHAPTER 4
Locomotion Traits
This chapter represents the middle step of the thesis paradigm (Feature → Trait →
Classify). Locomotion traits in this PhD are unique 3D video based metrics, extrap-
olated from the segmented ROIs (hooks and spine) in freely walking animals. Briefly,
these traits are:
• Gait asymmetry from height movements:
A novel approach to study the locomotion in large quadruped animals in general,
and specifically in dairy cows is presented. The difference in the locomotion’s
height measurements i.e. height variations in the hip joint during walking, have
been investigated in a novel way. Conventional methods have looked at the kine-
matics to assess the gait asymmetry, however this proposed method represents
a unique gait asymmetry proxy and is completely covert, contact-less and non-
intrusive manner.
• Back posture:
Here the spine is extracted as a polynomial from two planes (vertical and horizon-
tal). The vertical arch of the spine is used in the current state-of-the-art methods,
and this approach advances on this by additionally using the lateral curvature of
the spine to (a) improve its sensitivity towards early lameness detection and (b)
predict the lame side using the same spine ROI.
The extrapolation of both traits keeps in view the fundamental aims of this PhD (i.e. early
lameness classification and localising the lame limb). The presented analysis and its dis-
cussion under each trait:
1. Correlates the trait to a healthy/normal locomotion,
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2. Describes how the trait changes (visually) at an early lameness stage,
3. Investigates the changes between early locomotion scores (i.e. LS 1, 2 and 3),
4. Provides multiple variables (i.e. quantitative predictors) to be used in an early
lameness classifier, or for lame leg/side detection.
Significant cross-disciplinary contributions are made under this chapter; primarily, in
the areas of gait asymmetry analysis (animal biomehcanics) and early lameness detec-
tion (dairy science). These contributions come with an important advantage; the data
used was captured on a commercial farm. This directly facilitates a fully automated
analysis for both traits. The contributions can be summarised in two main points:
• Development of a novel proxy of gait asymmetry from height variations of cow
hooks. This is represented in the form of modelled locomotion signals which are
affected by early lameness.
• Improving the state-of-the-art back posture methods by detecting early lameness
using the spine’s vertical arch. Also, by introducing a new lateral curvature from
the spine region, a method is presented for detecting the lame side.
The chapter reports on both locomotion traits separately. First in Section 4.1 under gait
asymmetry, a brief discussion is given on key experimental findings that led to the se-
lection of final ROIs (hook joints/hind limbs). The locomotion signals resulted from the
difference in height measurements from the final selected ROIs, and their modelling is
presented next. A comprehensive investigation follows in Section 4.2 of the main gait
asymmetry variables (e.g. swing time peak, frequency variation) with respect to a strict
healthy vs lame boundary (i.e. changes between LS1 and LS2/LS3). Lastly, a more fo-
cused signal processing analysis is presented to further improve the gait asymmetry’s
extraction, and to provide robust variables for early lameness classification.
Second, in Section 4.3 under back posture, the spine’s two polynomial extractions are
discussed, i.e. theX−Z plane ‘spine arch’ and theX−Y plane ‘lateral curvature’. These
take into consideration some important factors e.g. neck and tail effects of a walking
animal’s spine. Section 4.4 goes on to describe the variables from the spine polynomials
for the early classification/localisation.
4.1 Gait asymmetry
This trait is inspired by incorporatingHildebrand’s [56] original findings on locomotion
symmetry with results from force plate and body sensor methods (reviewed in Section
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2.3). These can be summarised as: the contralateral limb movements of lame animals
are expected to show asymmetry or ‘inconsistency’ as the animal walks. The hypothesis
is made here that this will directly affect the height movements, i.e. in the 3D overhead
FOV. The main aim of this hypothesis is to detect the ‘gait inconsistencies’ objectively
through 3D video and use them to train a classifier.
Similar prior investigations in cattle have mainly focused on measuring the kinematic
differences or leg forces of the limbs on force plates, which is asmentioned earlier a com-
plex method to implement on commercial dairy farms. The work on horses is slightly
more relevant in theory, i.e. height variations were investigated from body markers in
the hip region. However, in practice and at a commercial dairy scale, it is an unrealistic
approach. Instead, this PhD is the first (Abdul Jabbar et al. [3]) to introduce a 3D video
method from the top of the herd, which critically investigates the heightmovement vari-
ations of the hip joints to study gait asymmetry and detect early lameness.
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Figure 4.1: Visualisation of the gait asymmetry proxy. The darkened regions in both
3D representation images/frames reveal higher pixels indicating that leg is moving
up in that frame. By tracking those regions (hook bones), a dynamic proxy is derived
from the entire video to represent the locomotion in the form of height movements or
‘vertical’ movements (shown in the plot on the right).
This trait proposes a novel proxy to objectively analyse the locomotion. The tracked
ROIs are represented as height measurements to extrapolate the leg’s vertical motion.
The analysis is then made based on the symmetry hypothesis, e.g. a cycle from the right
hind leg should move equally to the left; any deviations will be considered as incon-
sistencies and be related as lameness. This approach involves direct observations of
individual limbs throughout the video resulting in a ‘dynamic measure’. This measure
over a full gait cycle, observing the regular movements of each footfall, would appear
to lend itself well in detecting minor changes. The extrapolation visualised in Figure 4.1
was a result of tracking manually selected ROIs - which are discussed next.
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4.1.1 Manually selected ROIs
This section reports on the experimental work of this PhD’s novel locomotion proxy.
Themanual ROIs preceded the development of a rigorous feature descriptor that locates
the hook bone ROIs automatically. Although the previous chapter has shown a robust
method to extract the hooks, here the route that led to the use of the hook ROIs as the
primary feature of a gait asymmetry proxy is described.
As discussed earlier, the routine locomotion is a symmetric phenomenon. For a healthy
animal:
• It is expected that its stride movements reflect some form of symmetry, for in-
stance, bilateral (right vs left) symmetry.
• During each stride, all four limbs’ excursions should have analogous vertical (i.e.
height) movements.
Note that the processed 3D data provides height (Z-axis) information. The 3D map of
a healthy cow’s locomotion therefore is expected to show an equivalent variation in the
heights of either side, as the animal walks. As the animal’s gait deviates in reaction to
pain or discomfort, which is believed to cause the animal to shift the weight to the con-
tralateral side (e.g. limping behaviour); a hypothesis is proposed that a gait abnormality
can be detected from the height measurements in the 3D map.
Manual and larger ROIs (as shown in Figure 4.2) were first selected to test the above
hypothesis between different areas, e.g. fore vs rear, the entire left vs the entire right
sides. The goal here was to foresee some form of a pattern in the height changes of
the animal’s back as it walks, and whether this pattern is different in lame and healthy
animals. At this point, the 3D camera was mounted at a relatively lower position (2.6m
off the floor).
These experiments revealed the possibility of extracting some form of gait signals from
this overhead position. As an ROI is tracked from the depth map, height information
(e.g. highest pixels in the ROI) can be obtained, as shown in two different healthy cows
in Figure 4.3. Although these height curves from the tracked ROIs are solely based on
absolute height changes (i.e. in the form of coordinated oscillations); an overall trend is
also observed from the gait. This represents a dynamic measure which covers the full
gait cycle from the earlier hypothesis.
These height variation plots of the hind limbs in Figure 4.3 reveal an in-phase pat-
tern that gradually shifts to be out-of-phase, which mimics the physical attributes of
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Figure 4.2: Examples of manually selected ROIs on processed height images/frames
for height symmetry experiments. The height change in all four regions are shown in
Figure 4.3 where the manual selection was repeated for each frame.
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Figure 4.3: Height measurements from four ROIs for two different healthy cows. The
measurements are taken at 30 frames per second. The ROIs for the entire video are
manually selected as shown in Figure 4.2. The Y axis represents the median height
measurements from the selected ROIs, in each frame.
a healthy quadrupedal locomotion. In a cyclic pattern, a leg goes down as the contralat-
eral leg goes up.
From the results of these experiments, the following three points can be outlined:
• The hooks have been demonstrated to be robust features for analysing the ani-
mal’s vertical motion. This is essential for automating the locomotion analysis
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as well as scrutinizing the measurements to reflect gait movements only. Both of
these demands are fulfilled using hook ROIs (i.e. the hook joint will only move
because of a limb excursion). This will also provide a focused ROI which is more
accurate than manually drawing a large circle. Visually, it is hard to correlate the
generated signals to the actual 3D video because of large and perhaps slightly in-
accurate ROIs. All these reasons also render the other tested regions in Figure 4.2
unsuitable for an accurate gait proxy development.
• Manually selecting the scapula/shoulder joint ROI is difficult. The feature ex-
traction algorithm (shape index and curvedness measure based - Section 3.3.1)
is not suitable to detect the fore ROIs. However, the focus on the hind limbs is
supported by the fact that over 90% of lameness in dairy cattle is caused by prob-
lems in the foot, of which over 90% occurs in the hind limbs [116]. Furthermore,
the fore limbs’ vertical symmetry in [136] was not affected by lameness, although
there was significant changing in the hind limbs. In the force plates methods, the
dynamic weight applied (i.e. over time) to the hind legs is found to be the most
accurate predictor of lameness [32]. Lastly, it is well-established that an animal’s
hind gait cycle variables (for instance, stance time) will be affected by fore limb
movements [56, 99].
• Awider FOV is needed (higher camera position) to extract longer locomotion sig-
nals. This directly affects the dynamic height proxy, the final proposed signals in
this study (at 3.69m, as presented in the forthcoming pages) cover at least a single
cycle of the entire hind limbsmovements, with the rare exception in very few cows
(≈ 3-5 cows in the entire data). This will help in extracting several gait asymme-
try variables given sufficient measurements from the limbs to build the analysis
upon.
These were important considerations for the early lameness detection/locomotion anal-
ysis to follow. The higher camera position is employed to observe as many footfalls as
possible. However, there is a compromise in the acquired data, the higher the camera,
the noisier the signal (due to the projected pattern of the 3D camera becoming weaker
at a higher distance), which leads to two main issues:
• Distortions in the feature detection: e.g. holes in the depth map, this has been
addressed in the previous chapter by applying additional filtering steps to extract
curvedness information.
• Distortion in the height measurements from the extracted ROIs: the number of
quantization levels in the depthmap is fixed, the range of each falls proportionally
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with the distance of the camera to the object. This will be addressed in the next
section while modelling a sine wave through the measured height movements.
4.1.2 Locomotion signals
Given the initial analysis frommanually selected ROIs, the hind limb ROIs (by tracking
the hook bones) were found suitable to establish a proxy for the locomotion. This proxy
of height variation from an ROI changes from one frame to another, revealingmore than
just intermittent height changes. Subsequently, a continuous and cyclic observation of
the movement of each footfall is obtained, which is composed in a height gait signal.
This signal should reflect an overall measure of how an individual hind limb moved.
By comparing the right and left limb signals in freely moving animals, a “limb motion
asymmetry” or in short “gait asymmetry” trait can be established.
This proxy is mainly derived from the biaxial height variation from the hook ROI. Al-
though this definition mitigates other spatiotemporal movements in a cow’s pelvis; it
should not be a concern given the limited range of movement originated by a cow’s
hip1. For this reason together with the findings of conventional methods in Section 2.3
- that mildly lame cows start exhibiting height asymmetry in their gait cycle; a reason-
able conclusion is made that the dynamic height measure described here (visualised in
Figure 4.1) is sufficient to establish a reliable locomotion proxy.
4.1.3 Signal modelling
The height variations from the tracked hind ROIs in each frame have been examined
using different measures (i.e. maximum, mean), and it was found that the maximum
variations are more suitable for this analysis as they provide a more sensitive trend
while identifying small changes, which will help detecting early stage lameness.
Figure 4.4A shows the rawheightmeasurements from a locomotion video of the tracked
hook ROIs and a middle spine ROI of a similar radius. To increase the sensitivity of the
relative movements of right and left signals, the global locomotion variations from the
surface of the cow are mitigated. This step is referred to as ‘data normalisation’ which
can be seen in Figure 4.4B. A middle ROI (near the sacrum bone) was located between
the right and left hook to remove the effect of the cow’s overall movement towards and
away from the camera by subtracting the sacrum ROI variations from both hooks’ ROIs.
This type of individual animal normalisation is reported in the conventional methods
1Mainly restricted to flexion and extension around the hip joint [28].
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e.g. vertical ground reaction forces from each limb are normalised by the animal’s dy-
namic weight [69].
These raw signals now cover at least the entire respective leg movements during a full
stride, and at times up to two strides. Additional examples of these raw signals are pre-
sented in Figure 4.8. The signals are longer (> 1sec, mean = 1.87sec ) as compared to
the manually selected ROIs’ signals in Figure 4.3B andmore importantly, they are origi-
nated from a correct feature extraction which automatically operates at a high detection
rate (> 97% hook ROIs, 100% spine ROI) as discussed in Section 3.3.1.
The last step in the signalmodelling is obtained through a sinusoidal interpolation of the
normalised raw data, shown in Figure 4.4C. This filtering/smoothing step is mainly to
provide a better representation of the locomotion pattern for further quantitative anal-
ysis. The raw signals are too noisy for a typical LS correlated analysis, this is expected
because of:
• The relatively short locomotion time of a live moving animal which is expected to
make rapid movements.
• The higher camera position contributes to pixel distortion. The estimated noise in
height measurement at this setting is ≈ 14mm every ≈ 100 frames.
In addition to the above listed reasons, the rhythmic cycle of a cow’s hook is expected to
trace out a sine wave if it is moving constantly forward. Visually observing the raw sig-
nals in (Figures 4.4B and 4.8), a sinusoidal pattern can be seen by fitting the noticeable
periods on both sides. Furthermore, a sinusoidal fit is the most natural way to describe
the locomotion physically. It also yields means of similarity/symmetry, which is how
herdsmen naturally compare or score the animals. Most of the establishedmanual loco-
motion scoring systems (e.g. Flower and Weary [43] and Sprecher et al. [126]) describe
the gait asymmetry as a comparative observation between the right and left limbs. A si-
nusoidal fit could be directly interpretedwith such ground truth reference. Moreover, a
sinusoidal fit is expected to help in extracting useful gait asymmetry variables (e.g. am-
plitude/frequency differences), as previously investigated in the literature under the
conventional methods in cows and horses.
The raw signals were first filtered to remove the noise using a moving-average digital
filter (filt), which is computed by:
l(t) =
1
W
[x(t) + x(t− 1) + ...+ x(t− (W − 1))] (4.1)
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where l(t) is the locomotion signal,W = 12 is thewindow size (determined empirically)
and x(t) is the maximum height measurement at a frame/time t. A sine wave was fitted
using a least-squares cost function to themean in each estimated period. The sinusoidal
fit function f(x, s) and the least-square cost function fcost are given by:
f(x, s) = r sin
(
2pix
T
+
2pi
φ
)
+ o (4.2)
fcost =
last−frame∑
first−frame
(f(x, s)− filt)2 (4.3)
The four s parameters of the sinusoidal model f(x, s) are:
• r, the range of the amplitude as a height measurement from x(t),
• T , an estimated period from the number of frames, the time (t) as shown in Figure
4.4 and other locomotion signal plots can be calculated as 30 frames per second.
The frequency can be computed directly as 1/T ,
• φ, the phase, the phase shift can be determined as T/(2× φ) in units of (t),
• o, the offset of x(t).
Algorithm 4.1: Locomotion signal modelling.
Data: Hooks and sacrum ROIs’ maximum height measurments (vectors across each
frame) for each cow/session.
Result: Modelled right and left locomotion signals l(t)r and l(t)l.
1 foreach session do
2 Normalize by subtracting the sacrum measurments;
3 Calculate filt by applying a moving-average filter (window size 12);
4 Find the zero-crossing points from the range r by calculating min/max;
5 Calculate an estimated period T ;
6 Estimate an offset o = mean(filt);
7 Use l(t) = f(x, s) to fit the sinsoidal function (s represent the above parameters);
To recap, themanual experiments have demonstrated that a signal is present in the form
of vertical height movements. An automated method to extract that signal has been de-
scribed. The signal is longer due to increased camera height, more consistent due to au-
tomatic region detection as compared to the manual signals; andmodelled sinusoidally
to provide an adequate extrapolation for objective variables to be obtained. Algorithm
4.1 takes on from the feature detector (Algorithm 3.2) to produce the locomotion signals.
Each detected ROI’s maximum height values are used to form the signals.
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Figure 4.4: Locomotion signals derived from height variation measurements. This fig-
ure shows the signal processing steps. The measurements are taken at 30 frames per
second. (A), represents raw maximum depth changes in cm in each ROI across all
frames; followed by (B), normalized measurements for the right and left hooks ROIs
after subtracting the sacrum ROI measurements from each hook ROI; followed by (C),
filtered, smoothed sinusoidal fitted signals which represent the locomotion signals of
this study.
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4.1.4 Correlation to the locomotion
The modelled locomotion signals are crucially dependent on the 3D video (sequence
of height maps of a cow’s walk), here an understanding of this relation is presented.
This is primarily to establish the pattern of a modelled healthy animal’s signals, before
proceeding with the analysis of the pattern’s deviation caused by lameness.
The quadrupedal walk is sequenced laterally, i.e. fore-right, hind-left, fore-left, hind-
right (as shown in Figure 2.1). This means that the footfalls for the two tracked hind
limbs are spaced in time by an ipsilateral fore limb footfall. Thus, depending on when
the first hind limb that leaves the floor in the FOV, the other hind limb’s signal will
always remain behind. Given the nature of the data collection setup, i.e. freely walking
cattle, variations are expected here because of the uncertainty on which hind limb will
move first (or even move longer than the other) in the FOV.
From the presented height-based analysis, the sequence is observed by looking at the
progress of hind footfalls from processed 3D height maps in relation to the locomotion
signals. For example, Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show an entire cow’s locomotion. First the
sequence of the cow is presented (as a series of images from the start to the end of the
processed video, each taken after 5 frames) in Figure 4.5. Visually, the increase in height
in the hind-left leg (from the left hook region) is indicated by the darkening red region
around the hook. This is followed by an almost equal height from both hooks before an
increase from the hind-right leg indicating that it has left the floor.
This sequence visually correlates to the same cow’s locomotion signals as shown in Fig-
ure 4.6. The correlation, generally, fits well with the description of the walk movements
provided by Philips [89] or Hildebrand [56]. Exploiting this correlation in Figure 4.6,
one can say:
• Given the cyclic nature of the motion from the limb, i.e. not intermittent hikes
[89], a more gradual pattern from the vertical movements is expected. This suits
the proposed sinusoidal modelling.
• The strongest changing feature in a segmented ROI (3D video) is height. This jus-
tifies the reliance on the height changes as the primary source for the locomotion
signals. Further, given the limited range of movement in the cow’s pelvis, a ver-
tical height change is hypothesized to represent a dynamic proxy to examine the
slight changes from a healthy to lame gait.
Figure 4.7 shows the locomotion signals of the same cow on two different days. A
marked similarity is clear demonstrating the repeatability of themethod. On both days,
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Figure 4.5: Example of a cow’s locomotion sequence used in the gait asymmetry anal-
ysis (multiple steps from a single cow). Each 3D representation image is taken after
five frames. The annotations reveal the visible changes in an ROI (darkened regions in-
dicating greater height). Red arrow shows frames where the left hind limb is moving
and the blue arrow shows the right hind limb’s frames.
the cow received a manual score of (LS 2). These examples in the figure show almost an
identical pattern on both days, i.e. left signals are slightly higher than right signals with
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Figure 4.6: Detailed locomotion correlation to the signals from a healthy (LS 1) cow.
The signals and the 3D frames reveal a visual correlation to the gait sequence reported
by Philips [89] (shown as a sequence of a walking cow images) which is based on the
normal cattle walk of Nickel et al. [83], a renowned reference on cattle locomotion. This
corresponds to the frames (3D representation images) from the same cow at LH limb
off the floor, RH limb off the floor and the frame in the middle when both hind limbs
are equally lowered. The shaded swing phase durations are estimated based on the
signals as well as the 3D frames.
near identical out-of-phase transformation towards the end of both examples, although
the duration is different. One could conclude that this cow had the same gait regardless
of her speed. This further shows the correlation and robustness of the above described
modelling.
So far, the novel proxy of locomotion as vertical height measurements from hind limbs
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Figure 4.7: A repeatability example for the locomotion signals of the same cow at LS 2
on two different days.
has been described. The locomotion is modelled in the form of two sinusoidal signals,
each signal represents a dynamicmeasure of the cyclic movements for a hind limb. Rep-
resentative examples from three different locomotion scores are presented in Figure 4.8.
A correlation between the shape of the locomotion signals and the actual locomotion
(i.e. hind limbs’ footfalls from the 3D video) has been established. Next, multiple gait
asymmetry variables are exploited from the above developed signals to analyse the lo-
comotion.
4.2 Gait asymmetry variables
The aim of this section is to detect gait asymmetry trait in the extracted sine waves that
are tomodel the cow’s locomotion. The trait is detected in the formof observed variables
which change as lameness increases. These are derived from the impressions gained by
visually looking at the changes (for instance similarity/symmetry, amplitude or fre-
quency changes) in the signals between LS 1 and LS 2/3, as shown in Figure 4.8. These
slight changes are believed to provide a quantitative early lameness boundary. This
also indicates that the gait asymmetry analysis should focus on the strongest changing
features between the locomotion signals.
4.2.1 Absolute height difference
The simplest analysis on the locomotion signals begins with taking the absolute differ-
ence between both right and left signals. Figure 4.9 shows the means of right signals,
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Raw right
Raw left
Mod. right
Mod. left
LS 1 LS 2 LS 3
Figure 4.8: Representative examples of locomotion signals (raw andmodelled into sine
waves) for three different locomotion scores. Each example represents a cow’s entire
locomotion, under the gait asymmetry analysis. In each example, the X-axis is time
(scale of≈ 1.5−2sec,mean = 1.87sec) and theY-axis is themaximumnormaliseddepth
change (scale ≈ 30− 50cm). The ground truth of the locomotion scores is according to
Sprecher et al. [126] scoring system. Notice how the amplitude, frequency and ‘overall
symmetry’ are effected as the lameness (gait asymmetry) increases.
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left signals and the difference in dataset 1. Statistical significance (using a student t-
test) when used directly on the difference rejects the null hypothesis, that there is no
difference, between healthy LS 1 signals and LS 2 or LS 3.
One-way ANOVA between LS 1 and LS 2 cows although reveals a statistical difference
(P < 0.026), however, as shown in Figure 4.9, a sensitive threshold at the early lameness
boundary cannot be obtained. This perhaps because the real-time amplitude, as an
overall range, is not a sensitive featurewhen compared between right and left signals for
the entire data. This finding highlights the need for further analyses/patterns beyond
absolute height measurements/differences from the data in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.9: The absolute height difference test on dataset 1 (23 sessions from 22 cows).
(A) Right signals, (B) Left signal, (C) The absolute difference between right and left and
(D) One-way ANOVA for the means of the absolute difference in LS 1 vs LS 2. Each dot
represents the mean for a cow’s signal, the plot shows the standard deviation in each
signal.
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As lameness increases (looking at LS 2 and 3 examples in Figure 4.8), a shape asymmetry
pattern is observed in the right and left peaks. Indicating that a leg that has risen to a
certain height is not equalled by a similar vertical motion from the other leg. The strong
trends in the same figure are outlined in the following three main points:
• Peak vs peak difference is noticeable instead of the overall difference, e.g. a cows
in LS 2/3 have uneven ‘segmented’ peaks when compared to identical peaks in
LS 1.
• More predominantly, the frequency changes. One side does exhibit higher fre-
quency as compared to the other as lameness increases. This is the strongest trend
visually seen in the entire data.
• The ability of the locomotion signals to have an identical reversed polarity pattern
decreases as lameness increases, this is strongly evident in the data. An almost
180◦ out-of-phase pattern in LS1 is observed (with equal peaks on both limbs)
opposing to more in-phase patterns in LS 2/3.
As this gait asymmetry analysis approach has been inspired by these findings, the above
trends visually confirm that there exist, modelled ‘cow signals’ or ‘asymmetrical strides’,
using the proxy of hook heights.
These trends describe the gait asymmetry, quantitatively, indicating the deviations from
a healthy gait into an early stage lameness. For each following variable, the primary gait
analysis/lameness detection questions that needs to be addressed are:
• Peak vs peak difference: Why would a limb show a higher/wider/more promi-
nent peak as compared to the other?
• Frequency difference: How is it possible for a limb’s vertical motion to show a
higher frequency than its contralteral limb?
By addressing these questions, ‘meaningful’mathematical relationships that directly in-
terprets those trends are derived to calculate robust variables. The relationship analyses
the trendwith respect to symmetry, e.g. a comparative analysis of right peak height/fre-
quency vs left.
The first variable is a temporal measure which is commonly used in the literature. The
peak vs peak is basically a perception of a segmented ‘swing peak’ i.e. the limb’s motion
off the floor from the locomotion signals. The second variable (frequency difference)
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is more dynamic covering the entire signals. This is also computed directly from the
estimated periods in the sinusoidal modelling.
Lastly, the third ‘reversed polarity’ trend is used to measure the similarity/symmetry
between the right and left signals. This latent trend is investigated with multiple signal
processing methods (e.g. Hilbert or frequency transform) and generally aimed to tackle
the problem when the signals are much shorter due to a lowered FOV. This follows in
Section 4.2.4.
Overall, these variables serve as quantitative measures to detect early lameness i.e. clas-
sification predictors for the next step in the paradigm (Feature → Trait → Classify).
Next, each variable is discussed with evidence from the data (actual cases of healthy vs
lame cows) on its relation to gait asymmetry/lameness.
4.2.2 Peak difference
This is considered as themost intuitionally straightforwardway to assess the gait in this
PhD’s case. The temporal events (swing and stance phases) are common attributes to
assess the soundness of the overall locomotion or even to compare the limbs individu-
ally.
Kinematically speaking, a measure more sensitive towards height changes would sub-
sequently be more suitable for a swing phase analysis as compared to stance phase.
Because the feature extraction of the ROIs is originally based on a convexity feature, the
system is generally more sensitive to measure the increase of height in a region. This
sensitivity is further increased by taking the maximums from the ROIs to model the
locomotion signals. The peaks generally represent a strong feature in the locomotion
signals. Thus, it only makes sense for this variable to be more focused on the swing
phase changes as opposed to stance when analysing a peak vs peak difference.
The difference in the individual leg’s temporal events are known to be associated with
sole ulcers [43]. This ‘maximum amplitude over time’ analysis is frequently performed
on cattle [41, 95] and horses [127, 138] using force plates or body markers. A traditional
way for measuring the right peak vs left peak symmetry would be to find the difference
between two minima peaks, two maxima peaks or the peak-to-peak which is the max-
imum difference divided by the range. Symmetry Indices is also a common measure in
quantizing asymmetry from the vertical measurements in horses [138], which could be
adapted to:
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aup/downR − aup/downL
max
{
aup/downR, aup/downL
} (4.4)
where aup/down for each side could be themaxima/minima in amodelled l(t). However,
this measure is not suitable for number of reasons. First, it is very common in the data
to have a single minima, i.e. not a complete peak on either left or right side. Second,
the above measures are normally applied on a segmented part of the gait, where the
desired part of the signals are expected to have a similar length, shape, starting point
(i.e. the exact same moment when the limb leaves the ground for both sides), number
of peaks etc. This is for example done after walking the horse for 40 − 45m four times
to find a suitable section [127].
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Figure 4.10: An example of locomotion signals for a cow (A), and the swing peaks for
each side (B) for the same cow. The reference line used to calculate signal width (w)
and prominence is shown in (B).
To seek a standard measure over the entire data, a full peak is segmented from each
side to compare against each other, as shown in Figure 4.10. This is done by finding a
maxima in each signal, then by finding the preceding and subsequent minima values.
An overall maxima difference of 3 − 5cm is observed as an average in cows in LS1.
However in LS 2/3, the difference begins to reach 20 − 25cm. Multiple examples in
Figure 4.11 also show that the width and prominence of the peaks could also be useful
indicators to compare the peaks. Indicating a limb has remained off the floor for a longer
period of time as compared to the other, despite almost similar maximum amplitudes
in height from both.
Based on the above observation, multiple ‘features’ are extracted by segmenting a full
peak from both sides, as shown in Figure 4.10B:
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Figure 4.11: Representative examples of swing phase time (one full peak per signal)
between three different locomotion scores. The swing peak parameters are given for
each example (differences of a, amplitudes - w, widths - p, prominences).
• Amplitude difference in peaks representing the absolute highest height difference
during a swing phase:
a =
∥∥∥∥maxright−maxleft
∥∥∥∥ (4.5)
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• Peak width w: is found by a linear interpolation from the distance between the
points to the left and right of the peak where the signal intercepts a reference line
(in the middle) whose height is specified as shown in Figure 4.10B.
• Peak prominence p: reveals the inherent peak height relative to the entire curve.
This is computed by the minimum vertical distance that the signal must descend
on either side of the peak (from the reference point) before reaching the minima.
This swing amplitude variable is a common lameness descriptor using force plates [43].
The above description showed a new method to extract it from 3D video. However, it
comes with a limitation which requires one full stride (a full peak on each side). In odd
examples, (2 cows from the entire dataset of 60 cows, e.g. the signals in Figure 4.16),
achieving this variable is not possible due to incomplete peaks. This conclusion further
points in the direction of amore dynamic/generic variable, i.e. the frequency difference.
4.2.3 Frequency difference
In a healthy animal, the pelvis will move twice per one full stride. Given this trait is
essentially observing regular movements, a quantitative frequency measure can be ex-
tracted based on the hypothesis that both sides’ vertical motion frequency should be
equal.
The plotted curves in Figure 4.11 indicate a frequency pattern which could be better
understood by looking at the entire signal (without peak segmentation), e.g. signals in
Figure 4.8. Although the temporal events when used as sole descriptors could indicate
useful trends for lameness classification, as shown conventionally, some further infor-
mation from the signals’ overall pattern could remain unrevealed.
Sensitivity towards recognizing early lameness is a leading aimof this PhD.Hence, it fol-
lows that the entire dynamic proxy (i.e. the overall shape of locomotion signals) should
be utilized. As stated earlier, visually across the entire data, the frequency change seem
to correlate well with lameness. This is hypothesized to be a uniquely changing descrip-
tor at early lameness stages.
To further understand this trend, the frequency change is observed using an example
of a lame cow (LS 2), shown in Figure 4.12. Here the diagnosis is confirmed manually
by the expert that the left leg is causing the lameness. The absolute peak/amplitude
difference in the swing phase (a) is about 11cm, however, what is more interesting is the
overall shape of the signals when compared to each other. The left side exhibits a high
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Figure 4.12: Locomotion signals (A), and segmented swing time peaks (B), for a cow
in LS 2 diagnosed with lameness in the left-hind leg.
peak in amplitude, however, the right side produced almost two periods as compared
to a single period from the left side, approximately in the same time, i.e. in Figure 4.12A
right minimas are at ≈ 0.15, 0.8, 1.6where as the left minimas are at ≈ 0.25, 1.25.
This draws an important variable which is observed from the frequency analysis be-
tween the right and left signals. It supports the previous findings based around the
weight shifting across lame hind legs, whereby the ‘frequency of steps’ was used as a
good predictor for lameness and an accuracy of >65% being achieved with a high con-
fidence interval [31].
This frequency change trend is visible in further notable examples of lame cows as
shown in Figure 4.13. Notice how the frequency is heavily affected here as compared to
the more symmetrical plots from healthy animals in Figure 4.14. Looking at these lame
cows’ plots, one can conclude a ‘disturbed’ stride behaviour which affects the overall
signals symmetry and induce an inconsistency in the gait even at LS 2.
This behaviour when looked at in the context of ‘vertical left leg motion compared to
vertical right leg motion’, indicates an attempt to keep the painful hoof off the floor
for a longer time, resulting in asymmetrical vertical durations. A peak in the signal
represents the highest point in time an ROI could reach to its maximum vertical height,
i.e. highest height in the leg’s excursion. A cow would naturally prolong its affected
hoof/leg’s excursion by keeping it off the ground for a longer duration as compared to
a healthy hoof/leg.
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Figure 4.13: Examples of extreme frequency change between right and left signals at
LS 2 and severe lameness stages from the data. f(t) stands for the frequency difference
between the right and left signals.
The above explanation pinpoints that the lame leg’s signalwill exhibit a lower frequency,
which is exactly the case in Figure 4.12 (i.e. left hoof/leg is lame) thereby potentially
providing a measure suitable for localising the lame leg.
To summarize the trends discussed so far, highlighted in Figure 4.15:
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Figure 4.14: Examples of demonstrating high degrees of symmetry in LS 1 cows. Note
the overall symmetry between the peaks in the form of identical reversed polarity pat-
tern. The frequency difference f(t) is therefore much smaller as compared to lame
cows in Figure 4.13.
LS 1 LS 2 LS 3 LS 4
Figure 4.15: Summary of the gait asymmetry trends on LS 1, 2, 3 and 4 cows. Notice
the clear difference in the length of a period T (indicated as a bracket) between right
(blue) and left (red) signals. Lameness also affects the symmetry of the signals, peak
vs peak amplitude/width and frequency difference. The identical ‘reversed polarity’
pattern decreases with lameness.
• The vertical motion’s amplitude gradually changes with lameness:
This directly affects the swing phase peaks between the right and left sides. Notice
how the gap (orange area) becomes smaller, further indicating an overall reduced
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symmetry with lameness. Overall, lameness results in less-symmetrically looking
signals even at LS 2/3 when compared to LS 1.
• A disturbed rhythm in combination with a change in the individual leg’s stride
movements (duration, speed, height) is observed in many instances at an early
lameness stage.
This directly affects the frequency in the locomotion signals. The LS 1 example
reveals thatwhen either leg is risen to a certain height, a near equal height from the
other side is observed. This changeswith lameness, resulting in a lower frequency
from the lame side. Notice how the length of a period increased with lameness in
Figure 4.15.
These trends result from the proposed gait asymmetry proxy, thereby providing useful
gait information from the state-of-the-art overhead 3D video data. Objective variables
from above trends are believed to derive distinguished patterns between locomotion
scores. This will provide an early lameness detection as well as a covert, non-intrusive
method for detecting the affected lame limb.
The first variable being a solely temporal measure is directly computed from the mod-
elled locomotion signals from:
• Swing peak differences: amp,w, p, from the segmented peaks.
The second variable is computed directly from the modelled signals:
• Frequency difference: f(t) is 1/T (where T is an estimated period from the num-
ber of frames), it refers to the absolute difference between right and left frequencies
and it is computed from the modelled signals (l(t) in Equation 4.2).
The extraction of above two variables has a limitation when the locomotion time is sig-
nificantly short e.g. ≤ 1s as shown in Figure 4.16. Particularly, when a full swing peak
is not available. This could also happen on occasions when a particular hind limb does
not exhibit a full excursion in the FOV. The variables therefore will be less sensitive to
the vertical movements and this could mask the desired proxy’s ability to detect gait
deviations.
Note that such an effect could increase with a lowered camera position from the current
position (3.69m). This has been discussed with the dairy experts and it was advised
that a lower camera position is generally preferred to minimise extra construction costs.
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Figure 4.16: Examples of incomplete gait cycle signals from two lame cows. Incomplete
periods shown for the right signals in both cases. Such short periods only occur when
the locomotion time is short ≤ 1s.
Another possible issue with relying on these two variables (f(t) and swing peak) con-
cerns the uncertainty of where in the gait cycle the animal enters the FOV. A compre-
hensive analysis in this direction should not impose a stride segmentation, primarily
because this data consist of limited footfalls. This further strengthens the need for a loco-
motion analysis using the shape of themodelled signals regardless of a temporal/stride
segmentation.
Keeping in mind the above discussed factors and a far-reaching approach in the case of
a narrow FOV i.e. applying this proxy on data captured at a lower height, the following
section discusses the possibilities and challenges in calculating amore robust symmetry
variable using common signal processing techniques.
4.2.4 Signal processing
This section focuses on taking the output from the symmetry/similarity analysis and
using a signal processing approach to extract a variable for detecting early lameness.
This experimental work also aims to help overcome the limitations in the above (fre-
quency and swing peak) approach.
In healthy cows, as shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.14, the right-left locomotion signals may
not start equally out-of-phase but shift to become equally out-of-phase for the right-left
hooks (i.e. the movements of the right-left hind limbs) at a certain time in the locomo-
tion, representing what can be referred to as ‘a full cycle of footfalls between the hind
limbs’. This is mainly because the animals enter the FOV freely, i.e. the starting footfall
(limb) is unknown and it varies across the data. Because of their lateral sequenced gait
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as they walk, the phase difference given one full cycle between the out of phase max-
ima and minima peaks usefully indicates how symmetrical the height variations are.
Lameness, even at an early stage (i.e. LS 2 or 3), directly affects the similarity resulted
from this combined phase-amplitude change (see Figure 4.15), indicating either hook
has moved higher/lower as compared to the other.
Quantifying this overall similarity trend, keeping in mind difficult examples such as
Figure 4.16, is not a straightforward problem, e.g. like segmenting a swing peak and
computing the amplitude difference. This is mainly because, as observed from the rep-
resentative examples in Figure 4.8 and across the entire data, the locomotion signals
are:
• Developed monocomponents: meaning there is no noise in the data, i.e. current
signals outweigh the actual trend that needs to be measured,
• and often only single (or less) cycle sinusoids are available: meaning at times we
have no complete knowledge of how the frequency will change due to limited
capturedmovements for that particular side, i.e. limited footfalls from the original
3D video.
Multiple techniques for this sort of analysis have been investigated. The aim is to find a
mathematical relationship that directly interprets the ‘gait inconsistency’ and correlates
with above trends/lameness without being affectedwhen the two signals are extremely
different e.g. Figure 4.16. Given these are essentially sinusoids, a periodicity comparison
could be an ideal analysis to follow. This proposes a symmetry measure between the
right and left locomotion signals, the larger the difference, the more asymmetrical peri-
odicity components are in the locomotion signals. The most common methods for this
analysis are:
• Autocorrelation: Calculating the signal’s correlation with a time-delayed version
of itself to detect periodicity. This is achieved by:
A(τ) =
1
t− τ
∫ t−τ
0
l(t)l(t+ τ)dt (4.6)
where τ is a constant time delay. This is a widely used signal processing technique
for extracting features in general from real time signals or for periodicity analysis.
• Fourier/Frequency transform: Converting the signal from time to frequency do-
main to compute the frequency components, estimate signal coherence or find the
‘underlying periodic patterns’.
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Although this is one of the most common signal processing methods, it is not
an ideal choice in this case because it requires almost constant frequencies be-
tween both signals (e.g. to find the corrosponding bins in each signal to find the
angle/phase lag between the signals).
To explain the type of frequency or periodicity measure sought, first, the above two
methods are applied to a more idealised ‘regular/suitable’ data, e.g. sample signals
from the PhysioNet Data [49] in Figure 4.17. These signals contain force data collected
during walking for patients with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) and a control
group. This example is applicable to many other physical signals such electrocardio-
gram (ECG), sleep apnoea or other type of locomotion signals. Note the strong features
that are found using the above two techniques in the frequency/periodicity compo-
nents, these could help in establishing periodicity or similarity analysis by comparing
both animal sides to each other.
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Figure 4.17: Example of frequency domain and periodicity analysis for 30 seconds of
an ALS patient’s gait from the PhysioNet [49] data.
However, when the same standard signal processing techniques are applied on the loco-
motion signals, e.g. Figure 4.18 for three different cows from three different locomotion
scores, they do not reveal any useful features that could be used for comparison anal-
ysis. For example, the periodicity (noticed by the amplified peaks) is almost constant
for the right signals across all three scores. The frequency analysis in general rejects
all noise and interference at other frequencies, other than the main signal of interest.
This limits the strongest feature in the data (i.e. frequency change) from being detected
between the close locomotion scores. Although both locomotion signals are filtered us-
ing the same window size, functions like (Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Discrete Time
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Fourier Transform (DTFT)) are not the best options when the input frequency between
each side is significantly different.
The above discussion and examples in Figures 4.18 and 4.17 show how the frequency
variation and the lack of a distinctive periodicity in the signals limit the usefulness of
standard processing techniques. This does not help in extracting correlated components
fromboth signals to analyse. Instead, a focus ismade in the next section to take a slightly
different signal processing approach by implementing aHilbert transform to extract the
useful trends.
4.2.4.1 Hilbert transform
The Hilbert transform is a widely used signal processing tool in communications or in
general signal interpretation, e.g. ECGs. Implementing this transform on real valued
sinusoids (i.e. a time-domain locomotion signal l(t)) allows the formation of an analytic
signal (lA(t)). In this case, Hilbert is used primarily because of the overall varied fre-
quency (between right and left) in the data which escalates in lame cows. Therefore
a technique is needed that is sensitive to detect this trend while being suitable for the
modelled signals.
Primarily, this transform is applied to determine the instantaneous phase of the orig-
inal time-domain signal. This indirectly provides a measure of similarity/symmetry
between right and left signals for an animal’s locomotion. Unlike many other integral
transforms (i.e. Laplace and Fourier), Hilbert is known to perform better with the mod-
elled locomotion signals i.e. when the signals are not mixtures of sine waves or more
importantly, when they are not complete cycles. This is a key advantage looking be-
yond the presented data when the locomotion is extracted in more complex curves, or
in shorter durations.
The analytic signal (lA(t)) is related to the actual data by a 90◦ phase shift; physically,
this transform is an equivalent to a linear filter, where all the amplitudes of the spectral
components are left unchanged, but their phases are shifted as shown in Figure 4.19.
This is useful in calculating the instantaneous attributes of a time series at any point in
time. Many applications of the analytic signal are related to this property; for example,
the analytic signal is useful in avoiding aliasing effects for bandpass sampling opera-
tions. The transform is applied to a sinusoidal fit (l(t)) to the height data and can be
achieved by:
H[l(t)] = lˆ(t) = pi−1
∫ ∞
−∞
l(τ)
t− τ dτ (4.7)
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Figure 4.18: Frequencydomain andperiodicity analysis on the locomotion signals from
three different animals/LS.
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Figure 4.19: Hilbert transform real and imaginary parts from the locomotion signals of
three different animals/LS.
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where τ is a constant time delay and the resulted analytic signal is formed of two parts,
a real part (the original locomotion signal) and an imaginary part (lˆ(t)), as shown in
Figure 4.19.
lA(t) = l(t) + jlˆ(t) (4.8)
The original locomotion signal l(t) which was represented in a vector of a simple sine
wave in the time domain is now a vector of complex numbers lA(t). This complex vec-
tor’s magnitude is constant but the phase changes in synchronization with the original
locomotion sine wave. This enforces the calculation of the instantaneous phase lag be-
tween two signals, i.e. right and left signals. And it can also be represented as:
lA(t)) = l(t)e
jφ(t) (4.9)
The analytic signal representation provides information about the local structure of the
signal. Predominantly, the local symmetry can be calculated between the two signals
at any point in the form of a phase difference, as shown in Figure 4.20. This hypothesis
is tested using the Hilbert transform to see whether the phase changes as the signals
reduce their symmetry from LS 2 and above against LS 1. The instantaneous phase
difference between the right and left signals is calculated from:
φˆ = arctan
lˆ(t)
l(t)
(4.10)
The angle in radians is mapped to the range (0, 2pi) and calculated as the absolute dif-
ference between the two sides.
The main advantage from using Hilbert is that it allows a direct evaluation of the in-
stantaneous phase in a straightforward manner regardless of the frequencies. lˆ(t) and
l(t) are related as they together create a strong analytic signal. Further, the promising
symmetry trend is now represented as an instantaneous measure. Meaning, a truly
dynamic measure is obtained by observing how the amplitude, phase and frequency
changes gradually between the right and left signals, as opposed to an average measure
from the entire signals.
All gait asymmetry variables are summarised in Table 4.1. Relatively more convention-
al/temporal variables are calculated directly from the peaks of the locomotion signals.
Given the proxy’s sensitivity towards height, the temporal variables could be better re-
lated to the swing phase from each footfall as compared to the stance phase, the later
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Figure 4.20: Estimation of instantaneous phase difference from the imaginary Hilbert
parts of the locomotion signals for a cow. (A) The imaginary right and left signals for a
cow. (B) The instantaneous phase difference between the signals. The reversed polarity
pattern signals (LS 1) will result in a larger overall phase difference when compared to
less symmetric signals.
being a more traditional approach in many force plate methods. The frequency is ex-
tracted from the modelled signals. Additionally for increased robustness, a symmetry
variable (instantaneous phase difference) is computed using a Hilbert transform. The
later two cover the entire locomotion signals without any segmentation as compared to
the swing peaks.
Closing this trait analysis - refer back to its primary aim: ‘the resulting locomotion sig-
nals visually correlate to the manual locomotion scores i.e. the Sprecher et al. system’.
Notice that Sprecher’s system is heavily reliant on the limb movements, whereas the
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limbs themselves are not visible in the viewpoint of the 3D camera from which the lo-
comotion signals are inferred. This novel achievement relates to two main advantages:
• By closely observing the vertical excursions of each hind limb across all frames, it
addressed the biggest limitation in the state-of-the-art (i.e. reliance on back pos-
ture and inability to understand the gait itself). Now, further gait information have
been accurately extracted from the same overhead 3D video data.
• A novel proxy (i.e. the locomotion signals) has been developed. This is a com-
pletely novel approach to study the locomotion non-intrusively in quadrupeds.
By visually observing dominant trends that appear with lameness, multiple vari-
ables have been definedwhich are also believed to be sensitive tominor deviations
from a healthy gait (Table 4.1). These will serve as ‘predictors’ in the early lame-
ness classifier.
Modelled signal variable from l(t)
f(t) The frequency difference between right and left signals computed from an esti-
mated period T .
Instantaneous variable from lˆ(t)
φˆ The instantaneous phase difference between the analytic right and left signals.
Temporal variables from the swing peaks of l(t)
a Difference in the absolute amplitude of right and left swing peaks.
w Difference in the width of right and left peaks.
p Difference in the prominence of right and left peaks.
Table 4.1: Gait asymmetry variables and their descriptions.
Section 5.3 in the following chapter provides the early lameness classification using the
above gait asymmetry variables. Next, the back posture trait is presented which utilizes
the robustly tracked spine ROI in an attempt to improve the state-of-the-art’s sensitivity
towards mild arch posture and so to provide a multi-trait lameness classifier.
4.3 Back posture
In quadrupeds, the spine’s motion in-time oscillates with limb excursions, a cheetah for
instance would exhibit a worm-like progression [56], whereas a cow’s long spine does
a snake-like movement. This lateral spine “wiggle” has never been analysed in terms
of its relation to lameness. Here a hypothesis is made that it can help in localising the
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origin of lameness. This is scrutinized in combination with the gait asymmetry trait
which investigated the vertical movements from each hind leg.
1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100
(mm)
Healthy
Lame
Figure 4.21: Example of severe arching in a lame cow’s locomotion sequence as com-
pared to a healthy cow. Here an increased vertical arch as well as difference in the
height between the head and the thoracic vertebrae is visible across multiple 3D rep-
resentation frames.
The spine’s vertical movement (X − Z plane) is known to be affected by lameness. The
animals’ natural resistance to pain forces them to shift their body weight towards the
contralateral limb. This subsequently increases the spine’s arch in the vertical plane,
as shown in Figure 4.21. Therefore visually, the spine posture is known to be one of
the most frequent and reliable traits used by experts to assess the locomotion in cattle
[43, 113, 126]. It is also the single most established trait to be used in computer vision
studies to date, hence it is labelled the state-of-the-art method here.
Because of the above factors and given the fact that the feature extraction algorithm de-
tects the spine at an accuracy of near 100% -as presented in Section 3.3.3-, it only makes
sense to utilize this entire region as a second trait. Furthermore, two main advantages
are claimed by adding the spine arch trait in the overall multi-trait early lameness clas-
sifier:
• A slightly lengthened locomotion analysis from the earlier gait asymmetry trait
(Figure 4.5): by adding the first frames (≈ 5 − 10) before the hook bones appear
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in the FOV (Figure 4.22). This is an efficient approach to acquire as many frames
(time) as possible in the locomotion analysis.
• Improving the false positive rate (i.e. healthy cows misclassified as lame): given
the spine arch is a well-established trait, it is hypothesized to assist in ruling out
any misclassification in the healthy class. Higher specificity in an automated sys-
tem is known to be an important desire for farmers [146].
4.3.1 Spine extraction
The extraction of the spine ROI is based on the 3D surface topology information pre-
viously described in Section 3.3.3. The convexity threshold yields a robust and reliable
spine ROI. The idea is to observe the changes in this ROI in bothX − Y ,X − Z planes,
as the cow walks. This ROI is used for two primary curvatures, as illustrated in Figure
4.23:
1. Spine arch - 4.4.1: vertical curvature in the X − Z plane. This is traditionally
referred to as the back posture or spine arch. This curvature i.e. the extracted
parabola, increases with lameness. It is visualised here as though one looks at the
cow from the side.
2. Lateral curvature - 4.4.2: horizontal curvature in the X − Y plane. This is a com-
pletely new definition from the spine ROI. This curvature is introduced in the
horizontal plane in an attempt to localise the affected side which is causing the
spine arch.
A fitted cubic polynomial through the highest convex points in the spine ROI is found
to be a suitable method to model the spine in both planes. Visually, the spine arch is as-
sessed as a curvature and therefore a polynomial fit is an adequate derivative to describe
this trait. This arch fit is slightly more challenging as compared to the lateral curvature
because of the higher variation in (X,Z) coordinates as compared to the (X,Y ) coordi-
nates. Thus, the comparison of other polynomial (i.e. quadratic, quartic) fits is mainly
presented on the spine arch.
The quadratic fit fails on occasions where there are higher points on both ends (caudal
and cervical ends), as shown in the highlighted frame in Figure 4.24. The quartic fit,
which is previously used in [142, 151], although it provides almost identical Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE)-value fit, it usually results in increased tail effects on the overall
curvature, as shown in representative difficult situations in Figures 4.24 and 4.26. The
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Figure 4.22: Example of a cow’s locomotion sequence used in the back posture analysis
(multiple steps from a single cow). Each 3D representation image is taken after five
frames. The sequence is longer than the one used in the gait asymmetry (GA) analysis.
cubic polynomial was found to provide the most stable fit of the three and it further
provide a robust means to quantify the sharpness of the curvature as discussed later in
Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.23: Defining the two primary curvatures from the spine ROI. This example
shows a lame cow to visibly differentiate between the horizontal and vertical curva-
tures. Top figure shows the 3D representation frame with the spine ROI highlighted.
Bottom row shows the curvatures on bothX−Y andX−Z planes in terms of (X,Y, Z)
coordinates with their respective cubic fits. The darkened region in the 3D frame illus-
trates the high curvature on the vertical plane in the thoracic vertebrate region.
4.3.2 Neck and tail effects
There are some practical issues when analysing this trait, namely, the effects of the neck
(cervical vertebrate) and the tail (caudal vertebrae) on the useful back curvatures.
The neck movements to a certain extent can be caused by lameness. It is known that
lame cows tend to use their head to shift the weight forward (counterbalance) when
the affected limb is at the rear. This makes the neck activity or head bob measure from
sensor data or human observation an investigated trait on its own that correlates to
lameness [141].
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Figure 4.24: Representative examples of quadratic, cubic and quartic polynomial fits
on the spine arch in the X − Z plane. The quartic and cubic fits are almost identi-
cal whereas the quadratic fit is considered unsuitable as shown in the highlighted ex-
ample. The cubic fit occasionally outperforms the quartic fit especially in eliminating
additional curvature because of the tail movements.
However, these movements could also be meaningless, particularly as observed in the
case of a healthy cow from dataset 1, shown in Figure 4.25. This cow exhibits a consid-
erable spine arch in the first few frames due to a severe dip from the head/neck region
which is almost identical to a lame cow. However as the cow progresses, a completely
levelled back is noticed especially when the entire thoracic region is visible, which is
unusual if the cow was indeed lame. Although one could argue that this head bob or
neck dip movement was indeed unnatural and caused by discomfort or pain.
First frame Levelled back
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Figure 4.25: The effects of the neck’s curvature on the spine arch in a healthy scored
cow. First frame from the data (shown on the left) and its spine arch show an extremely
lower neck position however as the cow progresses, a levelled arch is extracted from
the spine. The overall gait of this particular cow is considered irregular as compared
to other healthy animals.
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For a scrutinized analysis of the spine arch as a lameness trait, especially because of
the ambitious classification threshold given Sprecher et al.’s hypothesis on cows in LS
2 arching their spines as they walk, the neck area is eliminated to limit any additional
curvature to the arch which could have the possibility of being meaningless to this trait.
However as is the case with the healthy cow in Figure 4.25, the spine’s curvature will
still account for an extreme neck movement despite eliminating the cervical region. A
method to limit this curvature is however considered useful in this analysis.
In the opposite direction, a similar but equally misleading curvature may occur from
the tail region as shown in Figure 4.26. This is particularly a problem in theX−Z plane
when the majority of the spinal region in the frame is caudal vertebrae, i.e. towards the
end of the locomotion video. This arching is mitigated by eliminating a small 50-pixels
region from the end of the spine. Figure 4.26 shows an example where a cow’s tail is
extensively moving. Here, an additional ineffectual curvature is seen in the spine arch
prior to the exclusion of the 50-pixels tail region. More importantly, these extreme ex-
amples in the figure further show that a cubic fit is generally more suitable as compared
to a quartic fit in the X − Z plane.
X-Z-coords
Cubic
Quadratic
Quartic
Figure 4.26: Tail movements effect on the spine arch from a single cow, in six different
frames. Each frame’s extracted spine arch is shown below the frame. These extreme
tail movement examples are shown here prior to the mitigation of a 50-pixels region.
This figure also shows other polynomial fits, the cubic fit has an advantage here as it
provides a more spine-like representation from the extracted region.
The above practical examples also reveal the advantages of opting for a curvedness
(topological feature extraction) from the depth map instead of simply segmenting a
maximum middle spine ROI, as done in the state-of-the-art [142, 151]. This robust fea-
ture together with the automated detection of the neck region are key contributions in
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assessing this state-of-the-art trait. This has further allowed a close observation to elim-
inate the additional counterproductive curvatures that do not correlate or change with
lameness.
In conclusion, the spine length is restricted in this analysis to cover the thoracic, lumbar
and sacral vertebrates, where most of the arching caused by lameness is found. This
is visibly seen in the lame cow example in Figures 4.21 and 4.23. The back posture
analysis of both curvatures discards the frames where the cervical or caudal regions
cover the entire FOV, i.e. first few frames from the analysis when the majority of the
thoracic vertebrae is not visible or the last few frames as the cow departs the FOV. A
condition of a minimum spine ROI length of ≈ 2.2m which represents ≈ 70% of the
entire spine was enforced. This length was found suitable empirically, it ensures that
the important spine regions are visible during the back posture analysis.
The actual spine’s ROI has been previously segmented in Section 3.3.3, shown in Figure
3.14. Next, the variables that are hypothesized to change with lameness are extracted
from the fitted polynomials by observing the minor changes between cows in LS 1, 2
and 3.
4.4 Back posture variables
The goal here is to find a direct measure from the extracted curves that correlates with
lameness using the spine arch, or localises the lame side using the lateral curvature. A
visual correlation to close lameness scores is given first before moving into describing
the variables.
4.4.1 Spine arch: X − Z fit
The spine arch’s curvature enlargement with respect to lameness is most evident in the
representative examples as shown in Figure 4.27. Notice how the curvature is evident
at LS 2 when compared to LS 1, and as lameness develops in LS 3 and above, the arch
seemingly increases.
The examples from LS 1 indicate that cows may have different heights however what
is more important in this analysis is the curvature i.e. ‘the bow’ of the spine’s arch. A
minor curvature occurswith this cubic fit even at LS 2, as highlighted in Figure 4.28. The
sequences of cows in LS 1, 2 and 3 in in Figure 4.28 reveal the most important region
that is affected with lameness, i.e. the middle frames when the full thoracic region is
visible in the FOV. This is also evident when a lame cow’s last few frames are observed
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Figure 4.27: RepresentativeX−Z plane curvatures (spine arches) from the data. Each
arch represents a middle frame in a cow’s locomotion where the full thoracic and lum-
bar vertebrae are clearly visible. Notice how the arch increases with lameness from LS
2 to 4/5. The examples from LS 1 show cows with slightly different heights.
as shown in Figure 4.29, here as the cow leaves the FOV, where the thoracic region is not
fully visible. However the shape of the arch still indicates arching in the same thoracic
direction.
These findings pinpoint towards an objective variable that measures the curvature from
the fitted polynomials, i.e. the term responsible for the magnitude of the polynomial’s
curvature.
4.4.2 Lateral curvature: X − Y fit
In the X − Y plane, the lateral curvature is hypothesized to be affected by the lame
side. Typically, the visualized 3D snake-like shape is expected to wiggle through space
with a certain symmetry. As the gait deviates because of lameness on one side, the
strides will fluctuate or be at least disturbed on that side. The cow counteracts this
by shifting the weight to the contralateral side. This will naturally result in a lateral
curvature that faces the contralateral side. This behaviour has been visually established
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Figure 4.28: Spine arch sequences in three different locomotion scores. Each arch is
taken after ≈ five frames. Notice how the curvature increases as lameness increases in
LS 2 and then 3. The middle frames where the full thoracic region is in the FOV are
most important. The highlighted frame in LS 2 reveals a minor curvature suggesting
this cow exhibited a small arch while walking.
in the gait asymmetry analysis whereby an evident change occurs in the symmetry of
the locomotion signals in a lame animal.
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X-Z-coords
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A lame cow’s last frames (LS 3)
Figure 4.29: Spine arches from the last six frames in a cow at LS3. The curvature’s
direction i.e. towards the left, still indicates arching occurring in the thoracic/lumbar
region even though that region is not fully visible in the FOV at this point.
X-Y-coords
Lateral curvature fit
Lameness in the right side Lameness in the left side
Figure 4.30: Visualisation of the lateral curvature’s role in localising the lameness side.
When the animal becomes lame on either side, she will arch her back towards the con-
tralateral side due to a shortened stride on the lame side.
The hypothesis is visualised in Figure 4.30 which represents examples from cows with
manually localised lamenesses. The curve faces the contralateral side in both right/left
lameness cases. This behaviour could also be explained as an attempt by the cow to
minimise the distance between the ipsilateral limbs by taking shorter strides, i.e. an
attempt to avoid stressing pain on the affected limb.
This curvature is noticeably minor when compared to examples from the vertical arch.
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However this should not affect the analysis because the aim here is localise which side
is lame in-correlation to the gait asymmetry of that side, instead of objectively ranking
the locomotion, which is done by gait asymmetry and spine arch variables.
From both curvatures’ analysis one can conclude that the magnitude of the curve is the
most important variable to be measured. The cubic polynomials fitted to the data in
both planes can be represented as:
ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d (4.11)
These are the least-squares fit representations for the data inX − Y andX − Z planes,
where the b term is responsible for the magnitude/sharpness of the curvature.
Spine arch X − Z polynomial
b term Magnitude of the vertical arching.
Lateral curvature X − Y polynomial
b term Magnitude of the lateral arching.
Table 4.2: Back posture variables and their descriptions.
The b terms (summarised in Table 4.2) represent the objective variables in this trait, these
are defined with respect to lameness effects on both curvatures as follows:
• Spine arch, here a large negative b term represents an extreme arching in the
form of downward facing curve. The larger the negative b term the more curved
the spine will be, indicating a more extreme arching caused by lameness. This is
shown in Figure 4.27.
On the contrary, a large positive value would indicate an upward facing curve
which is unrelated to lameness. A healthy cow in LS 1 is expected to show a very
minor or almost no arching, i.e. b term close to 0.
• Lateral curvature, here there will be two options when localising the lame side:
– Negative b term: Lameness is caused by a right leg enforcing a curvature
pointing towards the left side, i.e. a downward curve as shown in Figure 4.30.
– Positive b term: Lameness is caused by a left leg enforcing a curvature point-
ing towards the right side, i.e. an upward curve as shown in Figure 4.30.
To provide a scaled fit over the entire locomotion, all of the polynomial terms are centred
and scaled to have a unit standard deviation. For an increased sensitivity towards mi-
nor arching, the locomotion is assessed using the scaled minimum b terms of the fitted
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polynomial, across the entire locomotion frames. The extraction of both variables from
the spine ROI is described in Algorithm 4.2 which takes in the spine ROI coordinates
from the feature detector (Algorithm 3.2) to return the curvatures and their b terms.
Algorithm 4.2: Calculating the back posture variables (b terms from the spine arch and
the lateral curvature).
Data: X,Y, Z coordinates (highest points) in the spine ROI in each frame.
Result: b terms from the spine arch and lateral curvature.
1 foreach spine ROI do
2 fit a cubic poly between X,Z coordinates (spine arch);
3 fit a cubic poly between X,Y coordinates (lateral curvature);
4 foreach frame do
5 calculate the minimum b term across all spine arches;
6 calculate the mean b term across all lateral curvates;
4.5 Summary
During the course of this chapter two locomotion traitswere developed from the tracked
ROIs for early lameness detection. The discussion of each locomotion trait focused on
its extrapolation challenges, changes with minor lameness and finally the extraction of
objective variables for the classification/localisation.
Overall, this chapter and itsmany 3D visual examples from the data utilized the curved-
ness feature and the depth information in real world coordinates (i.e. height change).
For example, the back posture is mostly dependent on the spine’s curvature, which is
the primary extracted feature to locate the spine in the first place. The gait asymmetry
is also sensitive to higher pixel (i.e. height changes) which suits a curvedness descriptor.
Thereby exploiting the 3D surface topology information for both analyses.
Under gait asymmetry, a novel proxy of locomotion is introduced by tracking the ver-
tical height movements from a cow’s pelvis as she walks freely. The height movements
were used to model coherent locomotion signals which correlate to the temporal events
of hind limbs. The proposed dynamic proxy helped to extract multiple variables to
quantify or detect minor deviations in a cow’s gait. The swing peak and frequency vari-
ables were shown to relate to lameness. An experimental signal processing work using
a Hilbert transform was found a suitable technique to extract a symmetry measure.
Prior to this published proxy in [3], the only established vision-based (also automated,
non-intrusive/non-contact) method to detect lameness in cattle at a commercial scale,
was to assess the back’s arch. Therefore this is believed to be a pioneering work in this
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cross-disciplinary area. It contributes towards the improvement of the welfare of dairy
cattle at a commercial scale, as well as providing a precedent for a novel non-contact
approach for others to follow in cattle or even in other species e.g. 3D video based gait
asymmetry in horses.
Given its importance to a cow’s gait and its high detection robustness, the spine ROI
was extracted in bothX,Y andX,Z planes with cubic polynomials. Here the neck and
tail movements were mitigated to provide a sensitive back posture trait which is mainly
affected by lameness. This state-of-the-art trait has been improved on twomain aspects:
• It demonstrates changes at LS 2, which correlates to Sprecher’s observation for
walking cows.
• Using the same ROI however with a different lateral curvature, a robust method
was introduced to localise the lameness.
A precedent is made in this chapter that lameness can be investigated at LS 2 using a
computer vision based approach. Visually, there are multiple trends that are affected
by early lameness. This is an important contribution which is aimed to raise the level of
scrutiny in early lameness detection in the state-of-the-art.
Referring back to this chapter’s opening purpose which focused on finding ‘multiple
variables (i.e. quantitative predictors) to be used in an early lameness classifier, or for
lame leg/side detection’. These variables are summarised as:
• Gait asymmetry (Table 4.1): Temporal variables from the swing peaks as well
as the frequency and instantaneous phase differences of the locomotion signals.
These will be used in the lameness classification/hind limb localisation of next
chapter.
• Back posture (Table 4.2): The minimum b term of the spine arch will be directly
used for the classification, whereas the lateral b term will be used as a measure to
localise the lame side.
CHAPTER 5
Lameness Classification and
Localisation
This chapter is dedicated to the early lameness classification which is the ultimate am-
bition of this PhD. Here the quantified variables from both locomotion traits are used
in an SVM classifier to detect early lameness, and localise the lame side/limb.
The contributions of this chapter are mainly focused on the dairy science area i.e. lame-
ness classification from the developed traits against ground truth datasets. These are
outlined in two points:
• Detection of an early stage lameness (at LS 2) with high accuracy (95.7% on dataset
1 and 88.3% on dataset 2). This outperforms the state-of-the-art at a stricter lame-
ness boundary.
• A novel, state-of-the-art localisation of the lame hind limb using the gait asymme-
try proxy, or detection of the lame side using the lateral curvature. No published
computer vision study has shown a method to achieve this.
The first Section 5.1 outlines the datasets and the classification boundary. Section 5.2
overviews the classification techniques used, in particular the SVM algorithm. The rest
of the chapter follows a similar reporting order of the previous chapter. First in Section
5.3 a classification is presented using the gait asymmetry variables, this is followed by
the spine arch classification in Section 5.4. A comprehensive multi-trait classification
is presented in Section 5.5 using both traits. This section represents a major stand and
contribution in this PhD by considering independent trait variables from 3D video to
detect early lameness. The classification of Section 5.5 represents the final proposed
early lameness detection of this PhD. These results and the established trends from the
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previous chapter are then examined against identified lame limb ground truth in Sec-
tion 5.6. Here a ground-breaking contribution is made by utilizing the proposed traits
and their variables to localise the source of lameness. Lastly in Section 5.7, a lameness
detection comparison with previous work is presented with a special focus on the state-
of-the-art methods i.e. 3D video back posture work. This magnifies the contribution of
this PhD by showing its improved detection accuracy at an earlier lameness boundary
as compared to the previous work.
5.1 Datasets and classes
This PhD contributes directly in investigating lameness at an early stage, i.e. LS 2 us-
ing the Sprecher et al. system [126]. For this purpose, the trait analysis in the previous
chapter focused on examples between LS 1 and 2 to develop variables that are visually
sensitive to the change in that early lameness boundary region. This rigorous yet ambi-
tious approach is believed to help identifying mild lameness trends e.g. a slight change
in the vertical motion between the hind legs, slight spine arching or an overall disturbed
rhythm i.e. gait inconsistency from the frequency differences of the locomotion signals.
Based on this analysis, the following classification raises sensitivity of the threshold of
a traditional binary lameness detection from LS 3 (in most previous automated/non-
intrusive methods) to LS 2. The classification is carried out between two classes based
on a manually scored ground truth (Sprecher et al. system), as previously presented in
Section 3.2:
1. Class Lame: All lame cows in LS 2, 3, 4 and 5.
2. Class Healthy or ‘non-lame’: LS 1.
These classes contain 3D videos of cows against their respective LS. The number of
videos/samples in each class is given in Table 5.1. Dataset 1 consists of 22 different
cows and dataset 2 has 57 different cows.
Dataset 1 Dataset 2
Healthy Lame Healthy Lame
4 19 17 43
Table 5.1: Number of sessions (3D videos) for each class in both datasets.
Each trait’s variables are first examined statistically (e.g. Student t-test) at the close
scores, i.e. LS 1 vs LS 2, LS 1 vs LS 3 or LS 1 vs LS 2 and 3 combined. This ensures
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the ability of the developed traits to detect the minor deviations caused by early lame-
ness prior to the training of the binary classifiers. It also confirms that severe lameness
cases in LS 4 and 5 -although very few-, are not over-influencing the lame class in the
training model.
The binary classification protocol is generally preferred as it facilitates a practical alarm-
ing trigger for farmers to act upon. This has been well established in the literature, it is
also reported in the review of [147]. However, farmers may also have the option to re-
view the individual obtained variables over a period of time to observe how an animal’s
condition progressed or retreated. This binary classification reporting here is mainly to
comply with the current real-world demand but also to provide realistic comparisons
between this PhD’s detection accuracies and the previous work.
5.2 Classifiers
Machine learning classifiers are frequently used in all lameness detection studies. The
final proposed early lameness classification frommultiple traits by this PhD is based on
a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm, thus a detailed description is pro-
vided. However the variables (predictors) from each locomotion trait were also trained
on other classifiers to compare the classification performance. These represent some of
the most commonly used classifiers in supervised machine learning:
• Logistic regression: Used to show the effect of multiple independent variables on
a binary dependent variable.
• Linear discriminant: Seeks to minimize intra-class variance and maximize inter-
class variance in order to find the linear combination of variables which best ex-
plains the data.
• k-nearest neighbours (KNN): The class is determined using common and nearest
neighbours (highest neighbour votes).
• Decision tree: A tree-like structure that uses branching to test different scenarios
to predict a class.
5.2.1 Classification performance
Lameness detectionwork in the state-of-the-art and generally in the literature used com-
mon performance terms (evaluation metrics) e.g. sensitivity, specificity and accuracy
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percentages. These are derived from the statistical hypothesis testing parameters: TP
(True Positive) , TN (True Negative), FP (False Positive) and FN (False Negative). The
performance rates are defined as the following:
• Sensitivity (%, true positive rate): ability to detect the lame class, TP
TP + FN
• Specificity (%, true negative rate): ability to detect the healthy class, TN
TN + FP
• Accuracy (%) the overall detection performance, TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN
The most common performance reporting method is the use of a confusion matrix as
shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: An example of a performance evaluation confusion matrix.
All classifiers were evaluated using a k-fold cross-validation, k = 5. The algorithm ran-
domly divides the input dataset into k subsets (folds) of equal inputs. A single fold is
retained for validation and the classifier is trained for each fold separately. This helps
in preventing the data from being over-fitted. Lastly, the retained fold is used for vali-
dating/testing the developed classifier. The accuracy is calculated as an average from
all folds.
The classification problem here proposes multiple predictors for each class which are
mainly derived from the related responses (i.e. healthy or lame classes). Meaning, the
probabilistic estimate of the response is known:
• Because there is clear visual evidence from the data that the proposed predictors
are affected by early lameness,
• those predictors reveal a significant statistical difference between close locomotion
scores i.e. LS 1 and LS 2, LS 1 and LS 3, LS 1 and LS 2/3 combined.
For classes of problems for which these two assumptions apply, SVM is known to be a
suitable classification technique. However, if the proposed problem required a maxi-
mized conditional likelihood of the training data (i.e. without knowing how closely the
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variables are affected in close classes), other classifiers would have been more suitable
e.g. logistic Regression. More importantly, among many different techniques that were
used, and as is in keeping with much of the literature, an SVMwas found to be the most
accurate technique throughout the following classifications.
5.2.2 SVM Classifier
An SVM fits a function (hyperplane) that attempts to separate two classes of data that
could be ofmultiple dimensions (number of features/variables). This classifier is gener-
ally used to maximize the margin between points closest to the classification boundary.
The considered points (known as support vectors, see Figure 5.1 for a linear SVM) are
always near the margin. This works well for the early classification problem here be-
cause it is expected that some of the developed variables will overlap or change closely
between LS 1 and 2.
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H2
Figure 5.1: An example of SVM classifier works. SVs are the Support Vectors, points
near the margin.
Let the training data be a set of points xi ∈ Rd in a dimension d. Sets have ground truth
classes yi ∈
{− 1, 1}. Where i = 1...N . The hyperplane’s function could be formulated
as:
f(xi) = w
Txi + β (5.1)
f(xi)
{
≥ +1, yi = +1
≤ −1, yi = −1
(5.2)
where wT is the output of an SVM classifier, i.e. support vectors and β stands for bias,
a real number. The support vectors on the boundary as shown in Figure 5.1 are those
who meet yif(xi) = 1. In this example, H1 : f(xi) = +1 and H2 : f(xi) = −1.
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Different lameness detection methods in the literature have used different classifiers, a
concise comparison with this PhD’s classification performance and results is provided
in Section 5.7. Also for the same reason, the variables from the developed traits are used
as training data inmultiple classifier techniques to further justify the use of a linear SVM
in the final proposed early lameness detection.
5.3 Gait asymmetry classification
This section utilizes the calculated gait asymmetry variables from the locomotion sig-
nals to model an early lameness classifier. These are first discussed as sole inputs in the
classifiers before being combined into a single gait asymmetry classifier.
First, the overall trend variables from the entire signals are presented, these are the
direct frequency difference between right and left signals (f(t)) and a more latent sym-
metry variable from the instantaneous phase of a Hilbert transform (φˆ). Next, the seg-
mented swing peak variables are presented, these are the differences in peak amplitudes
a , widths w and prominences p.
5.3.1 Frequency and instantaneous phase
Frequency difference (f(t)) is shown to seemingly increase with lameness in dataset 1
resulting in a linear correlation with Sprecher’s ground truth, specifically in the close
locomotion scores i.e. LS 1, 2 and 3, as shown in Figure 5.2. A similar pattern follows in
dataset 2. However, as shown in Table 5.3, the significance increases between the close
scores.
Here the Student t-tests (unpaired two-sample t-tests, given unknown variance) are
used to test a significant difference between the data in LS 1 and each other score, as
shown in Table 5.3. Particularly, since the focus is early lameness detection, a close in-
vestigation for LS 1 vs LS 2, LS 1 vs LS 2 and 3 combined and LS 1 vs LS 3 is carried
out, this results in probabilities (P < 0.0282, P < 0.0724 and P < 0.1411, respectively)
in datasets 1 and (P < 0.0239, P < 0.0033 and P < 0.0004, respectively) in dataset
2. The only noticeable overlap is between LS 1 and 3 in dataset 1. This is shown to be
significantly reduced with the larger dataset 2.
Similarly, as shown in Figure 5.3, the patterns derived from the symmetry measure (φˆ)
of a Hilbert transform of the close locomotion scores are noticeably changing across the
majority of the examineddata. However here an inverse linear correlation is found, indi-
cating lameness caused by asymmetrical height movements affects/reduces the overall
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Figure 5.2: Frequency difference (f(t))) vsmanual scores in dataset 1. Lameness results
in a higher frequency difference between the right and left signals.
symmetry. This results in the observed significant change in the instantaneous phase
difference due to uneven peaks in the locomotion signals.
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Figure 5.3: Instantaneous phase difference (φˆ) vsmanual scores in dataset 1. An inverse
correlation is seen here, lameness affects the symmetry between the signals resulting
in a smaller overall instantaneous phase from a Hilbert transform between the right
and left signals.
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Dataset 1
Ground truth l(t) variablea lˆ(t) variableb
Cows LS Class N f(t)(SD) φˆ(SD)
4 1 Non-lame 3 0.0088(0.0018) 0.1520(0.0614)
7 2 Lame 3 0.0219(0.0097)Y 0.0785(0.0516)Y
10 3 Lame 3 0.0226(0.0170)N 0.0493(0.0361)Y
2 4 Lame 1 0.0328(0.0054)
Y 0.0507(0.0486)Y
5 Lame 1 0.0322Y 0.0523Y
Dataset 2
Ground truth l(t) variablea lˆ(t) variableb
Cows LS Class f(t)(SD) φˆ(SD)
17 1 Non-lame 0.0103(0.0063) 0.1474(0.0704)
20 2 Lame 0.0204(0.0166)Y 0.0578(0.0579)Y
18 3 Lame 0.0247(0.0146)Y 0.0557(0.0596)Y
4 4 Lame 0.0365(0.0174)Y 0.0473(0.0328)Y
1 5 Lame 0.0322Y 0.0523Y
a Frequency difference from the modelled locomotion signals.
b Instantaneous phase differences from the Hilbert transform.
The locomotion score (LS) is according to the Sprecher et al. [126] scoring system.
N = Number of times each cow is manually scored.
Y means ‘Yes’ indicating a significance difference of less than P < 0.050 from LS1,
using a Student t-test. N means ‘No’.
Table 5.3: Results on both datasets from the frequency (f(t)) and the instantaneous
phase of a Hilbert transform (φˆ) variables. All values are mean.
The results of dataset 1 in Table 5.3 with (φˆ) show a clear difference in the overall mean
phase difference of the right-left signals in LS 1, 2 and 3. All five lameness groups have
shown a significant statistical difference (P < 0.05) in both datasets. The significance
is more evident when the early lameness detection is analysed with the same Student
test, for LS 1 vs LS 2, LS 1 vs LS 2 and 3 combined and LS 1 vs LS 3, the probabilities are
(P < 0.03, P < 0.0004 and P < 0.000009, respectively) in datasets 1 and (P < 0.04324,
P < 0.00824 and P < 0.004511, respectively) in dataset 2. Thus, a sensitive pattern was
observed using this Hilbert variable as the lameness level increases.
The statistical significance shows that both f(t) and φˆ variables are class correlated even
when a binary classification boundary of LS2 is used. The suggested thresholds from
dataset 1 (by subtracting/adding the full standard deviation from the mean of LS 1) are
(f(t) > 0.10, φˆ < 0.09). However, this could result in a small overlap between LS 1 and 2,
which is expected given the extremely narrow region of lameness changes investigated
here. The overlap becomes larger as observed between the classes in dataset 2 (realistic
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threshold at f(t) > 0.16, φˆ < 0.07), in the same table. However, the pattern achieved
with dataset 1 still exists; despite having cows that have been scored only once with
a possible variance in their actual ground truth. More importantly, the overall trend
(proven by the Student tests) between LS 1 and all lame cows is evident. This justifies
the strict early classification at LS 2.
Although the variables in the severe lameness stage (LS4 and 5) sit within the early
lameness threshold, they fall outside the ‘linear correlation’ trend observed with the
close lameness scores when more data and sessions are available. For instance, one
would expect the LS 4 and 5 data in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 to indicate a higher lameness
effect as compared to LS 3. This is mainly due to very limited data (only two cows
in dataset 1, four in dataset 2). It is important to mention that collecting more data
in LS 4 and 5 was very difficult at the farm because there are very few severely lame
at that level, and these are dispatched quickly. In an ideal regularly monitored farm,
the expected likelihood of encountering such cows would be very much less as they
are under constant care. However, this does not affect the main purpose of this early
classification because of the observed sensitive trend in the important close lameness
levels (LS 1-3).
The above results are used for the classification at the proposed early stage lameness
threshold i.e. LS 1 vs all lameness levels. The classification performance for both vari-
ables usingmultiple techniques is shown in Figure 5.4. The frequency variable in dataset
1 using a linear SVM returns high overall classification accuracy (91.3%) with sensitivity
(95%), specificity (75%). The same classifier when used on dataset 2 results in a lower
performance, accuracy of 70% with 74.4% and 58.8% sensitivity and specificity rates,
respectively. These rates are shown in the confusion matrix of Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: Confusion matrices for the highest accuracies (91.3% in dataset 1 and 70% in
dataset 2) for early lameness classification using the frequency difference f(t), (linear
SVM classifier).
An almost identical overall classification performance is achieved with a similar linear
SVM classifier using (φˆ) in both datasets. Classification results as shown in Table 5.5 of
dataset 1 are (95.7%, 100% and 75%) for the achieved accuracy, sensitivity and specificity,
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Figure 5.4: Early lameness classification accuracy rates for the frequency and instanta-
neous phase differences.
respectively. However, when the same classifier is used on dataset 2, the accuracy drops
to 73.3%with 79% and 58.8% sensitivity and specificity rates, respectively.
The above results reveal a relatively similar classification performance from both vari-
ables. Although the direct frequency variable is outperformed by the Hilbert variable,
the margin is not crucially larger to justify overruling the frequency change analysis.
The later variable is primarily considered because of the possible commercial prefer-
ence for a lower FOV which may be needed for a more feasible farm implementation. It
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Table 5.5: Confusion matrices for the highest accuracies (95.7% in dataset 1 and 73.3%
in dataset 2) for early lameness classification using the instantaneous phase difference
φˆ, (linear SVM classifier). The dataset 1 results are published in Abdul Jabbar et al. [3].
can be concluded here that in theory, a strong trend exists within the modelled locomo-
tion signals. However, in case those signals are noticeably different than the presented
data, an alternative processing method has been proposed to quantify the classifier’s
inputs.
The false positive cow in both variables has also received the same ‘lame classification’
using the back posture trait. A closer visual inspection of this cow’s 3D video revealed
an irregular gait, which is more in-line with the system’s developed traits than theman-
ual score. Ideally, such case should be on-farm examined but it is logistically difficult to
get an expert inspection on this cow to affirm the above conclusion. On the other hand,
the false negative with the frequency variable (see Table 5.4) is believed to be a manual
misclassification close to the LS 2 boundary.
More similar problematic individual cases are expected in dataset 2 for both variables.
One could argue that there is a degree of uncertainty with the ground truth scores on
the LS 2 boundary margin, especially given the fact that these cows have only been
scored once. This could also be because of an increased sensitivity towards minor gait
deviations in the gait asymmetry trait resulting inmore false positiveswith such ground
truth. The spine arch trait is believed to help balancing this problem. However, based
on the literature, relying on the spine arch alonewill limit themuch needed detection of
early/sensitive lameness onsets beside that it restricts the understanding of the actual
gait. These issues are tackledwith this novel gait asymmetry trait. As itwill follow in the
multi-trait classification, by combining both traits, both sets of problems are addressed.
Collectively, these results support previous findings, e.g. the contralateral weight shift
due to discomfort in a limb, first found by Neveux et al. [82]. This results in significantly
uneven right-left peaks in a given gait cycle. The reversed polarity or symmetry pattern
analysed with a Hilbert transform is affected by this contralateral shift which results in
a smaller instantaneous phase difference in a lame as compared to a healthy cow. The
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other example is Chapinal et al.’s work [34] which have shown a correlation between
the acceleration/steps asymmetry between the hind limbs and the manual LS. This is
also the case with the frequency variable significantly changing between the hind limbs
when lameness is present.
The results from both variables affirm the claimmade in this PhD: to extrapolate a novel
‘proxy of the vertical motion of hind limbs’ by closely observing the ‘height movements
froman overhead 3Dmap’ in freelywalking animals. This proxy is shown to be sensitive
and able to detect early lameness. Next, the focus is made on the right-left segmented
swing peaks to classify the lameness using a temporal gait event.
5.3.2 Swing peaks
Multiple variables (differences in peak amplitudes a , widths w, prominences p) were
extracted from the segmented swing peaks as described in Section 4.2.2. These were
visually shown to differwith changes in the locomotion scores. Here an attempt ismade
to classify early lameness using this segmented temporal event.
Dataset 1
Ground truth Swing peak variablesa
Cows LS Class N a(SD) w(SD) p(SD)
4 1 Non-lame 3 10.49(5.88) 16.68(4.12) 4.70(4.86)
7 2 Lame 3 11.97(7.97)N 10.90(6.65)N 7.78(2.62)N
10 3 Lame 3 10.14(5.52)N 9.79(7.67)N 9.31(5.42)N
2 4 Lame 1 19.64(12.93)
Y 20.84(12.20)Y 6.97(0.42)N
5 Lame 1 7.01Y 2.81Y 5.17Y
Dataset 2
Ground truth Swing peak variablesa
Cows LS Class a(SD) w(SD) p(SD)
17 1 Non-lame 10.18(9.56) 13.62(7.13) 7.45(5.22)
20 2 Lame 8.12(5.89)N 9.42(5.48)Y 8.30(2.85)N
18 3 Lame 11.09(7.76)N 11.50(7.43)Y 8.12(4.19)N
4 4 Lame 18.90(7.61)Y 18.23(7.71)Y 8.38(1.67)Y
1 5 Lame 7.01Y 2.81Y 5.17Y
a The segmented swing peak variables (amplitude, width, prominence) differences.
The locomotion score (LS) is according to the Sprecher et al. [126] scoring system.
N = Number of times each cow is manually scored.
Y means ‘Yes’ indicating a significance difference of less than P < 0.050 from LS1,
using a Student t-test. N means ‘No’.
Table 5.6: Swing peak variables results on both datasets. All values are mean.
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A similar unpaired Student t-test as shown in Table 5.6 was applied to examine the
changes. The resulting correlation is generally considerably less sensitive to early lame-
ness as compared to the one achieved using frequency and Hilbert variables. The sig-
nificance (P < 0.05) only becomes clear between LS 1 and 4, apart from the width w in
dataset 2.
The classifications achieved lower accuracy rates (82.6% in dataset 1, 71.7% in dataset
2) as shown in Figure 5.5. This is the only instance in this thesis where a better perfor-
mance was achieved using a different SVM (medium Gaussian) as compared to a linear
classifier, by 8.7% in dataset 1, 1.7% in dataset 2. As presented in Table 5.7, a stable
specificity and a lower sensitivity 84.2% were achieved in dataset 1. These three addi-
tional false negativesmost certainly indicate amisclassification by the segmented swing
peak variables. All of these cows were classified correctly using the frequency/Hilbert
variables. A similar lower performance was achieved in dataset 2 as compared to the
previous variables further indicating a limitation in classifying early lameness with a
temporal event.
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Figure 5.5: Early lameness classification accuracy rates for the swing peak variables.
This confirms the analysis route taken in the previous chapter by focusing on an over-
all trend in the locomotion signals instead of relying on a temporal measure from the
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Table 5.7: Confusion matrices for the highest accuracy early lameness classification
using the swing time variables, a,w, p, (medium Gaussian SVM classifier).
gait. A disturbed relative change between right and left signals as shown in the fre-
quency/Hilbert variables is more sensitive to the change in the vertical movements due
to lameness. This also shows that such swing peak segmentation from the locomotion
signals masks the sensitivity towards early lameness.
Note that this has been generally the case in conventional studies [145] with the tempo-
ral events being less sensitive to early lameness or gait inconsistencies as compared to an
overall right vs left pattern, e.g. frequency change. Nevertheless, above temporal vari-
ables -in combination with the trend variables- are valuable when it comes to lameness
localisation, as follows in the forthcoming sections.
5.3.3 Combined gait asymmetry variables
So far, various classifications have been presented from multiple gait asymmetry trait
variables. Significant statistical differences have been noticed between close LS lev-
els, particularly using the phase and frequency differences. Here, the SVM classifier
is trained using all above variables in an attempt to improve the performance, as shown
in Figure 5.6.
The highest accuracy achieved in dataset 1 (95.7%) cannot be further improved with the
addition of swing peak variables or even with the entire gait asymmetry variables. The
same cow that was originally classified lame using the mean phase difference is still
incorrectly classified lame. However, it follows in the next section, this individual cow
has also exhibited a significantly higher back arch. This sort of lame behaviour from
a healthy cow has been reported even in the conventional gait asymmetry methods.
For example, Alsaood et al. [11] showed significantly higher differences of gait cycle
variables (higher right-left differences of stance and swing phases and foot load peaks)
between healthy and mildly lame cows. Although intensive manual health inspections
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Figure 5.6: Early lameness classification accuracy rates for the combined gait asymme-
try variables (swing peak and frequency). An improved accuracy is achieved with a
linear SVM classifier in dataset 2 by combing the frequency and swing peak variables.
were improvised for the ground truth, the higher differences were also reported for one
cow which showed no signs of lameness.
On the other hand, by including the swing peak variables, the performance of dataset
2 is slightly increased (71.7% to 73.3%) resulting in one more lame cow to be correctly
identified as shown in the confusion matrix Table 5.8. However, this highest accuracy
73.3% in dataset 2 was originally achieved using the instantaneous phase φˆ.
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Table 5.8: Confusion matrices for the highest-accuracy early lameness classification
using the (f(t), a, w, p) gait asymmetry variables, (linear SVM classifier).
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This is perhaps because the imaginary part of a Hilbert transform reveals a similar am-
plitude pattern of the original time valued l(t), which changes in synchronization of the
original time-valued frequency and phase. In other words, the instantaneous phase dif-
ference combines both distinguishable trends that are visually detected under Section
4.2 (higher peak differences and overall frequency difference) into an overall symme-
try measure. This also explains the high classification rates based on responses from
Hilbert’s phase differences.
The findings here strongly agree with Van Nuffel et al.’s research [144, 145] on the in-
consistencies of gait variables at mild/early lameness stages; proposing that cows first
occasionally show short or disturbed strides before exhibiting more severe lameness
traits. Following a similar context, a higher detection accuracy was achieved using
variables from a dynamic proxy i.e. covering the entire locomotion signals (frequency,
phase), as compared to the temporal events (swing peak amplitude, width and promi-
nence difference). A similar improving trend however with a much higher difference
in accuracy has been reported in the above work. In their latest work [145], the accu-
racy for detecting the mild lameness jumped from 0% using normal gait variables of the
GAITWISE systems to 88%when the inconsistency/abduction featureswere used. Con-
versely, much better results were achieved in this study from a temporal event (82.6%
to 95.7% in dataset 1, 71.7% to 73.3% in dataset 2). It is important to mention that es-
sentially, this classification is more susceptible to mild lameness cases in LS 2/3 because
the referenced ground truth is based on a 1-5 Sprecher et al. [126] system. Whereas the
ground truth in [145] is originally restricted to three classes only, this perhaps limits the
observer’s ability to identify mild or early abnormalities in the first place.
It is now evident that the classification can be improved with additional variables that
correlate to lameness. As this PhD strives towards a more comprehensive, multi-trait
detection, the following section will look into a related but independently derived -to
the gait asymmetry- variable from the back posture trait.
5.4 Spine arch classification
The classification under this section is based on a single variable i.e. the vertical spine
arch. This is extracted from the fitted cubic polynomial in the spine ROI. The severity
of the arch is measured from the b term as explained in Section 4.4.
On dataset 1 as shown in Figure 5.7, an early lameness threshold is visible between
LS 1 and all other scores, at −1.95. A larger negative value from the b term indicates
higher level of lameness, which is observed in the overall inverse correlation between
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Figure 5.7: Early Lameness detection results from the spine arch in dataset 1 (23 cows).
All cows are manually scored using the Sprecher system. The minimum b term repre-
sents the severity of spinal arching from the fitted cubic polynomial. From this dataset,
an early stage lameness threshold is identified at −1.95. A single healthy cow is mis-
classified (red circle, b term = ≈ −3) due to massive neck movements as explained in
the example of Figure 4.25.
the ground truth and the vertical spine arch in the figure. This correlation is identical
to the one achieved under gait asymmetry -see Figures 5.2 and 5.3-. This highlights
an important contribution in this PhD as it develops a completely novel proxy (gait
asymmetry) that delivers a similar trend to the one observed from a well-established
trait (spine arch).
Theoretically, the curvature of a healthy cow’s spine arch is expected to be close to 0.
However, as shown in Section 4.4 and the above figure, naturally there is a very minor
arching even at LS 1. This is further heightened because of a scrutinized approachwhich
takes into account the minimum measure across all frames. However, the primary aim
in this classification is still strong in the above trend whereby perceptible arching starts
from LS 2, which is evidently different than LS 1.
To further investigate this early boundary, Table 5.9 provides the results from both
datasets. Here the minimum from each LS is used in Student t-tests which reveals a
significant difference for LS 1 vs LS 2, LS 1 vs LS 2 and 3 combined and LS 1 vs LS 3.
Significance probabilities in datasets 1 are (P < 0.0029, P < 0.00011 and P < 0.000048,
respectively) and (P < 0.000008, P < 0.0025 and P < 0.0031, respectively) in dataset 2.
This reveals a consistent pattern across the entire data which serves to coherently accept
Sprecher’s observation that cows in LS 2 begin to exhibit an arched back as they walk.
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Dataset 1
Ground truth Spine arch variablea
Cows LS Class N b (SD)
4 1 Non-lame 3 -1.9253(0.7734)
7 2 Lame 3 -2.8809(0.3192)Y
10 3 Lame 3 -2.9193(0.5555)Y
2 4 Lame 1 -3.1790(0.3887)
Y
5 Lame 1 -3.3079Y
Dataset 2
Ground truth Spine arch variablea
Cows LS Class b (SD)
17 1 Non-lame -1.9651(1.742)
20 2 Lame -2.9158(0.5331)Y
18 3 Lame -2.9251(0.4873)Y
4 4 Lame -3.1400(0.2405)Y
1 5 Lame -3.3079Y
a The spine arch variable; the minimum b term of the cubic polynomial.
The locomotion score (LS) is according to the Sprecher et al. [126] scoring system.
N = Number of times each cow is manually scored.
Y means ‘Yes’ indicating a significance difference of less than P < 0.050 from LS1,
using a Student t-test. N means ‘No’.
Table 5.9: Spine arch results on both datasets. All values are minimum b term of the
vertical spine arch.
The spinal arching results correlate well with the manual scores. This serves the main
purpose of the analysis which subsequently elevates the sensitivity of lameness detec-
tion from the state-of-the-art using the similar reported trait. All lame cows in the pre-
sented data (including cows in LS 2) are identified within the early lameness threshold.
However, the misclassifications are generally to do with false positives. For example in
Figure 5.7, a single healthy cow is misclassified (b term = ≈ −3) due to an extreme and
irregular neck movements/head bob as explained in the neck movements’ discussion
(Figure 4.25). This behaviour is also observed in dataset 2, which directly affects the
specificity of the detection.
The classification using this variable is provided in Figure 5.8 which achieves accuracies
of 95.4% and 86.7% in datasets 1 and 2, respectively. The linear SVM classifier’s perfor-
mance is shown in the confusion matrix in Table 5.10. Note an identical specificity from
the gait asymmetry in dataset 2 despite achieving a very high sensitivity (97.6%).
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Figure 5.8: Early lameness classification accuracy rates for the spine arch. The results
from dataset 1 (95.7%) are published in Abdul Jabbar et al. [4].
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Table 5.10: Confusionmatrices for the highest accuracies (95.7% in dataset 1 and 86.7%
in dataset 2) for early lameness classification using the mean B-term of the spine cubic
polynomial, (linear SVM classifier).
This notion best describes the challenges when relying on a single trait to asses the loco-
motion, particularly the spine arch. It has been a major limitation in the state-of-the-art,
reviewed in Section 2.4.3, that due to random behaviour, cows are classified lame when
completely healthy. This is a considerable problem that raises practicality concerns;
most certainly farmers would not prefer a systemwith high ‘false alarms’. The problem
is magnified in early lameness cases because there might be an overlap, especially with
this trait. An example of this is evident in Figure 4.25 where an outlying behaviour is
seen as an excessively large dip from the cervical region.
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To address this classification issue, there are two possible scenarios. The system could
take into account:
1. Multiple locomotion traits to predict the locomotion, given the limited data, this
is the most reasonable approach this for PhD to take.
2. Repeated measurements over a period of time to establish a ‘norm’ for individual
animals. The relatively small changes from the norm in light of the developed
traits could then be used for detecting lameness.
These two scenarios could co-exist. The developed traits and the proposed 3D data cap-
ture promotes both. However, the second scenario requires a lot of data for individual
animals which is not sourced to be put for a test during this PhD. It is one of the main
suggestions made to further improve this PhD’s performance at a the commercial level.
The forthcoming section combines both trait classifications to continue with the above
notion as well as provide a comprehensive, novel, 3D video based multi-trait lameness
classifier. All discussed variables so far will be used to train the multi-trait SVM classi-
fier to predict lameness from both locomotion traits.
5.5 Multi-trait classification
The final classification based on the discussed variables from both traits is presented in
this section. This represents a novel contribution to the state-of-the-art by combining
multiple independent locomotion traits for a comprehensive early lameness classifica-
tion using the same data i.e. 3D video.
The most notable advantage from combing both gait asymmetry and spine arch traits
is the increased accuracy, particularly the specificity. The linear SVM classifier outper-
forms any other technique as shown in Figure 5.9, (95.7% in dataset 1, 88.3% in dataset
2). The confusionmatrix in Table 5.11maintains the same highest performance achieved
with the Hilbert variable (φˆ) in dataset 1, but more importantly in dataset 2, the speci-
ficity climbed to 88% and the sensitivity is at 92%.
The pursuit of achieving a higher specificity even at the early lameness stage (see Table
5.12) is primarily because of the practical demands on commercial farms. Evidently, this
is only possible when both trait variables were combined in a single classifier. However,
the only compromise is a reduced sensitivity from 97.6% using the spine arch only to
92% in the multi-trait classifier. Nevertheless, the overall accuracy in the multi-trait is
still higher by 1.6%. The individual trait classification produced seven false positives
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Figure 5.9: Early lameness classification accuracy rates with multiple traits (gait asym-
metry, spine arch variables). The 95.7% and 88.3% accuracies achieved by a linear SVM
classifier represent the final classification proposed in this PhD.
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Table 5.11: Confusion matrices for the highest accuracy early lameness classification
using gait asymmetry and spine arch traits, (linear SVM classifier). This performance
represents the final classification proposed in this PhD.
which are believed to be just over the early lameness border-line. By combining the
traits, a sufficient discriminability is obtained such that five out of seven cows are now
below the threshold.
Note that both traits carry totally independent features from the locomotion, however,
at the same time, both are shown to independently be class correlated to lameness.
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Variable(s) Dataset 2
Sensitivity Specificity
φˆ 79% 58.8%
f(t) 74.4% 58.8%
Swing peak 76.7% 58.8%
Gait asymmetry 79% 58.8%
b term (Spine arch) 97.6% 58.8%
Multi-trait classifier 92% 88%
Table 5.12: Dataset 2 sensitivity and specificity comparison for all locomotion variables
and the multi-trait classifier.
Here SVM outperforms other classification techniques in finding the best margin (hy-
perplane) with a multi-dimensional input data, which evidently results in an overall
improved early lameness detection, particularly ruling out border-line false positives.
From this final proposed classification, the individual cowmisclassified in dataset 1 has
been discussed several times by now i.e. the cow in Figure 4.25. However, in dataset 2,
there are seven misclassifications out of 60 different sessions (53 correct classifications).
These are within tolerances that one might expect of manual scoring and such perfor-
mance is expected as is the case generally in the literature.
This idea of applying a multi-trait classification for lameness detection was first pro-
posed in Abdul Jabbar et al. [2]. It is generally inspired by the fact that animals would
react to pain differently. A comprehensive assessment should therefore observe vari-
ous dynamic traits. The recent dairy science discoveries also agree with this approach.
In fact it was found in the Schlageter-Tello et al.’s work [111, 113] on the associations
between observed (visual) traits and the manual scores, that the spine arch, gait asym-
metry and ‘reluctance to bear weight’ are the three most reliable locomotion traits that
correlate with lameness. Among the other traits closely investigated with lameness
were tracking up and head bobbing. This has also been reported in other studies [46,
57] which ruled out closely observed traits e.g. cow-hock, postural abnormalities and
favoured limb postures and instead suggested that the back arch is more promising for
further inspections. It is also shown in the comparisons to the previous work that the
gait asymmetry is the single most frequently used trait with the force plates or body
sensors. A conclusion can be made here that this classification takes into account two
of the most reliable locomotion traits in cattle.
The third reliable trait from Schlageter-Tello’s observations is the reluctance to bear
weight on the affected leg which is identified by a reduced limb force [34, 95, 144]. Al-
though this is heavily reliant on the kinematic measurements of a walking cow, it can
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still be indirectly detected from the extrapolated locomotion signals i.e. the affected limb
would remain off the floor for a longer time resulting in a lower frequency (f(t))/higher
peak amplitude (a). It can be assumed that naturally, an animal’s reluctance to bear
weight will result in a disturbed gait or a spine arch thereby the proposed multi-trait
classifier integrates the most reliable locomotion traits for lameness detection.
In the following section, another major novel contribution is made by using this multi-
trait approach to identify the origin of lameness. This aims to show how an individual
lameness case affects both traits. It also substantiates a correlation of lameness detec-
tion/localisation between both traits.
5.6 Lame limb detection
Localising the origin of lameness grants a productive intervention by the herdsmen.
Currently, this is mainly done by visual inspection or using a conventional, intrusive/-
contact method. As reviewed in the state-of-the-art, one of the key drawbacks is the
inability to extract gait information (i.e. reliance on spine arch only). This is the reason
that none of the previous video based studies has shown a method to localise the lame-
ness. By utilizing both traits (locomotion signals,X−Z curvature andX−Y curvature)
and their variables, this section aims to solve this shortcoming.
The identification of the lame leg is made against visually inspected ground truth data,
presented in Section 3.2.3. Nine different lame cows were made available with synony-
mous identified lame leg scores. This limited data provides an indicative, preliminary
research to examine the hypothesises made from both traits on localising the lameness.
Results from these nine cows are presented here as follows:
• Table 5.13: Variables from both traits for each cow. The localisation is made from
the swing peak heights (aR,aL), the frequencies (fR,fL) for each leg and the lat-
eral curvature which detects the lame side.
• Figure 5.10: The locomotion signals of each cow.
• Figure 5.11: The spine arch and the lateral curvature for each cow.
Generally as shown in Figure 5.10, the lame limb will result in a lower frequency and
a higher swing peak amplitude. All hind limb lameness cases were correctly identified
in Table 5.13 using both variables, with the exception of Cow4’s right limb frequency.
However, this cow’s hind right lame limb is still identified with the higher amplitude
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Ground truth Gait asymmetry Back posture
Cow LS LL aR aL fR fL f(t) φˆ LC SA
1 LS 2 HL 38.65 49.61 0.0395 0.0313 0.0082 0.0107 0.006 -2.11
2 LS 2 HL 22.82 35.88 0.0556 0.0167 0.0389 0.0101 0.340 -2.89
3 LS 3 HL 19.32 48.11 0.0357 0.0268 0.0089 0.0170 0.522 -2.61
4 LS 3 HR 48.93 29.22 0.0319 0.0200 0.0119 0.0538 -0.566 -3.45
5 LS 3 HL 40.92 57.08 0.0625 0.0375 0.0250 0.0005 1.09 -2.11
6 LS 3 HL 35.09 39.20 0.0625 0.0395 0.0230 0.0589 0.096 -2.43
7 LS 4 HL 28.65 66.82 0.0441 0.0294 0.0147 0.0060 0.422 -2.73
8 LS 4 HR 56.15 24.99 0.0278 0.0455 0.0177 0.0918 -0.001 -3.19
9 LS 4 FL 47.09 30.44 0.0227 0.0714 0.0487 0.0058 0.466 -3.01
The locomotion score (LS) is according to the Sprecher et al. [126] scoring system.
LL = Lame Leg identified by the expert, Hind Left (HL), Fore Left (FL), Hind Right (HR).
aR/aL (cm) is the maximum height of the right/left swing peaks.
fR/fL is the frequency of the right/left locomotion signal.
Lateral Curvature (LC), Spine Arch (SA), both represented by the b terms.
Correct localisation of the lame leg using each variable is highlighted by:
Blue for right Red for left
Table 5.13: Localising the lame leg results from gait asymmetry and lateral curvature
traits. The localisation is made from (aR,aL,fR,fL and LC) variables.
from the lame limb. It is hard to speculate as towhy the lower frequencywas not present
in the lame limb signal given this has occurred once only in the localising data.
This agreement between swing peak and frequency changes in Table 5.13 against visu-
ally inspected lame cows confirms the hypothesises made for both variables in Section
4.2. Recalling the proposed dynamic proxy i.e. the vertical limb motion in the 3D hook
ROI was modelled into a locomotion signal; this agreement proves a major claim in this
thesis by developing a proxy that detects individual limb lameness even though the
limbs themselves are not visible in the 3D camera’s view point. This also points that
the height movements across all frames used in the proxy are sensitive enough to de-
tect lameness, i.e. the kinematics/force or the 3D accelerometer measurements were not
needed.
From these results, the hind limb lameness can be correctly localised with the locomo-
tion signals, mainly because this trait is developed by tracking the vertical motion of
hind limbs. However, a limitation comes in play when attempting to localise the fore
limb lameness with the gait asymmetry signals, as is the case in Cow9. Note that this
cow is well within the lameness threshold using the gait asymmetry classification vari-
ables (f(t) > 0.1, φˆ < 0.07), indicating that lameness in the fore limbs will eventually
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Figure 5.10: Localising the lame limb with the gait asymmetry trait. Each manually
scored cow is represented with its locomotion signals (orange is the lame side, apart
from Cow9 where lameness is visually localised by the expert in a fore limb). Notice
the agreement between the localised lame limb and the frequency/peak trends. Lame
limbs have a higher amplitude and/or a lower frequency.
affect the cow’s hind limbs excursions. Evidently, both (f(t), φˆ) trends are apparent in
this fore limb lameness example.
However, to investigate the fore limb localisation in light of the literature from hind
limbs signals, there seem to be a clear change between all hind limb variables indicating
a form ofweight distribution occurred due to fore limb lameness. This finding therefore
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Figure 5.11: Localising the lame limbwith the back posture trait. Eachmanually scored
cow is represented with both X − Y and X − Z curvatures from the spine ROI. The
negative curvature of the vertical spine arch noticeably increases with lameness. The
localisation is made with the lateral curvature, the plots represent extreme (minimum
b term) curvature frames during the spine arching. Notice the direction of the lateral
curvature which points to the contralateral side, regardless of hind or fore lameness.
agrees with the ‘ipsilateral weight shift from a fore limb’ opinion of both Flower and
Weary [43] andNeveux et al. [82] as opposed to Pastell et al.’s opinion [86] that theweight
shift only occurs contralaterally.
The lateral curvature reflects the spine’s wiggle which is hypothesized to be affected
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by all limbs, therefore it is suitable to tackle the above fore limb lameness localisation
issue. A correct correlation for all nine cows is made using this curvature. The b term
in Table 5.13 represent a scaled minimum of this curvature from the entire locomotion.
The left limb lameness resulted in a positive b term, indicating a curvature pointing
towards the right side. This was also the case with a fore limb lameness in Cow9. The
b variable becomes negative only in the two incidents where a right limb lameness was
identified. This proves the hypothesis made in Section 4.4.2 to localise the lameness
using this novel curvature which is based on a consensus finding in literature on the
contralateral weight shifting due to lameness.
These curvatures are also visualised in Figure 5.11. Here three lateral curvatures (frames)
are extracted from the locomotion. These represent the minimummiddle frames when
the full thoracic region is visible and during the extreme spine arching. The plotted ver-
tical spine arch in the figure represents the most extreme arch in the entire locomotion
for a cow. The arch evidently increases with the lameness and the direction of the lateral
curvature points to the contralateral side, regardless of hind or fore lameness.
Note that the above discussed results showed a strong correlation between the devel-
oped traits in localising or generally detecting lameness from the same lame cows. This
reassures an important PhD claim to the ‘vision-based animal locomotion analysis’ area
by extracting correlated but totally independent gait information from the same 3D
video data that is used for the back posture analysis. Despite the low sample size, the
strength of this correlation warrants a further validation on a large scale data.
5.7 Detection comparison to related work
This section looks to conclude the thesis by comparing the above proposed classification
and results with prior work. This is important to put in context the claims and contribu-
tions of this PhD to this emerging field. It also re-justifies the route taken in developing
the traits, ground truth selection, classification boundary and classification technique.
This overview comparison is inspired by Van Nuffel et al.’s review [147], it is sum-
marised in three tables:
• Table 5.14: All computer-vision based lameness detection work is compared here,
regardless of the applied lameness threshold. The experimental or restricted data
capture works are excluded, namely:
– Both Song et al. [123] and Pluk et al. [90] are replaced by their more recent
work Pluk et al. [91]. The authors’ previous findings indicated that the step
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overlap is not enough as a single classifier for lameness. Pluk et al.’s latest
work [91] is included in the comparison though it is completely dependent
on measurements from force plates.
– Blackie et al. [23] because of their excessively intrusive approach in analysing
the data. The animals and data were handled manually. There were several
physical markers glued to the animals’ limbs and spine rooting this work as
highly research constrained.
With the inclusion of this PhD (and its publications, Abdul Jabbar et al. [3, 4]), Ta-
ble 5.14 represents the current, latest state-of-the-art for cattle’s lameness detection
using computer vision.
• Tables 5.15 and 5.16: Here the conventional methods dedicated for early lame-
ness or small change detection are summarised. Methods that have used a coarse-
grained ground truth which overlaps the mildly lame and severely lame classes
are excluded.
Some studies have been excluded from both comparisons since they are generally not
applicable for the comparative sensitivity/specificity overview, because of a constrained
environment/simplified ground truth. Furthermore, such studies have not produced
any substantial early lameness detection discoveries.
The earlier 2D work [92, 150] improvised manual processing steps e.g. manual height
thresholds for different cows. Although these studies achieved higher accuracies, they
were later -within four to five- years replaced with the 3D data by the same authors/re-
search group. This indicates a preference from experts in the field for the use of 3D
data because of the many processing and analysis challenges in the 2D domain (e.g. oc-
clusions, segmentation) which limit a fully automated implementation at a commercial
scale. The fetlock angle measurements work [91], although used force plates in combi-
nation with video data, it still achieved a considerably lower accuracy as compared to a
fully dependent 2D method.
It is evident by looking at Table 5.14, in the context of this PhD’s claims, that none of the
computer vision studies (2D and 3D) methods have:
• Presented an early classification at LS 2 which represents a visually detectable
lameness condition according to the twomost renowned scoring systems [43, 126],
• Investigated Sprecher et al.’s [126] hypothesis that cows in LS 2 would show a
tendency to arch as theywalk despite implementing Sprecher as the ground truth,
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• Shown the ability to localise the origin of lameness (side or limb).
These shortcomings in the state-of-the-art have been addressed in the traits extrapola-
tions of the previous chapter and the early lameness classification in this chapter.
The accuracy (88.3-95.7%) of the proposed multi-trait classifier generally outperforms
the 3D methods (79.8-81.2%) with considerably higher sensitivity rates in this PhD (88-
100%) as opposed to (47.1-68.5%) in the state-of-the-art. Notice that the higher sensitiv-
ity in this PhD is achieved at a stricter lameness threshold (LS 2) as opposed to (LS 3)
which has been the only threshold in the state-of-the-art.
High specificity is a major practical demand for farmers to avoid false positives [147].
However to achieve this, all computer vision methods have opted for a less strict lame-
ness classification i.e. LS 3 using Sprecher or a coarse-grained three level ground truth.
The above proposed multi-trait classification has confronted this commercial need by
providing a high specificity in the large dataset 2 (92%), whilst applying a strict early
lameness threshold i.e. LS 2.
It is worth noting that some of the state-of-the-art used much larger datasets e.g. 186
sessions in [142] and for longer periods e.g. 3629 sessions from 280 cows over a year
in [143]. This has served as a major advantage allowing both [142, 143] to take into
account multiple measurements for individual cows e.g. the classification takes into
account the average back posture over four consecutive videos for a cow. This should
improve the classification’s accuracy and provide a stable measurement which renders
out any random behaviours from the animals in the locomotion videos.
This type of large scale validation was not possible in this PhD. Keeping in mind that
the early lameness boundary (e.g. the frequency differences in Table 5.3 between LS 1
and 2) is more significant in dataset 1 as compared to 2, i.e. whenmore accurate ground
truth is used from repeated scores; one can assume that such large validation protocol
will only consolidate the classification’s performance.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the How’s My Cow? 3D data capture method
presented in this thesis has been running as a regular commercial prototype for over
a year. Such regular implementation has not been well reported with the conventional
methods. This further strengthens the contributions made by this PhD as it proposed
novel traits/early classification from 3D video captured at a commercial unconstrained
scale thereby providing a practical value for the conducted research to be directly vali-
dated on real-world data at commercial farms.
The conventional work’s overview in Tables 5.15 and 5.16 shows similar accuracy range
(≈76-90%) to the computer vision studies. This indicates that the achieved accuracy by
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the proposed multi-trait classifier is well within the conventional work’s higher accu-
racy range, however it surpasses as an overall system given the associated advantages
e.g. a completely covert/contact-lessmethod, an early threshold at LS 2. It is also shown
from these tables that the scrutiny of the binary classification at LS 2 is still a shortcom-
ing whichmakes it the biggest challenge in all these automatedmethods [147]. Further-
more, it is worth noting that the latest (and perhaps one of the most advanced1) studies
[18] still relied on human intervention with the animals in the reported data capture.
This PhD contributes in this regard by eliminating such dependencies for a more com-
prehensive day-to-day use.
Note the repeated reliance on gait asymmetry related variables using different methods
in the conventionalwork. This furthermagnifies the role of this PhDwhich has achieved
a sensitive extrapolation for the single most frequently used trait in the conventional
method using a novel proxy for computer vision based analysis, where the computer
vision methods have only focused on the back posture.
Overall observations from both comparisons indicate that a ground truth based clas-
sification is a unanimous approach in the literature. Likewise, various classification
techniques were adapted throughout the literature with very little justification being
given as to why a particular technique was chosen. After all, the higher accuracy has
always been the key aspiration in all studies. In this PhD, the estimated response from
the predictors demonstrated a significant statistical difference (using Student t-tests),
and an SVM classifier was repeatedly found to outperform any other technique in both
traits, thus, it was chosen in the final proposed classification.
1This study [18] is published in PLoS ONE journal which has the highest impact factor as compared to
any other publication summarised in the three comparison Tables 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16.
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5.8 Summary
This chapter focused on the primary aim set by this PhD; early lameness detection.
A classification was presented against ground truth using gait asymmetry variables,
a spine arch variable and finally, combing all variables to form the multi-trait classi-
fier. This addressed the biggest deficiency in current automated methods by providing
an SVM classification at an early stage with high accuracy rates, 95.7% in dataset 1 (23
sessions from 22 cows), 88.3% in dataset 2 (60 sessions from 57 cows).
To summarise, the multi-trait classifier is based on a set of independent, class corre-
lated variables. A list summarising these and their individual classification accuracies
is below:
• Gait asymmetry trait:
– Frequency difference f(t) - shown to be significantly different between all
lameness scores and LS 1 in both datasets
– Hilbert based ‘symmetry’ or instantaneous phase difference φˆ - slightly more
sensitive than the frequency variable in detecting early lameness (i.e. one ad-
ditional correct detection in dataset 1, two in dataset 2)
– Swing peak variables a,w, p - less sensitive to the above two variables in iden-
tifying the early lameness threshold however still outperformed the conven-
tional methods in classifying early lameness using a temporal event
These variables were directly extracted from the hook ROIs’ vertical movements.
Therefore a ‘frontier’ cross-disciplinary contribution is made by extrapolating lo-
comotion/gait asymmetry proxy from height movements using 3D video. Com-
bined lameness detection accuracy for all gait asymmetry variables was 95.7% in
dataset 1, 73.3% in dataset 2.
• Back posture:
– Spine arch (b term from the cubic polynomial) - shown to be significantly
different between LS 1 and LS 2 (and all other lameness scores) thereby con-
firming Sprecher’s observation that cows arch their backswhilewalking even
at an early stage
The spine arch is the vertical curvature extracted from the X-Z plane in the spine
ROI. Independent performance achieved an accuracy of 95.7% in dataset 1 and
86.7% in dataset 2.
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Localising the lame side/limb is a ground-breaking achievement which was provided
in this chapter on nine different lame cows with the lame limb identified by the expert.
Here the gait asymmetry trait (locomotion signals) comprises a novel method to detect
the lame hind limb represented by a lower frequency signal and/or higher peak ampli-
tude. It has also emerged that the same spine ROI used for back posture classification
can be used for localising the lame side. The b term of the lateral curvature in theX−Y
plane is shown to differ between right side or left side lameness i.e. negative term for
right side lameness and positive term for the left side lameness. The correlation on
all nine cows between the ground truth, gait asymmetry and lateral curvature for this
localisation achieved a 100% agreement.
Lastly, to put this PhD’s contributions in context with the previous work, two compar-
isons were presented; with all computer vision methods and with closely related con-
ventional methods. These comparisons highlight the high accuracy rates achieved as
well as several other contributions. For instance, this PhD is the only such computer
vision study to have focused on classifying lameness at LS 2, localising the lame leg/-
side and inferring a gait asymmetry proxy from the 3D video. Previous methods have
significant shortcomings in regard to these major contributions.
CHAPTER 6
Conclusions, Limitations and Future
Work
6.1 Thesis summary
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Figure 6.1: Summary of the 3D video based lameness detection and localisation in the
thesis. GA, Gait Asymmetry, SA, Spine Arch and LC, Lateral Curvature.
This thesis began by highlighting the vital urgency and potential gains for automated
early lameness detection in commercial dairy farms. A thorough review of the literature
was presented in Chapter 2 to critique the shortcomings of the state-of-the-art for cattle
locomotion analysis or lameness detection. To address these issues, the thesis followed
a progressive pipeline -as shown in Figure 6.1- which expanded into the core chapters
of this thesis.
Feature Detection in Chapter 3. The highest peaks of a curvedness map from the 3D
data were used to identify the hook bones and spine ROIs with high detection rates.
Locomotion Traits in Chapter 4. The height variations (i.e. vertical movements) from
hook ROIs were used to model locomotion signals for gait asymmetry analysis. Cubic
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polynomials were fitted in the 3D spine ROI. These novel representations were visually
analysed to extract objective variables for early lameness detection and localisation.
Classification and Localisation in Chapter 5. The variables have been shown to classify
early lameness with high detection accuracies (95.7% and 88.3% on datasets 1 and 2,
respectively). It has also been shown that lameness can be accurately localised thereby
providing a completely pioneering lameness detection method.
6.2 Claims and contributions
In this thesis it has been shown that the early lameness onsets of cattle can be detected
automatically using 3D video data, specifically, at LS 2 according to Sprecher’s scor-
ing system. This detection is achieved with accuracies of 95.7% and 88.3% on datasets 1
and 2, respectively. This dairy/animal science contribution addresses the biggest chal-
lenge in the current automated methods. In working towards a solution to this major
claim, several other cross-disciplinary (i.e. precision farming/biomechanics) contribu-
tionsweremade. A summary of these ‘vision-based animal locomotion analysis’ related
claims and contributions is listed below:
• Robust and automated feature extraction:
– automated overhead 3D video processing to segment the cow body and re-
move extraneous information
– spine and hook bones located using a curvedness feature descriptor
• Gait asymmetry trait:
– novel proxy of locomotion ‘gait asymmetry’ is extrapolated from height vari-
ation of cow hooks
– locomotion signalsmodelledwhich represent the hind limb’s vertical motion
– frequency difference between the signals increases with lameness, LS ≥ 2;
linear correlation
– ‘symmetry’measure is extracted using the phase difference of aHilbert trans-
form between the right and left signals; inverse correlation with lameness
scores
– contact-less swing phase variables from the overhead 3D video (segmented
from the locomotion signals)
• Back posture trait:
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– neck and tail detection to render random behaviour in the back posture anal-
ysis
– vertical spine arch in theX − Z plane was affected by lameness even at LS 2
– novel lateral curvature in theX − Y plane extracted to localise the lame side
• Multi-trait early lameness classification:
– binary early lameness classification (at LS 2) achieved accuracies of 95.7% and
88.3% on dataset 1 (23 sessions from 22 cows) and dataset 2 (60 sessions from
57 cows), respectively
• Lame limb localisation:
– slower frequency andhigher peak amplitude positively correlated to the iden-
tification of the lame hind limb
– lateral spine curvature positively correlated to the identification of the lame
side by confirming the ‘contralteral curvature’ hypothesis, i.e. lameness on
one side results in a lateral curve pointing towards the contralteral side
The gait asymmetry trait’s contributions reveal that it is possible to extract a proxy from
the hookROIswhich infers useful gait information, even though the limbs are not visible
in the proposed overhead 3D video. This formed a novel direction to assess locomotion
patterns based on a ‘vertical height movement’ signal thereby utilizing the 3Dmorpho-
logical information and extending an answer to one of this PhD’s primary questions.
Note that all of these contributions are made using data captured at an unconstrained,
commercial farm environment. The proposed system has the following characteristics:
• designed to work as the animals walk freely, without inducing stress, in a non-
intrusive, contact-less and covert manner. This facilitates full autonomy at a com-
mercial dairy farm. It further makes the proposed ‘gait asymmetry’ analysis -in
particular- an entirely unprecedented proposition for any large or farm animal
• able to capture data on a daily basis, thus, small developing lameness trends (vari-
ables) could be detected and incorporated potentially even before a human ob-
server could
These features broaden the application and commercial value of above contributions.
The novel work presented in this thesis can be directly enhanced or validated for longer
durations at a similar unconstrained, commercial scale.
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To the best of the author’s knowledge, this comprehensive 3D video based, multi-trait
early detection/localisation has not been attempted before. These contributions collec-
tively represent the most advanced computer vision study of the area to-date.
Some of these contributions have been positively cited in a review article [81] published
at the Livestock Science journal1 while writing this thesis. The review compiled all
computer vision based lameness detectionmethods and it highlighted the benefits from
this PhD’s output [3]. Namely, the advantages of using 3D depth data for agri-tech
applications because it helped “extracting spine and hook bones with high accuracy”.
It also reviews the proposed “gait asymmetry proxy from height movements to detect
early lameness in cattle”.
6.3 Limitations
• Perhaps the major limitation in any automated method is based on its reliance on
manually scored ground truth. Although this is a unanimously practised approach, it
imposes several restrictions e.g. limited ground truth data because of the resources/-
costs, as is the case in this PhD. More importantly, manual scoring generally raises sub-
jectivity concerns, especially when it comes to detecting early lameness onsets.
A logical direction to mitigate this dependency would be to observe individual animals
for longer periods. The objective trait variables will then be used to establish norms
and detect small deviations from those norms for individual animals. To go down this
route one needs this PhD-like stand-alone and covert data capture system together with
multi-trait variables to cover various aspects of the locomotion changes.
• In terms of the proposed 3D video locomotion analysis, massive changes from the
head and tail are found to affect the back posture trait. Although unnatural hikes/bobs
from the head could correlate to lameness, there seem to be a degree of uncertainty as to
whether all such movements are indeed caused by lameness e.g. a cow randomly low-
ering her heads to smell the preceding cow or the floor. The above suggested direction
could help in ruling out any such random uncorrelated behaviour.
• Fore limb lameness localisation seem to be problematic because the gait asymmetry
signals are derived from hind limb movements, where the majority of lameness occurs
in the first place. This minor limitation is caused by the compromise made with an
elevated FOV for longer signals; the shoulder (fore limb region) is very difficult to ex-
tract at this height. Further, it was hard to speculate the frequency and peak variables
because there was only one cow with such identified fore lameness. Nevertheless, the
15-Year Impact Factor: 1.553.
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lateral curvature was shown to be effective in overcoming this by localising the lame
side regardless of fore/hind lameness.
• Practical limitations for any automated farm system include cow bunching. This is
likely to result in unsuitable video data for locomotion analysis in general. It can be
avoided by recommending a clear passage for the cattle to flow through the cow race
during recording, or use robotic parlourswhere bunching does not occur. Another prac-
tical limitation is the reliance on the RFID readings for animal identification. In order
to capture the tag numbers of the animals unobtrusively as they pass by at a distance
of up to 80cm, a high power antenna is required. This has the undesirable side effect
of interfering with other nearby farm systems that use RFID e.g. shedding gates, weigh
scales, trough feeders. While there are workarounds for this that can be applied on a
farm by farm basis (e.g. shielding), a better method of animal identification, perhaps
based on biometrics, is preferable.
6.4 Future work
This PhD studied multiple novel ideas under an emerging cross-disciplinary area. The
nature of this inquisitive research has allowed the author a unique opportunity to dis-
cover and recommend future directions to be exploited. These jointly should help in
finding solutions for the above discussed limitations.
First, ideas related to the proposed novelty of 3D locomotion video analysis are listed
below:
• Other locomotion traits/proxies:
– close correlation between the vertical and lateral head bobs and the spine
arch/lameness
– the ‘lateral spine wiggle’ could be used to extract periodicity or model an
l(t) like signal representing a completely undiscovered proxy - preliminary
visual observation on this revealed that the wiggle will become more asym-
metrical with lameness i.e. a lame cowwill exhibit amore ‘stiff’ spine as com-
pared to a symmetrical wiggling lateral spine movement from a healthy cow
• Learn (or deep-learn) the locomotion and its traits: different approach which
requires a lot more data to train deep CNNs on segmented ROIs or the entire
‘registered 3D movement’- this should capitalise on the recent advancements in
computer vision for human gait recognition
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The proposed 3D video based ‘height movement’ proxy has never been exploited with
any quadruped species. This provides a novel contact-less method for biomechanical
researchers to (a) apply thismethodwith other species or (b) investigate the similarity
hypothesis2 for other species based on the cattle results. A preliminary experimental
work in this area (namely, on a horse, pony, goat and camel) has been published in
Abdul Jabbar et al. [1]. The author, based on his reading in the area and experimental
work in [1], believes that this proxy is strongly applicable for gait asymmetry analysis
in horses.
In a contextmore related to this PhD’s commercial project (How’sMyCow? ), this promis-
ing research spawned new fundingwhich aims to exploit the final recommendations on
how to improve the performance of a 3D video system at a commercial farm. These in
general are critically dependent on a commitment from veterinary experts for longer
durations to consolidate the lameness detection work. Below is a summary of these
suggestions.
• The classification task has been shown to work well under realistic commercial farm
conditions for 57 different dairy cows. Further supervised validation should take into
account more cows for longer durations.
• A more in-depth step following the above validation would be to focus on the 3D
data analysis for individual animals for longer durations. Here the aim should be
to detach the analysis from a classic ground truth correlation i.e. absolute spot values,
into an analysis of relative gradual changes in the extracted variables. These small
relative changes should take into account what is a ‘norm’ over a period of time for an
animal as well as the validated lameness thresholds from the supervised classifications.
A ‘reverse-engineering’ like approach could also be applied for a severe lameness case
by going back in that animal’s history to see how the variables changed over time prior
to developing a chronic lameness.
Such an approach strives towards amore consistent and sensitive analysis from repeated
measurements. It would only be possible if there were multiple variables frommultiple
traits automatically detected through a daily analysis, as proposed in this thesis. This
will help rendering (and perhaps detection) of any misleading random behaviour from
an animal that is uncorrelated to lameness e.g. a behaviour from a historical injury.
A paramount contribution to the dairy science/precision farming can bemadewith this
suggestion by proving how early intervention helps save the animal from developing
2Alexander and Jayes [8] proposed this hypothesis that different quadruped animals move in a simi-
lar dynamic fashion; whenever they travel at speeds that give them equal Froude numbers. This has been
successfully examined on large sets of various quadruped animal data, it was concluded that locomotion
information could be predicted for a species based on the information from another.
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a chronic lameness condition. This ideally requires a weekly (or even a daily) close
inspection by a veterinary expert based on an alarming trend from the vision system
e.g. when a certain variable has changed rapidly and repeatedly over a short time.
•A close veterinary investigation should seek a correlation between different patholo-
gies (e.g. sole ulcers) or other lameness causes (e.g. mastitis) and their effects on the
developed traits. This will help knowing which variable is most affected by a certain
condition. These should be incorporated with the other health metrics that can be
measured using a similar data e.g. BCS and weight. Other farm information should
also be incorporated for an overall health and production index e.g. milk production,
intake, claw trimming history. This could help finding new trends and relationships
between the output of an animal and a certain change in her health.
• To overcome the RFID based identification and to provide a completely self-sufficient
vision system, animal biometrics could be investigated to identify the cows. This could
take into account the extracted anatomical features as well as the unique colour patterns
of the Holstein breed. However, a limitation to overcome would be when the system is
faced with ‘fully black/white’ cows without any coat pattern as well as dealing with
soiled cows.
• Lastly, since computer vision studies have emerged so rapidly in this field, a publicly
available 3D data labelled with an accurate ground truth e.g. dataset 1, should be com-
piled to engage more vision scientists in this area. This will provide a common dataset
for researchers to experiment and publish their findings with as is the case with many
hot computer vision applications e.g. face recognition or hand pose estimation.
6.5 Concluding note
Automated lameness detection systems have gained a considerable popularity and this
is likely to increase with pressing ethical, economical and welfare demands. The 3D
video based, multi-trait analysis in this PhD offers several unique contributions. In my
opinion, such vision-based studies will play a crucial part in driving precision farming
research further.
The proposed classification/localisation method is currently the most advanced, novel
and feasible approach to detect early lameness in cattle (or even for large quadrupeds)
on a commercial daily-based routine. This PhD is a step closer to providing compre-
hensive and objective assessments on a regular basis thereby mitigating the reliance on
manual scoring and improving animal welfare. 
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Publications Arising From This Work
The abstracts of the accepted and published articles arising from this PhD are attached
in a reverse chronological order in the following pages.
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• Abdul Jabbar, K., Hansen, M. F., Smith, M. L. and Smith, L. N. (2017) “Early and
non-intrusive lameness detection in dairy cows using 3-dimensional video.” Biosystems
Engineering. Volume 153, Pages 63-69, ISSN 1537-5110.
“Lameness is a major issue in dairy herds and its early and automated detection offers
animal welfare benefits together with potentially high commercial savings for farmers.
Current advancements in automated detection have not achieved a sensitive measure
for classifying early lameness. A novel proxy for lameness using 3-dimensional (3D)
depth video data to analyse the animal’s gait asymmetry is introduced. This dynamic
proxy is derived from the height variations in the hip joint during walking. The video
capture setup is completely covert and it facilitates an automated process. The animals
are recorded using an overhead 3D depth camera as they walk freely in single file after
the milking session. A 3D depth image of the cow’s body is used to automatically track
key regions such as the hooks and the spine. The height movements are calculated
from these regions to form the locomotion signals of this study, which are analysed
using a Hilbert transform. Our results using a 1–5 locomotion scoring (LS) system on
22Holstein Friesian dairy cows, a threshold could be identified between LS 1 and 2 (and
above). This boundary is important as it represents the earliest point in time at which
a cow is considered lame, and its early detection could improve intervention outcome
therebyminimising losses and reducing animal suffering. Using a linear Support Vector
Machine (SVM) binary classificationmodel, the threshold achieved an accuracy of 95.7%
with a 100% sensitivity (detecting lame cows) and 75% specificity (detecting non-lame
cows).”
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• Abdul Jabbar, K., Hansen, M. F., Smith, M. L. and Smith, L. N. (2016) “Locomotion
Traits of Dairy Cows from Overhead Three-Dimensional Video.” In: Visual observation
and analysis of Vertebrate And Insect Behavior (VAIB), 23rd International Conference on Pattern
Recognition (ICPR), Cancun, Mexico, 4 December, 2016.
“We investigate two locomotion traits in dairy cows from overhead 3D video to observe
lameness trends. Detecting lameness -particularly at an early stage- is important in or-
der to allow early treatment which maximizes detection benefits. The proposed phys-
ical setup is covert, non-intrusive and it facilitates full autonomy; therefore, it could
be implemented on a large-scale or daily-basis with high accuracy. The algorithm au-
tomatically tracks features to key regions (i.e. spine, hook bones) using shape index
and curvedness measure from the 3D map. The gait asymmetry trait is analysed in the
form of a dynamic novel proxy derived from the pelvic height movements, as the ani-
mal walks. We have found this proxy sensitive to early lameness trends. The back arch
trait is analysed using a fitted polynomial in the extracted spine region. The proposed
methods in this paper could be implemented on other cattle breeds, equine or other
quadruped animals for the purposes of locomotion assessment.”
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• Abdul Jabbar, K., Hansen, M. F., Smith, M. L. and Smith, L. N. (2016) “Overhead
Spine Arch Analysis of Dairy Cows from Three-Dimensional Video.” Proc. SPIE 10225,
Eighth International Conference onGraphic and Image Processing (ICGIP 2016), Tokyo, Japan,
102250E (February 8, 2017).
“We present a spine arch analysis method in dairy cows using overhead 3D video data.
This method is aimed for early stage lameness detection. That is important in order
to allow early treatment; and thus, reduce the animal suffering and minimize the high
forecasted financial losses, caused by lameness. Our physical data collection setup is
non-intrusive, covert and designed to allow full automation; therefore, it could be im-
plemented on a large scale or daily basiswith high accuracy. We track the animal’s spine
using shape index and curvedness measure from the 3D surface as she walks freely un-
der the 3D camera. Our spinal analysis focuses on the thoracic vertebrae region, where
we found most of the arching caused by lameness. A cubic polynomial is fitted to an-
alyze the arch and estimate the locomotion soundness. We have found more accurate
results by eliminating the regular neck/head movements’ effect from the arch. Using
22-cow data set, we are able to achieve an early stage lameness detection accuracy of
95.4%. (2017) COPYRIGHT Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE).
Downloading of the abstract is permitted for personal use only.”
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•Abdul Jabbar, K., Hansen, M. F., Smith, M. L. and Smith, L. N. (2016) “Quadruped Lo-
comotion Analysis using Three-Dimensional Video.” In: IEEE ICSAE Conference, New-
castle, UK, 20-21 October, 2016.
“To date, there has not been a single method suitable for large-scale or regular-basis
implementation to analyze the locomotion of quadruped animals. Existing methods
are not sensitive enough for detecting minor deviations from healthy gaits. That is im-
portant because these minor deviations could develop into a severe painful lameness
condition. We introduce a dynamic novel proxy for early stage lameness by analyzing
the height movements from an overhead-view 3D video data. These movements are
derived from key regions (e.g. spine, hook joints, and sacroiliac joint). The features to
these key regions are automatically tracked using shape index and curvedness thresh-
old from the 3D map. Our system is fully automated, covert and non-intrusive. This
directly affects the accuracy of the analysis aswe are able to observe the animalswithout
spooking them. We believe that our proposed method could be used on other animals,
i.e. predator quadrupeds where human presence is difficult.”
